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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND OF GUIDE

During the 1968-69 school year, elementary teachers and secondary
teachers met periodically to study and analyze the Pasco County
English Language Arts Program, to study recent English language
arts research and programs, and to recommend changes and directions
for the Pasco County English Language Arts Program. These recom-
mendations were to be written into the form of a guide.

This is the guide based on the recommendations made. It was compiled
by a writing committee made un of teachers who served on the original
committee.

DEFINITION OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS

The writing committee's first task was to define "English Language
Arts." The following diagram is a pictorial view of this definition.

EXPRESSION

WRAING

TRANSVISSION)

SPEAKING

LANGUAGE ARTS

ICATIONCOM1AU ---,LANGUAGE

CONPREHENSION (RECEPTION

READING VIEWING LISTENING

The essence_ of what.is meant by-English language arts is communica-
tion. By_this is .meant the:teaching of English exnression or
transmission and English comprehension or reception. By."expression"
is meant the writing and speaking of-English-and by "comprehensionft
is meant the reading, listening, and viewing-of English.'

The definition of "language" iS the study of -grammars- -usage,- vocabu-
lary, spelling, etc, lihe,broken line 'to -."langUager'is..SYrribolic -of
the writing committee's viewl3a6ed opre-SparCh.,..:.ef.
of language-to the other -phaOes'of- the. EngliSh.L'enguage, ArtS-Program

Too often English language arts meant the study of grammar (usually
standard grammar) and nothing else. Year after year students were
dragged through page after page of a grammar handbook, memorizing,
diagramming, etc. The objective of'such a program was to have
students write and speak English well. However, "Even assuming an
ideal situation where the instruction is clear and consistent and the
students are both eager and able to learn grammatical theory, there
is evidence to suggest that the understanding of the theory does not
result in significant application." (Paul O'Dea, "The Teaching of
Language," Unjt IV, January 1 1969, Science Research Associates, Inc.
P- 15)



Therefore,.although language is considered as a part of the English
language, it is not the only aspect of English language arts.

_PURPOSES OF THE GUIDE

In the making of a comprehensive curriculum guide, two conflicting
values must be reconciled. One important value is continuity:
the development of a curriculum to provide continuous growth in
the English language arts for children and youth from kindergarten
through grade twelve. This English language arts curriculum guide
present§ sequential growth_in reading, speaking, writing, viewing,
listening, and language. Tha second major value is integration:
the development of a curriculum in which the areas of the English
language arts are used together to reinforce each other so as to
increase the effectiveness of each. The value of the integration
of the different aspects.of the English language arts has been
constantly in the Minds of the writers. This integration will be
most apparent in the illustrative units developed by the writing
committee.

The point of view underlying each of the curriculum areas speech,
reading, writing, listening, viewing, and_language)_ is presented
in the'opening section of each program. -It is of the greatest im-
portance to individual readers and to groups studying this guide
to read and to discuss the meanings and implications of these in-
troductory statements;

A curriculum guide is not a recipe book or a catalog. It is the
_Creation and anplidatf(71-6? prin:61511-g-deemed-IMporant tb the
conduct or-Elassroom lessons. The creative te-67EIT understanding
theaSsential 0-6int of view.of each portion of.the curriculum, is
free to use, adapt, modify, or omit specific details.-.The most im-
portant use of this curriculuM is to become the guide- to local
faculties to construct their own curriculums to tarry out in their
classrooms the spirit and objectives of this guide.-

Because pupils grow continuously in the skillS of the,English
language arts, and-in the understanding-and appreCiation of-li_era-
ture, it isi very important-that: the.VaribUsi.ievels -pf a. School
system work in close-harmony to- fOSterAhis-.continUous groWth.
Surely the end goal is worthy of the, highest.effort: -to .nroduce .

students who speak, write, AiSten, -read, and-view-bettOr than they
have ever done before.

Also, because language changes-andbenauSe research unCOV_e_smore
truths- doncerning.the*learner. iis:xecommendedthat---thisguide. be
studied and revised,every three'years



PASCO COUNTY ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS

OBJECTIVES, K-12

KEY CONCEPTS

There is so much knowledge in the world today that it is
impossible to teach details. We must identify the Key Concepts
of a subject area and base our program on these Key Concepts.

"Ey a careful analysis of the structure of knowledge it is
possible to discover certain Key Concepts distinguished by their
power to epitomize important common features of a large number
of more particular ideas. Such concepts are basic central ideas,

an understanding of which opens the door to an effective grasp
of an entire field of knowledge. These key ideas provide as it

were a map whereby the whole scheme of a subject may be grasped
and characteristic features of individual items of knowledge may
for the first time be rightly interpreted. . . It is the present
thesis that the only satisfactory answer to the crisis is the
formulation and persistent use of key concepts. Teachers ought
above all to know the basic rationale of their disciplines and

should conduct their Instruction in the light of these essential

principles. This does not mean that the key concepts should be
taught explicitly and directly. . . It does mean that particular
items of knowledge should be selected and used with an eye to
their exemplification of the basic concepts of the field."
(Philip H. Phenix, "Key Concepts and the Crisis in Learning,"
Teachers College Record, Volume 58, Number 3, (December 1956)

pp. 140)

The following are Key Concepts of English Language Arts:

The aim of the English language arts curriculum
the power and control of the use of language."
En lish Language Arts Inc. Elementary Schools,
1965, p. 1.

John Dixon discusses skills, cultural heritage, and personal
growth as Key Concepts of English language arts. "Among the
models or images of English that have been widely accepted in

schools on both sides of the Atlantic, three were singled out.

The first centered on skills: it fitted an era when initial
literacy was the prime demand. The second stressed the cultural,

heritage, the need for a civilizing and socially unifying content.

The third (and current) model focuses on 2221EMIL growth: on the

need to re-examine the learning processes ahd the meaning to the

individual of what he is doing in English lessons." (John Dixon,

Growth Thrqugh Er..LigLAS121 Reading, England. National Association
for the Teaching of English, 1967, p. 1-2.)

is to "increase
(A Florida Guide:
Bulletin 35n,



Mr. Dixon elaborates on the concept of personal growth as the
current model of English. "To sum up: language is learnt in
operation, not by dummy runs. In English, pupils meet to share
their encounters with life, and to do this effectively they
move freely between dialogue andmonologue --between talk, drama
and writing, and literature, by bringing new voices into the
classroom, adds to the store of shared experience. Each pupil
takes from the store what he can and what he needs. In so doing
he learns to use language to build his own representational
world and works to make this fit reality as he experiences it.
Problems with the writtenmedium for language raise the need
for a different kind of learning. But writing implies a message:
the means must be associated with the end, as part of the same
lesson. A pupil turns to the teacher he trusts for confirmation
of his own doubts and certainties in the validity of what he
has said and written; he will also turn to the class, of course,
but an adult's experience counts for something. In ordering and
composing situations that in some way symbolize life as we know
it, we bring order and composure to our inner selves. When a
pupil is steeped in language in operation we expect, as h matures,
a conceptualizing of his earlier awareness of language, and with
this perhaps new insight into himself (as creator of his own world).
(John Dixon, Growth Throu h English. Reading, England: National
Association for the eaching of English, lô7, p. 13.)

GOALS

The Proposed Accreditation Standards for Florida Schools, 1969-70
bases its goals for elementary, junior high, and senior high
English language arts on such key concepts. The goals of the
English Language Arts Program shall be to provide opportunities
which enable each pupil to:

/a) Develop his ability to communicate through competent use
of the English language in obtaining ideas, and in exnressing
himself clearly, concisely, accurately, and fluently;

(b) Understand himself as an individual and as a member of the
communicati7n group;

(c) Develop his ability to employ viewing, listening, speaking,
reading and writing in the solution of problems;

(d) Develop his powers of language to enable hir to derive
emotional, psychological, social, and intellectual satisfaction
from communication and from life;

(e) Interpret and appreciate various lit rary Forms.

PASCO COUNTY

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS OBJECTIVES

CThe program objectives to followiare based on the above key aoncep s

(4)



and goals of the English language arts.

In stating these program objectives, please note the code used
and the age levels represented by Early Childhood, Late Child-
hood, Early Adolescence, and Late Adolescence.

These age levels are based on the workings of Jean Piaget. (See
Piaget's TheorY of Intellectual Development, Printice-Hall; An
Outline of Piaget's-Devefopmental Psychology for Students an
Teachers, Basic ffooks)

Piaget considers the learning process of infancy as one phase
in the first of four distinct.but sometimes everlappine stages.
The other stages: ages two to seven, seven to eleven, and eleven
to fifteen.

During the stage (2-7), the child thinks about everything in terrs
of his own activities; he believes that the moon follows him
around; or that.dreams fly in through his window when he goes to
bed. Erroneous though these ideas are, they heln the child com-
prehend that actions have causes. In this period. the child is
not egocentric by cheice but because of intellectual immaturity.

The child reaches the threshold of grown-un logic es early as
seven and usually by eleven. Before that Point, he may think
that water becomes "more to drink" when it is poured from a short,
squat glass into a tall, thin one with the same capacity. The
reason for this stubborn misconcention is that the child is paying
attention only to static features of his environment, not to trans-
formations. Now, at the age Piaget calls that of "concrete"
intellectual activity, the child can deduce that nouring does not
change the quantity of the water. He has_begun to reason end to
grasp the essential princiole of the equation.

Between the ages of eleven and fifteen, the child begins to deal
with abstractions and, in a primitive but methodical way, set up
hypotheses and then test' them, as a stientist does.

The time _table that seems to control.the developmentpf intellectual
skills, Piaget is convinced, suggests that man's capacity for logi
cal thought is not learned but is embedded, along mtth hair color
in genes. These innate rational tendencies do not mature, however
unless they are used. A. chi,11, cannot be forced-to. develm..under-
standing any J'aster than the rate 'at which his _ienlmrs MatuFe7776
'their -ft11 potentia1. At the sere tire,' a. EFfld who does 'not ket
the-ohande te7applY his develoning abilitiesand test their limita
tions may never reach his full.intellectual-eapacity.

Piaget has Observed reneatedly that children eXplore the eomplexities
of their world with immense zest,--and his findings have given.
encouragement to the discovery method ofteaching. -The-method-dramo
also on the ideas of John '0,WeY,-,1Maria Montessori, andJerome.'Bruner



PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

LATE CHILDHOOD ELEMENTARY
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En lish Lan a e Ar s Pro Ob ectives K-12

CODE: ECETVES LITTLE EVPHASIS Early Childhood: (5-7 years old)
Late Childhood: (7-11 years old)

XXXXX SOME EMPHASIS Early Adolescence: (1 -15 years old)
Late Adolescence: (1 19 years old)

STRONG EMPHASIS,19
I. _._Speaking

1. To speak informally before a peer group

E.C. L C. E.A. L.A.

2. From the beginning to be t lking be ore trying to read.

E C. L.C. E.A.

XXXXXXXXXX

To speak spontaneously and easily with and before others.

E.G. L.C.

L.A.

E.A. L.A.

To enunciate clearly distinguishable phonemes. family of clos ly
related speech sounds regarded as a single sound)

E.G. L.C.

XXXXXXXXX

To p oject and modulate appropria

E.C. L.C.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

E.A. L.A.

0 9 0 0 *** **

v-

E.A. L.A.

XXXXXXXXXX

To ex ress observations, experiences, and feelings-

E. C L.C. E.A. L.A.

11
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To take part is an informal exchange of ideas with others: to
consult with others in formulating plans.

E.C. L.C.

*04 if 16000 XXXXXXXXXX

To question as a way of learning.

E.G.

E.A. L.A.

L.C. E.A. L.A.

To exp ess one's self in play acting, story telling.

E.G. L.C. E.A. L.A.

10. To express one's interpretations in play acting, story telling,
poetry, reading, ballad singing, oral reading.

E.G. L.C.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

E.A. L.A.

11. To make effective use of pitch, stress, facial expression, and
gesture in order to make one's speech more interesting.

E.C. L.C. E.A. L.A.

. .. .XXXXXXXXX XX

12. To acquire the ability to present facts, ideas, and concepts in
an organized manner.

E.G. L.C. E.A. L.A.

. .... ........XXXXXXXX XX

13 To apply the conventions of general American-English Usage, and
to put to use whatever functional variety of language is appropriate
to the occasion.

E.G. L.C. E.A. L.A.

.. .. ...XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

C14



11. Listening

1. To listen or to attend to sounds around us.

E.G. L.G. E.A. L.A.

XXXXLCXXXXXXXXXX

2. To discriminate selectively sounds around us.

E.G. L.C. E.A. L.A.

To listen and follow instructions.

E.G. L.C. E.A. L.A.

To listen attentively in a discussion without inter 1111 ing the
speaker.

E.G. L.G. E.A. L.A.

To acquire facts accurately and with reasonable ease when they are
communicated through speech.

E.G. L.C.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

E.A. L.A.

To acquire skills of critical listening; i.e., listening for
ideas and supporting data; to avoid being swayed by propaganda.

E.G. L.G. E.A.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

L.A.

7. To select from listening experiences the ideas which are of
significance to the problem at handl and to tune out the extraneous.

E.G. L.G. E.A.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

(8)
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To change one's own behavior (decision-making, acquisition of
concepts, attitudes towards individuals or groups) as a result
of effective listening.

E.G. L.C.

.. . ..XXXXXXXXXM

E.A.

XX

L.A.

To develop ability 1.,o select the level of listening (marginal,
appreciative, attentive, critical) appropriate to a given_ situation
and to flexibly apply these different:skills implied by the levels
involved.

E.G. L.C. E.A. L.A.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXX

10. To cultivate a balanced media diet.

E.G. L.C. E.A. L.A.

11. To increase one s listening vocabulary.

E.G. L.G. B.A. L.A.

12. To look at the soeaker; to try to interprethks facial expressions
and other non-verbal siana s.

E.G. L.C. B.A. L.A.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

13. To listen analytically (to content and linguisti in an effort
to improve one's own speech skills.

E.G. L.C.

XXXXXXXXXXX

(9)
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ITT. WRITING

1. To produce neat 1- ible manuscript end cursive writing.

E.C. L.C. E.A. L.A.

XXXXXXX

2 To spell correctly in order to communicate more efficiently

E.C.

XXXXXXXXXX

L.C. E.A. L.A.

XXXXXXXXXXXX

To improve the quality and precision of one's itten vocabularv.

E.C. L.C. E.A.

XXXXXXX

L A.

To develop increasing obj ctivity in revising one's written work.

E.C.. L.C. E.A.

XXXXXXX

L.P.

To develop an awareness of writins styles and forms, including
those found in business in order to apply them in one's own
writing.

E.C. L.C. E.A.

XXXXXXX

L.A.

To im: ove the precision of one's punctuation and usage.

E.C. L.C. E.A. L.A.

XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX

To experiment with individual writing techniques; to be able-_to
break rules intelligently; to learn the rules first.end have a
valid reason for breaking them.

C. L.C. E.A. L.A.

XXXXXXXX
15



IV. READING

1. To acquire readiness for reading

E.C. L.C.

XXXXxxxxxxxx

E.A. L.A.

2. To associate a printed word with not only spoken sounds but also
meaning.

E.C. L.C. E.A. L.A.

To be aware of similarities and differences in reading and speaking.

E.C. L.C. E.A. L.A.

.... XXXXXXXX

To recognize the nature of meaning of what Is read; to make of
reading a question-asking,- problem-solving process; to realize that
language suggests more than-it says

C. L.C.

XXXXXXXXX

E.A. L.A.

5. To read orally with evidence that one identifies with and under-
stands the material, character, motivation, emotional content, etc.

B.C. L.C. E.A.

XXXXXXXX

L.A.

To exoand one's recognition-vocabulary in quantity and quality

E.G. E.A. L.A.

To acquire and apply correctly word-analysis skills necessa or

decoding unfamiliar words

E.G. L.C. 16 E.A. L.A.

[3.3.)



8. To read (silently) with ease, fluency

E.C.

XXXXXXXXXXXX

L.C. E.A.

propr :te speed.

L.A.

To know the literary tradition of one's culture and other cultures.

E.C. L.C. E.A. L.A.

10. To develop one's belief , attitudes, and concepts on the basis of
rich and varied reading: experiences.

E.C. L.C.

XxxxxxXXX XX XxxXxxx

11. To read as a let_u e

E.C. L.C.

-me activity

E.A.

_

L.A.

L.A.

12. To transfer skills developed in one.field of reading to related
fields: skimming, scanning, outlining, r ference material, and
study

E.C. L.C.

XXXXXXXXXX

E.A. L.A.

13. To develop ability to select a level of reading (marenal,
appreciatiVe, attentive critical) appropriate to a given
situation and to flexibly apply these different skills implied
by the levels involved.

E.C. L.C.

XXXXXXXXX

E.A. L.A.

17
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V. VIEWING

To observe various viewtng media (stills, films, T.V., montage,
and other exhibits

E.C. L.C. E.A. L.A.

2. To identify the_technique of the media observed.

E.C. L.C.

xxxx xxxxxxxx

E.A. L.A.

To recall gene al and specific techniques of the media observed
and to comment on them.

E.C.

0 * ** ** *

L.C.

XXXXXXXXXXX

E.A. L.A.

To analyze the techniques of the media observed.

E.C. L.C. B.A.

XXXXXXXXXXX

L.A.

To conclude that the medium itself is the message or that the
techniques Of the medium are meaningful.

E.C. L.C. E A. L.A.

*** S * XXXXXXXXXX

To evaluate the techniques used in a medium.

E.G. L.C. E.A.

XXXXXXXXXX

L.A.



VI. LANGUAGE

1. To express oneself in one's own language without fear of ridicule.

E.C. L.C. E.A. L.A.

To acquire a. classroom dialect (usag ) which reflects the
commonly accepted regional standard sneech.

E.C.

XXXXXXXXX

L.C. B.A. L.A.

To explore and -lay with language in order to become aware of
language proce. ss without formalization. (no memorized definitions)

E.C. L.C. E.A.

XXXXXXXXX

L.A.

To increase vocabulary through experiences, actual end vicario-

E.C. E.A. L.A.

To recognIze and use words.of imagery.

E.C. L.C.

XXXXXXXXX

E.A. L.A.

As they develop writing vocabulary, to u. se mechanical skills.

E.C. L.C. E.A.

XXXXXXXXXX

L.A.

7. To combine words in writing to convey a me ning.

E.C. L.C. E.A.

(14)
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To recognize and write sentences haying two parts, subject nnd
predicate.

E.C. L .C.

XXXXXXXXXX

E.A. L.A.

To be able to use word forms morphology) which are plurals of
nouns, the verb forms, and pronouns.

E.C. L .C.

XXXXXXXXXX

E.A. L.A.

10. To recognize and use orally and in writing concrete and abstract
words.

E.C. L.C.

MX:MOM
E.A. L.A.

To derive new words from root words.

E. L .C. E.A. L.A.

XXXXXXXXXXXXX

12. To recognize words as symbols and not objects.

E.C. L.C.

XXXXXXXXXX

E.A. L.A.

13. To recognize and use con extual clues to figure out word meanings.

E.C. L.C. E.A. L.A.

14. To hear and to recognize the intonational patterns (stress, pitch,
juncture) as a part of langu ge.

E.C. L .C. E.A.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXEOCXXXXn

L.A.



15. To discuss the origin or words and the semantics of language.

E.C. L.C. E.A. L.A.

16. To discover that language has structure and vocabulary through
the study of language in general and English in particular.

E.C. L.C. E.A. L.A.

17. To recognize that grammar offers alternative structural patte ns
(transforms)

E.C. L.C. E.A L.A.

18. To purposefully rearrange words into various sentence patterns snd
to use these patterns.

E.C. L.C. L.A.

19. To understand that_the study of grammar has humanistic as opposed
to pragmatic transfer.

E.C. L.C. E.A. L.A.

20. To recognize and use certain language u age a pro riate to
given social, geographical, and cultural leve s.

E.C. L.C. E.A.

XXXXXxxxxxxx

L.A.

21. To be aware that the structure of language (syntax ) is described
by various gramrars and that these descriptions are not the
language.

E.C. L.C. E.A. L.A.



22. To seek and use vobularv words in order to express oneself
concisely, clearly, an,:, aesthetically. no vocabulary lists
to he reTorized

E.C. L.

XXXXXXXXX

E.A. L.A.

To recognize thPt words, or words in just a nosition, have varying
effects in certain contexts and to use such words.

E.C. L.C. E.A. L.A.

24. To e aware that language is in a constant state o.
to explain language in the light of its history.

E.C. L.C. L.A.

XXXXXXXXX

(17)
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SPEECH

SAMPLE INSTUCTIONkL OBJECTIVES



Background Information on Speech

THE IMPORTANCE OF SPEECH

Speech is the chief means by which human society is welded together.
One need spend only a short time in a country using an unfamiliar
language to realize how paralyied human relations become without
speech. Fron infancy on, speech is for most of us one of the most
frequent behavior patterns. But what we .do often we do mot neces-
sarily do well. There is evidence all about us of ineffective speech,
of failure to communicate Adequately, or of failure to understand
spoken communication. These ills are far more than matters of a
lack of correctness; they are failures of spoken language. In any
scheme of education it would seem that communication by speaking
would have a high priority, but such is not the casC In American
education today, despite some notable exceptions the major time,
effort, and-reward are given to silent reading, 4ith speaking left
far behind. It will be a concern of this guide to indicate- ways in
which instruction in speaking can be given greater significance and
attention in the general growth of language skills in.children and
youth.

SPEECH BACKGROUND

The ability to communicate springs .in- "part- fromithe-convidtionthat-
one has, something to communidate. Rich experiences beg to" ..144- -shared,
and it is a joy to write.
other hand,': the-:Ohild:--, 6f dePriVed:--:baCkgrOtitidand..liMited'' 43.cPerience-.
may feel that -he "has .'nothint-t0,-:,'SaY.i:,--:,'FOrtherMore----_,.the..-.3p-ee-th'.-__used..

in his hoMe.- nifty be of the:::'norienti-ohing-',tYpe-,--00:iisliistiot.rpolixy. of
unimaginatiVeH,Words .-. and the:Jain:Pleat of sentences. Every effo-rt
should.- -b6--Made to -:_encoUrege-:.'stiChe,:-chilit,-to--'share,hia--iexperiatices...and
to cultivate his Speaking
We .1)atre.. Cottle . to realize that the child who has an:
easier tiMe

-the.-..-.printed
the child who has not experienced,,-the -beautr,-.:of the,-,written.. word
may-'-hAVe a great deal of '.:.dt-ffiCtilty aopreciating more inVollied'-.'speaking...:

arete; tkti a basic goal In speech ''instrdetion-. -

--

SPEECH IS, A FORM -0i---piHAvioa

gression; of, physiCal =and--_mentel
unian- behavior, ,- it -; requires disciplined :-.
verning the discipline of-- speakingare:

Learning to
644116. Li#e other fonn o
study. The basic princiOles



* Recognition of the nature and purposes of communication
* Knowledge of the physical production of speech sounds
* Appreciation of the bodily accompaniments of speech

(gesture, stance, bodily movement)
# Awareness of the social functions of speech

These principles are not absorbed unconsciously. They require in-
struction by teachers who have been given at least basic training
in the fundamentals of speech.

SPEECH GROWTH IS CONTINUOUS

Attention to the following aspects of speaking, accompanied by train-
ing and practice, can assure teachers of the continuous growth of
students in their command of spoken English:

* Vocabulary. Words are the basic units of spoken language.
Ekperle-nces of home, school, and community Provide the
opportunity for an ever-expanding vocabulary. But command
of words, except in limited numbers, does not arise boY
itself. Children need to be led continually to recognize
new words, to relate them to context, and to practice their
use in purposeful communication. Ideally each child should
have an opportunity to speak briefly and to use new words
every day. Conscious encouragement by teachers can do

much to expand vocabulary.

4, Voice. Many children need sympathetic guidance in de-
veloping a good speaking voice. Pitch should be brought
within a reasonable range and volume adjusted to the
class group. Frequent Practice in choral reading and
speaking can allow the teacher to note and correct voice
deffciencies of indivldual pupils without the embarrassment
of a solo performance. Since boys' voices change mith
adolescence, they need readjustment of pitch and volume
in\junior high school and early senior high school years.

'Great tact is required in helping such students.

* Bearing. Standing easily and gracefully before others is
difficult for children and is a particular ProbleT, for
young adolescents. Much of their reluctance to speak be-

fore a group arises from this factor. prom the primary
grades on, every possible opportunity 'Should be seized to
make appearance before others ,a, natural classroom situa-
tion. Children should take it for granted that they will
perform before ,their fellows, as p:antomimists, oral, readerP
actors in impromptu plaYs, ,Plakers of oral ,reports,-, ind ex-

pressers of ideas. Where, such ,experience is hapi,tUalr

much uneasiness mill disaPPear. Byprivate conference the
teacher can help an awkward child assume a better posture,
use his hands more freely, and acquire relaxation before a

group.



* Plann1ng. Children's speaking progresses from the utter-
ance of a few scattered ideas to the presentation of a
well-planned, organized discourse. This progression seldom
happens by accident. Therefore, training in organization
is an important factor in the growth of speaking. It begins
with the child's arranging a few items he wishes to express
in an order which he deems best for his purpose. The second
stage is the formation of a brief outline on paper to allow
the speaker to present his ideas in an order which he has
planned in advance. The culmination is the highly organ-
ized outline of a prepared speech in which a central idea
is supported by properly subordinated contributing ideas.
The latter stage is for mature students only; in general, a
simple card outline will suffice.

* Usage. While all spoken language of children and youth tends
to reflect patterns of speech learned in the home and the
community, speaking in class will be conducted in the school
dialect, namely, informal standard English, Informal standard
English may vary from one region to another and at any rate,
represents a very wide range of speech forms depending on
the speaker's background and his speech needs in a particular
situation. An important aspect of education in speaking is
familiarizing children with the forms of speech desired in
the classroom, with much oral practice to establish both
hearing and speaking. Indeed, this aspect of usage training
is valuable to both speaking and writing, since many of the
so-called errors of composition are simply written forms of
substandard speech.

Sentence patterns. Oral sentences are much more loosely con-
structed than written sentences. Nevertheless, there is a
definite growth in spoken sentence patterns which marks the
experienced speaker over the beginner. Young children often
get into "mazes," which are confused'matterns they cannot
complete. An illustration: "This boY, he didn't understand
this man, well, so he, I mean the man, took and...." This
kind of pattern conftsion can be reduced by helping students
make shorter statement units and avoid vague' references like
"this boy, this man," etc. Thinking sentences before speaking
them also tends to improve spoken sentence structure. Learn-
ing to begin sentences with clear, unmistakable subjects is
another aid. There is no need to make speech sound like
written English. Speech can be free and informal, but e -
pressed in those simple patterns of the Enklish sentence
which avoid confusion of structure and reference.

,

AUdiende.resPerise.' 'VeryLoften;-schaibirdoM 4eaking praCtice
beCoMeSsdialOgue':betweeni.pupil'and te4Cher- Thewiseteacher
*11:IdireCt:.the puPiI's'Spee'chtohf0:61I0wtUdeiW6:and-Wi
expect:critical but'PriendIk ITstening.-1ftth6-pp6sible the
..teTg:044.retiree speakin _exercises as we I as partici sting in theM



The teacher will help each pupil become aware of his audience,
learn to speak to it, and become sensitive to its reactions.
As the speaker learns to direct his remarks to a live audience,
he will increasingly recognize how he is "getting across." His
own desire for success is the best motivation.

In the evaluation of student speakers, it is wise to limit the
criticism of the audience to matters of content and effective-
ness of presentation. Corrections of usage, posture, and gestures,
being personal in nature, are better left to the teacher. In
some cases a private conference with the student is better than
public criticism. Nevertheless , most pupils can be trained to
accept correction in a good spirit, even when it Ts made publicly.

One of the important aspects of speech is the observation of
certain courtesies between speaker and listener. Many of
these can be taught indirectly by the teacher in his own speak-
ing to students as individuals or as a class. Preserving the
dignity of the individual, no matter howyoung, re-Praining from
necessary interruption of a speaker, using courteous terms when
addressing students (even when one is provoked!) and encouraging
the expression of independent views are important courtesies
of speaking. It is of little use to teach as lessons what one
violates in practice.

* Teacher's own speech. The previous considerations should make
evident the extreme importance of the quality of the teacher's
own speech. He should by every possible means cultivate a
preasant, quiet speaking tone, free of tension and irritation,
and so pitched as to be suitable to his physique. He will
articulate with precision, paying particular attention to crisp
consonants. He mill guard against careless or inaccurate pro-
nunciations. Furthermore, he will examine his own English
usage, to be sure that he sets for his students the pattern of
informal standard English of the region in which he teaches.
The teacher's attention to these details goes a long way to-
ward developing effective oral communication in his classroom.

From: English Language Arts In Wisconsin, Department of Public
Instru-dtion, Nidisón, 'Wisconsin, January, 1968 p 159-161.

Spoken language originates,ln,an infant's first criea..-and develOp4... , _ , , . , _ _ , _

in the,holqe and the,Sb110-0-te) DrO_ Ode, -it :iS,11006d, -.an art1,60TSte,..
adult who. effectilielY-:aSSUmes Iii6:-..bo,Cial'privileges and'SSPOi.iSi:Oil--

ities.' .Sinc,e mach, of soUr gorail'un0,0iOn is.-.ac,C,OppliShed-through,Opeaking
and-since speech4s. the foUndatiOnof:WrItten coMMUniba:bion,-,-,thS,teSpber

immediate.sttentiOnwill,,berdrawir_totheAeveicippient:Ofg,Ood,sbeach. ,.. ,

habits in students'-:.eariiest,educatidhai-experience
_

,

, .. , , 5 , , ' ' .

As the childdevelopa andlwriting.bedomea_a second rmeans',61 communi
.

., _ .- . ,

ca ion
'
it groWS apparent that writing and-speaking are 'interrelated-

- ,--;
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parts of a total verbal and intellectual process. Both are complex
functions. Neither is an isolated skill which mav be practiced alone
until it is mastered. Development in one area can stimulate and sup-
plement development in the other. As soon as the child enters school,
the teacher will provide the help necessary for the development of
proficiency and effectiveness in both expressive arts.

First of all, the teacher will consider the various factors involved
in the development of the primary child. He will attempt to discover
his ability to learn, his degree of maturational growth, and the nature
of his home environment. Knowledge of the child's socio-econonic
background will enable the teacher to viee'his social setting more
understandingly. In this context the teacher may also learn about any
confusion that might occur because regional or dialectal patterns are
used in the child's home.

Occasionally, the teacher may find a student with some apparent physical
handicap which hinders his ability to communicate. Everyeffort should
be made to learn why the problem exists and to discern its results upon
the child. The teacher will be better able to help the child with his
difficulties when he has understood the basis of hes handicap.

The alert teacher tries to pace his teaching procedures to coincide
with each student's maturational pattern. The rate of each child's
growth is related to his ability to react to his new experiences in
the classroom. The perceptive teacher will consider the child's
emerging behavioral patterns and ability to cope with both success
and failure. He will be aware of the particular motivation and skills
which mill help each child think, plan, organize and compose more
easily.

Speaking and writing are closely related to interests and experiences
which children already possess. A short time ago it eras a simple
task to list and classify the interests of children in terms of ani-
mals, Pets, rocks, minerals, and various collections. But today's
child has wider opportunities for gaining first hand experience.
Technological aids open to him a great spectrum of events. He travels
more, meets more People, and has greater access to electronic end
mechanical toys than yesterday's child. The teacher wisely "tee's"
the child's new interests to motivate him to speak and write as mean-
ingfully as possible.

The creative teacher provides many situations that will stimulate
growth in communication. He establishes a warm rapport in which the
child can express himself, genuinelY and fraalY. qoncrete and vicar-
ious experiences such as discussions, trips, films, stories, Poems,
and dramatic play are the basis of successful communication- The
discussion of naw words related to his immediate world of experience
helps develop the child's vocabulary. The teacher's speakine,maimer
is very important, as the child will imitate his voice, pronunciation,
and sentence structure.

If the above-mentipned activities are carriid'out, the, child wil
become more Perceptive and better-Abitiecc.express himself orellY and,

. , e e

in writing. His awakened sensorye.awareness,lwill stimulate hiS im-
nation to select 'cOlorfUli descriPtive words to convey hiS impres-

ons of the world about him; his*n"w expressive ability, in ,turn
(22)



11 arouse him to become even more perceptive.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPEAKING

SPEECH IN THE KINDERGARTEN

e fact that children come to school knowing how to speakwith
rying degrees of effectiveness, to be sure--should not mislead
e teacher into believing that no instrtiction is needed. As a
tter of fact, it is only through the disciplined correlation
the factors of thought, language, voice, and action that ef-
ctiVe oral communication can be achieved .

tterns of speech are established in the home. Since the devel-
ment of speech depends upon physical and psychological development,
is to be hoped that each child will have normal organs of speech
d hearing, and the security of a Dsychologically comfortable en-
ronrent. But because some children lack these assets, it is the
acher's responsibility to assist them in making the adjustments
cessary nor effective speech.

ndergarten children will differ widely in their degree of speech
velopment. One may be a relatively mature child who has communi-
ted frequently with adults and other children. Another may have
tended nursery school and have been initiated there into the for-
lities of the school situation. Still another may be an immature
ild who has spent much time alone or with a single adult. The
ild may be from a cultured home and a corrunicative family, or
om a deprived environrent and a restricted neighborhood. But what-
er the degree of his speech competence, he enters kindergarten ready
receive whatever influences it affords.

ACTIVITIES PROMOTING °PEECH DEVELOPYENT

e kindergarten child engages in many activities in 'his growth to-
rd effective oral communication. Rhythinic physical .. activities
ltivate smooth bodily action, an integral part of the comthunibation
molex. A good school, day provides oboortunitieS for marching,
nning, hopping, leaPing, SkipPing.,', and wallcing.- AS',;the child as-
res to more meaningful movement;'' the-pantomime eVolvés. This is
rti aularly important in the' kindergarten olasdrOom., ..'for it'- enables
e young child to dei'elop imaginatiOn and bOdilY 'control. Some
vorite pantomimes are: a. duck 'waddling; a frog jumping; a bear
lking; a person -ironing, climbing a. ladder, skatingT, ',or raking
aves,

e modern kindergarten offers- a rich supply of materials ,for dramatic
ay, which actually occurs, whenever two or more children converse
gether. The hoMe, faMiliar":.-objects, and 'make-belierte,:.activities 'such
imitating animals, People, and Mechanical toys- Prdvide. 'subjects, of' -

amatic play. Dramatic play teaches children 'to integrate words and



bodily action and to invest both with meaning; it offers them a
splendid opportunity to relive their experiences to verbalize their
thoughts, and to plan together. At the same time they acquire a lar-
ger and more precise vocabulary. The five-year-old is interested in
using new and larger words, and the teacher does much at this time
to help broaden his vocabulary. Words such as discovered, crouched,
Protected, splendid, enormous, magnificent, and delightful can become
pa:rt of a cOnversation in dramatic play. And finally, dramatic play
will help develop habits of correct language structure, clear enun-

,

ciation, and pleasing voice.

Dramatizing familiar stories is a delight to small children. Bodily
activity and gestures are combined with creative self-expression to
produce original interpretations of such familiar stories as The
Three Bears, The Three Billy Goats Gruff, The Three Little Pigs, Caps
-714-57-W-Ksk Mr.-Bear, Little Lamb, and Mother -aoose Rh3imes. The
felt board and puppets may supplement these activities. Through them
the children learn to plan together, to understand simple sequence,
to take turns in playing roles, and to appreciate the contributions
of others.

Conversation the most frequently used form of oral communication, is
the core of the speaking program in kindergarten. Children enjoy
talking'about many things: their homes, trips, gardens, animals, the
zoo and circus, birthdays and holidays) television programs and movies,
and almost anything related to science. In conversation children re-
late oral expression to previous experience and to books. Many
kindergarten children can use the pictures of a book as the basis of
a sequential report. A favorite time of the day with children is
"Share and Tell" or "Show and Tell." This activity is a link between
home and school and provides interesting material for follow-up activ-
ities such as composing chart stories, painting, and coloring pictures.
This kind of activity offers many possibilities at all grade levels
for honoring contributions of a sort different from what might be ex-
pected from the majority of the group--both for the broadening effect
upon the group and the fostering of pride and a readiness to contri-
bute in the "different" child. One first grade group put on a program
of poems and-music for the benefit of the other first grade classes,
the kindergartners, and their parents. One litte girl of German par-
entage sang as a solo a German song.

Through talking and listening to,other children and to the teacher,
the child will develop his personality and enrich his vocabulary
and ideas. He wIll learn politenessAoy taking turns, sharing ideas,
and choosing an interesting topic of conversation.

. . . . . . -.

Children have always loved stories. Storytelling is one of the'oldest
of'the arts and holds great magic for the five-year-old; hR likes to
be read to and to tell stories of his own. He particularly.likes
stories about animals wh9 behave likehuman beings .and-about familiar
objects such as steam shovels car6 bilges, airplane's; boats, and

grocerY stores.



The teacher will have many books on hand to fit the.moods and needs
of the day. A variety of interestS -will be discussed and requests
for stories made. Children laugh with delight at the antics of
alE1212E_gtoml and thrill to stories of fantasy such as The post
Beautiful Thing,in the World and The Fairies and the Days-o7F-71i-Week.

The child's speech growth will be stimulated by the new words and
ideas learned from stories. He will also develop a sense of beauty
and style and an interest in the use of colorful words. As his at-
tention span lengthens, he will learn to follow the simple sequence
of events.

SPEECH IN THE PRIMARY GRADES

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPEECH

The primary child's voice, usage, and vocabulary will naturally affect
his speaking habits, Poor articulation is perhaps the most widespread
voice problem. Children need training in hearing distinctions between
sounds and in articulating words and sounds correctly. The phonics
program, supplemented by oral reading, can centribute much here. Choral
recitation of Mother Goose Rhymes and poems will improve articulation.
Some that might be included are: "Diddledy, Diddledy," "Jack Sprat,"
"Little Boy Blue," "Hickory Dickory Dock," "Mho Has Seen the Wind?"
"The Little Turtle," "Familiar Friends," and "Mr. Nobody."

The teacher is constantly alert for errors in usage. Experience has
shown that continuous, tactful correction is the most helpful approach
to the problems of nonstandard usage. As Dawson and Zollinger sug-
gest in their book Guiding Language Learning, "...of all the phases of
language instruction the phase devoted to correct usage is possibly
the least successful in terms of effort expended," and "...school ex-
periences in speaking and writing must be impressive indeed to create
the urge to change (usage habits)." One good approach is to make a
survey of incorrect usage patterns in the school and to-concentrate on
their improvement. (See Robert C. Pooley, inghingAnallatimea, Ch.9)

It goes without saying that the teacher's own careful example of artic-
ulations, pronunciation, and usage is of great significance. Even the
teacher's voice quality serves as a good or a poor example to the chil-
dren.

The teacher can al o inspire the children to improve their vocabularies.
Imaginative words serve as a stimulus to the search for better-habits
of self-expression. Listening for new and colorful words alerts the
child to the sensory experiences from which he builds a rich vocabulary.
Hearing good literature read aloud also stiffulates vocabulary expar sion.

SPEECH PROBLEMS (DEFECTIVE SPEECH)

The identification of true speech doiEh'ets requires the skill of a speech
correctionist. In a school with a good program of speech co reotion,



children will be screened early and those with defects will immediately
enter a program of treatment. If such screening is not automatic, it

will be the responsibility of the classroom teacher to refer a child
with a suspected defect to the correctionist.

It often takes considerable experience to determine whether the ir-
regularity is a developmental one, which simple maturation will correct,
or whether it is a poor speech habit or a structural or functional
defect, any of which require a careful program of correction. The
teacher should consider himself part of a team including psychologist,
medical doctor, and speech correctionist, all of whose knowledge and
skills are involved in the diagnosis and treatment of the defect. Since
the teacher knows the child best, he can, under the guidance of the
correctionist, become the most important member of the team. Mardel
Ogilvie's Speech in the Elementary School (McGraw-Hill, 1_95/) has an

excellent se6tion on The gole of' the-Classroom Teacher in Correcting
Speech Difficulties.fl The author points out that the teacher's under-
standing and acceptance of the child, along with the establishment of
a classroom atmosphere that invites communication and promotes good

human relationships, are important concomitants o the correctionist's
work.

From: English Language Arts in Wisconsin, Department of Public
InstrUction,-MadiSon,-WiscOnsin, p. 165-169.



Sample Performance Objectives for

La e Childhood 7-11 years of age)

The Pasco County English Language Arts program objectives listed
in the preceding section have been translated into sample per-
formance objectives, giving an example pre-assessment activities,
the learning opportunities or activities, the materials which
might be needed, and evaluation techniques which may be used.

The following format is suggested by the writing committee for
teachers to use in setting up performance objectives based on
Pasco County English Language Arts program objectives:

(1) program objective:

(2) emphasis of program objective at this level:

(3) pre-assessment: to find out ir students are already
performing in this area or at what level they are
performing.

(4) exam le of. an instruc ional (performance) objective
at t is age level.

(5) learning opportunities or lesson plans which mill
give students the opportunities necessary to learn
to perform.

(6) approximate time it would take for the lesson plan.

(7) evaluation: How will you know 'when the student can
perform:

Level 1: Minimum

Level 2: Intermedia

Level 3 Maximum

4271



LATE CHILDHOOD 7-11 years of age)

I. Speaking

1. Program Objective: To speak informally before a peer group.

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis.

Pre-Assessment: Observe if child takes part In informal classroom
aiscussion.

Exam le of an instructional erformance obective for this level:

iltven an opportunity in an informal setting, the child mill contribute
in a discussion of child-related topics.

Learning Opportunities: Give student the opportunity to be engaged in
an informal group discussion otohild-related topic. (popular musi
T.V. shows, actors, clubs, hobbies, etc.)

a. A child chooses the topic.

b. The physical arrangement should be informal as regards de ks, etc.

Time: 30 minutes

Evaluation: Note child's growth in self-expression and self-confidence.
Child should show:, 1. a willingness to speak.

2. a willingness to listen politely
ability to contribute positively and cons
ively to the discussion.

Program Objec ive: From the beginning to be talking before trying
to read.

Em hasis: Strong program emphasis.

Pre-Assessment: Observe If child contribu
informal discussion situations.

le of an instructional

Given an opportunitY, the ch ld is able to tell in his own
incidents from his own experiences.

Learning Opportunities: Continue erly childhood program
experience-stories as needed.



Materials: Chalkboard for first draft as it is dictated, chart paper
for re-read presentation, a broad-edge pen or felt marker, lined oak-
tag or chart strips for phrases and sentences, and a wall pocket con-
tainer to hold phrases, words, and sentences of e erience-story.
Duplicated copies of child's experience story for distrIbution and/Or
booklet.

Tine: One child at a time - as longas he needs.

Evaluation: The finished product - the experience story. Observe
child's willingness to share experiences. Level 1: Child's willingness
to share. Level 2: Child-has clarity of expression. Level 3 Child
uses logical sequence in development of story.

3. Program Ob,fective: To speak spontaneously and easily with and before

others.

Emphasis: Strong Program emphasis.

Pre-Assessment: Observe if child is able to speak with ease on a
given topic.

Exain.le of an instructional e formance ob ect vé forthis level:

Given an opportunity, the child isable to answer specific questions
spontaneously and easily and give reasons for his. answer.

Learning-Opportunity: Question and Answer Activity.

These questions may be asked by teacher or member of the group. They
should be thought questions related to the individual s 'interests and

previous experience. They should provoke discussion.

Do you like to' read?
What are your favorite books?
What parts of the newspaper do you read?
What magazines do you read?
What do you like to read about?
What school subject do, you like best?
What school subject do you dislike most?
When do you do your homework?
What is your most interesting hobby?

The question "why" with any and all of these queations can be used to

open up a channel of discussion.

Tine: 30 minutes.

Evaluation:
response to
4. Ability
the opinion

Observe child's spontaneity and facility while speaking in
questioning. Level 1: Willingness to participate. Level
to give reasons for answer. Level 3 Willingness to accept

of other students.



4. Program Objective: To enunciate clearly distinguishable phonemes.

Emphasis: Some emphasis

Pre-Assessment) Listen to child speak; determine if he is clearly
distinguishing phonemes.

Example of an instructional (oerformano0objective for this level:

Having listened to a specific phoneme the child mill be able to give
words with the same phoneme.

Learning Opportunities: "Say It - Take It (Grade.2-6)

A. Preparation and Materials: Put a variety of objects on a table,
the names of which contain sounds being studied by the class. For
foundation-letter combinations the objects might be:

at - hat, bat ox
ap - apple, cap, map in
an - fan, can, pan . .. ip
et - letter. ... .. ut
ar - toy car, star, jar up
en - ben, pencil ot
op - top

- box
- pin
paper clip

- button, nut
- cup
- bottle

Divide the class into two teams.

B. Introduction to the class: To begin -our game, i-thall call on a
member of one team. He mill come Up to the table. I shall say a
sound, nut!' for example. The child:then has-30 ,seconds tO find_an.
object on the table the name off which has the..!tutnsound in it. 'He

might .pick up the nut. (Teacher pickt up the "nut,..writesUut on-the
board, and underlinet the utff in uut) or 'the button. (TeaCher deM

onstrates in the same manner.)

After he
name the
ber'from

When all
the most

has found-the object, -110:must:
object. He May then take:the
.-the secondteamMill:c4ome

galte him then
---object to his seat.' Then a men-
and I shall give him a neW-soUnch

the objects on our table'Arp. gone, we shall sehich teem, has
objects. -That team winner.

C. :Variation:. Rather:thenpaying:the,...e.ounde. the::..teaOhe

up.--fiaph cardeonwhiph...:,the,.,sound.Parer-IOrt.4111-Ifithi?tela1-10 child

.the'.1.2ettertoundt06:-,tight.:.-. . .
. .

,

Platts, Mary E. et all., Spice
Teaching of the Lgage Arts.
19 0. pp. 1

Suggested Activities to rotiv,a e the
Mictigan: Iducational Servi.ce rnc.

Tine: 30rninutes

Evaluation: Child should .ba able 1. to,give, u on request, a word

with ihe particular phoneme taught. 2. to give, won request, d' word

with the particular phoneme taught and identify the particular sound.

3 to give upon request 3 five words with the particular phoneme taugh
,

and identify the partic.ilar souh



5. Program Objective: To project and modulate appropriately.

Ernhhsis: Some program emphasis.

Pre-Assessment: Listen to child read or speak to aetermine voice
projection arid various degrees of modulation.

Example of an instrueLionaanceob:ective for this level:

While reading orally at independent or instructional level, the child
is able to read in conversational tone, read so that everyone can
hear, and look at the audience once in a while. (Betts. p. 515)

Learning Opportunities: Child reads a selection orally. Selection
should be at child's indeeendent level.

Time: 3 minutes'.

Evaluation: Level 1: Child reads so everyone can hear. .Levell 2:
Child -rerls so everyone can' hear-and in a conversational tone. Level 3:
Child reads as above and occasionally looks at his audience.

6. Program_O_b:tective: indluded as an activity of 1 & 3
observations, dkperiences, and feelings.

7. Pregram Objective: To ,take part in an informal exchange
with others; te con-dUlt with others in formulating plans.

Em hasis: Some emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Observe if the
and playground activities.

Exam le of an instructional

To express

of ideas

child is narticinating in classroom

for this level:
Given the opportunity-to .plan informal classrpom
child will offer .6uggestions_andonsult With:ethers iri,-i'ormulating
plans.

Learning Opportunities: Plan a party.

Have students take the leadership in selecting an overall chairman.
Various committees should be planned and organized. The number of
committees and the division of the party responsibility will depend
on class population. Each member within the Committee should have
specific responsibilities.

The invitations chairman should get_ the cLass interested in the party.
Puzzles, riddles, nesters, and bulletin board displays can do much to
develop anticipation in the class and prepare them for the party. The
decorations chairman should plan and supervise the construction and
placement of decorations for the party...The program _chairman should
suggest activities aind sequence of'activities (besidedacting a0 the
master of ceremonies).
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Most party activities should stimulate conversation. Icebreakers
introduce strangers, active games break down inhibitims, mental
games stimulate the intellect, refreshments permit an extended per-
iod of pleasant conversation...A successful party is so placed
participants have opportunities for brief conversations during the

directed activities. These brief conversations often determine the

grouping that develops during the unstructured refreshment period.
Arrange seating at parties so that people can sit in small groups.
Some successful party givers even suggest that.there should be

fewer chairs than people to force people to move around...Since parties
are a part of school life, use these opportunities to teach principles
and skills of successful entertaining."

Sylvester, Robert. Common Sense in Classroom Relations. New York:
Parker Publishing Co., 1 1-

Time: 30 minutes

Evaluation: Observe effectiveness, facility, and willingness to con-
tribute ideas and consult with others. Level 1: Willingness to be a
member of a committee. Level 2: The ability to be a committee chair-
man. Level 3 The ability to be the over-all chairman.

8. Program Obiective: To question as a way of learning.
--

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Observe if child manifests an inquiring mind and can
ask pertinent questions.

Exam le of an instructional performance ob ective for this evel:

In an activity requiring questions a child will be able to ask per-
tinent questions.

Learning Opportunity: Game "Twenty Questions.
_

Leader of the game thinks of some specific nerson, place or thing.
Members of the class take turns asking a maiimum of twenty questions
to identify person, place or thing thought of by the leader. i.e.

Leader: (Concentrates) I am ready.
First student: Is it a person?
Leader: No, it is not a Person-
Second student: Is it a place?
Leader: Yes, It is a place-
Second Student: Is it a place in the United States?
Leader: No, it is not a place in the United States-
Third student: Is it a Place in the Western Hemisphere?
Leader: Yes, it is a Place in the Western Hemisphere.

And so on to specific identification.

Time. twenty minute

Eyalu Level Child can ask simptio



asks questions involving size, shape, colors, etc. .Level 3: Child
asks questions using analogies or usage. i.e. Can you throw it like
a ball? Is it as cold as ice? Is it as big as a breadbox?

9., 10. Program_Objective: To express one's self in play acting and
story telling

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Observe child's willingness to participate.

Exam le of an instructional performance ob ective ror this level:

Given an opportunity, a child will take Dart in creative dramatization.

Learning apportunities: Spontaneous story draratization.

Children read and discuss story "Boy on Strike" from Betts, Emmett
and Welch, Caroly, Adventures Now and Then Bk. 6 Atlanta: American
Book Company, 1963. pp. 107-116.

After discussion of characters, children should choose parts of various
characters in the story and present an unrehearsed, impromptu drama-
tization of the story.

Tine: 40 minutes

Evaluatioq: Observe child's 1. willingness
to iclitray a story character convincingly.
with others in the cast.

o take part 2. ability
ability to inte act

11. pro rem Objective: TO make erre tive use -or- itch, stresS, facial .

.exPreSSion and:ges-ure-in order to make one's
esting.

Emphasis: Lfttle progra_ emphaSis.

speech rore inter-

Pre-Assessment: Listen to and observe child's use or pitch, stress,
facial expresiion, and gestures in order to make his

Example of an ins ructional ormance) ob ective for this level:
In reci ing a poem a child will effectively use the skills of" pitch, .

stress, facial expression and gesture.

Learning OpportuAties: After having had an opnortunitY to memo ize
a poem of his 6hoice, the child mill recite it to the class-

Time:amiw.. 5 minutes

Evaluation: Ubserv the extent to which the use of-pitch stress7 I

facial expression, and gestures lend color to a child's speech. The
child should 1. recite loud enough to be heard. ,2. , recite with
appropriate use of stress and facial expression. 3. recite With ap
propriate Use of stress facial expression and be able to gesture
appropriately



12. Pro rmm Ob ctive: To acquire the ability to ?resent facts, ideas,
and Concepts in An organized manner. ("Organized manner" includes
introduction, effect, .sequential points knewledge ef material, and
conclusion.)

Emphasis: Little program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Note child's abil to present facts, ideas, and
_

concepts in an organized manner.

Exarn.leof -n instructional derformance obective for thi- level:

Having read a story, a child will be able to tell it to the class.

L_eaxning 00_ortunities: Have children read the story of "Freddie Niller
Scientist." After reading the story, they should relate orally and in
sequence the steps, Freddie followed in his experiment

Betts Ettett and Welch, Carolyn. 'Adventures Here and_There_Book_Five.
Atlan a: American Book Company, 19

Time: 15 minutes_after silent reading.

Evaluation: Level I: Child can tell the story in general terms.
riTS7-77--Child can tell the story in correct sequence. Level 3
Child can tell the story in an "organized manner4. (See program
objective)

13 Program Okie tive: From -the beginning to be talking before trying
to read.

Emhasis: Strong program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Observe if child contributes.en idea(s) in formal or
UTormal diedussion situations.

Exalple of an instructi_jIce:'obectiveattl_lis-levrrnel;
_

Givenan opportunity,'the child is-able to tell in -his. Own-words
incidents from his -own experiences

Learning Opportunities: Continute e
experience-stories as needed.

Naterials: Chalkboard for first draft as it is dictated, chart paper
Tor re-read presentation, a broad-edge pen or felt marker, lined oak-
tag or chart strips for Ihrases and sentences, and Pocket con-
tainer to hold phrases, words, and sentences of e- 4rience-storY.
Duplicated conies of child's experience story for distribution and/or
booklet.

ly childhood prog an o wri,ding

Time:

Evaluation: The finished product - the
child's willingness to share expe ience

experience story. Observe
Level 1- Child's willingne



to share. Level 2: Child has 'clarity oT expression. Level 3: Child
uses logical sequence in development of story.



LISTENING

SAMPLE INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES



Background for Li sterang

The teaching of listening is the single most n glected area in the
teaching of English, and to consider it separately from the teaching
of speech skills is to subvert the whole process of normal human
communication, which, after all, dep-ends for its efficacy in the
fundamental fact of there being someone responsive at "the other end."
Yet, Eriglish teachers reutinely disregard this aspect of oral communi-
cation, perhaps because they have had no professional training, perhaps
because they believe it impossible to teach someone how to listen more

efficiently. In the absence of specific criteria, teachers all too
easily assume that a student is listening if he is not sleepiag or

causing trouble. Of course, he may be daydreaming or, in more advanced
cases, preparing his own comment to the initial part of the speaker's
comments, utterly disregarding the latter's development of an initial

thesis. One unfortunate aspect is that the whole problem of listening
has somehow been equated with a disciplinary mode or with good manners
in general. Moreover, the exigencies of our own time inveigh against
careful listening, since so much information, opinion, and pumpropa-
ganda in oral form assails our ears that determination of what is
important is a necessary preliminary to respectful attention. Discrim-
ination is, however, as much a part of other aspects of instruction in

language-as it is in listening.

Kinds_of Listening

Generally, there are three kinds of listening: appreciative, evaluative,
and systematic. In appreciative listening, most directly associated
with aural responses to music and the sound of poetry, the demands upon
the sensory apprehension of the listener are paramountl he is expected
to absorb but not necessarily to evaluate. In evaluative listening,
the alert listener is particularly attuned to the tone, semantic play,

logic (or lack of it), and rhetorical devices of the speakeri the latter
Oay be moving him to vote a certain way or to otherwise participate in
some action, such as the buying of a certain kind of soap or the agreeing
to the theme of a lyric poem. In systematic listening, a member of the
audience seeks the purpose and organization of infOrmation presented to
him in a presumably objective fashion; the clearest example of such
listening is the student as notetaker of a lecture. In a special sense,
for the college student what the eminent authority speaking before a
group of five hundred sophomores thinks is important is important,
since a question concerning.it mayJmvear on the next examination. At

least for the sake of college-preparation, many students in the seconday
school should be prepared in the skill of listening efficiently. In
the light of all of these implications, it is not surprising that the
Curriculum ReviSion Committee of the National Council of Teachers ofH
English has recently laid great stress on the .full dimension of verbal'
communication, including listening as a natural concern.
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Nor are recent developments the only index of the importance of
listening. As long ago as 1929, Paul T. Rankin in Proceedings of
the Ohio State Educational Conference, 1929 pointed out that of the
total time involved in communication 45 percent is devoted to lis-
tening, 30 percent to speaking, 16 percent to reading, and 9 percent
to writing. The irony of the situation in language arts teaching,
ther; is bhat the skill most frequently exercised in ordinary, every-
day communication is the most neglected instructionally.

Such a paradoxical situation may not prove so strange, however, if
improvement in listening is in fact incorporated into classroom
activities designed to promote proficiency in speech. Yet studies
into the efficiency of the lecture method of transmitting information
(i.e., that involving systematic listening) persistently show not
only that lecture methods need to be improved but that inefficient
listening is a prime factor in the poor retention of knowledge.

If listening inefficiently is to be attacked directly, how can it be
integrated and considered whithin the framework of a unit that is
starkly designated a speech unit? What kind of objectives may be
established realistically for incorporation into the English program?
How may a teacher best alter the habits that lie at the base of poor
listening?

Traditionally, schools have formulated the following five objectives
for the teaching of listening skills:

1. The appreciation of listening as an important skill

2. The attack upon slovenly listening habits acquired to date

3 Direct instruction in the basic skills necessary for at least
adequate listening

4. Extension of listening experience, both in number and in kind

5. Articulation of definite listening assignments with assignments
in speaking, reading, and writing.

Considering the pervasiveness of the listening process, the real ques-
tion after the consideration of the broad objectives above is not
whether there will be listening activities--since there inevitably
must be a preponderance of them, however unconscious the teacher may
be of their nature--but whether a direct instruction approach will be
taken toward improving them.

Perhaps the most sensible initial step is to define the problem of
inefficient listening more precisely. According to one authority,
the following are the ten worst problems in listening.

1. Condemning a speaker's subject as uninteresting before analyzing
its values in terms of one's own future welfare.

2. Criticizing the speeker's 'delivery instead of concentrating on
.his message.
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Preparing an answer to a point, or a question about a point,
before comprehending the point.

Listening only for facts.

5. Wasting the advantage of thought speed over speech speed.

6. Tolerating or creating distractions which needlessly impair
listening efficiency (Hearing disability, speaker inandibility,
noisy neighbors, poor ventilation.).

Faking attention to the speaker.

Permitting personal prejudices or deep-seated convictions to
impair one's listening comprehension.

Avoiding listening to difficult expository material.

10. Trying to take notes in outline form in every instructional speaking
situation.

Approaches to Teaching Listeni_ng

The first kind of approach to the teaching of listening could be the
most direct. In a defined unit on listening, the teacher could point
up hhe importance of listening, indicate what is most necessay for
efficient listening, and set up drills and tests to measure students'
progress in assimilating and organizing information, if not in anal-
yzing emotional appeals or in appreciating verbal style. There is no
question but that such in all-out attack on the neglected skill would
produce some beneficial results, but the same difficulties that plague
the unnatural isolation of one language activity from another are
present here, threatening to vitiate the instruction. Another way of
implementing direct instruction in listening would be through the use
of the recent technological aids incorporated in a listening labora-
tory; there seems little doubt that, given the nature of the skill,

programed instruction involving tape recorders, Phonograph records,
and periodic objective tests will soon be widely available from pub-

lishing hovses. Facilities comparable to those of language laboratories
will no doubt be part of the equipment built into most new high school
buildings for use not only as listening laboratories but also as reading
laboratories, particularly for remedial students.

3Ralph G. Nichols, Listening Instruction in the
Bulletin of the National Association of Second
ol. ay 19 pp. 1 -1 o- igh as
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In the ordinary English classroom today, however, it seems far more
realistic to assume that the teaching of listening can be integrated
with the teaching of speech. Much,has been made, for example, of the
responsibility of the speaker to his audience but relatively little
has been said about theaudience's reciprocal duty. In many instances
of evaluating oral communication, teachers seem to feel that if there
is an evident lack of communication between speaker and audience, the
fault lies wholly with the former. (A notable exception to this bias
is made, however, by the college .teacher when, after grading a dis-
appointing set of objective tests based on his lectures, he leaps to
the consoling conclusion that his class is. made up of uncomprehending
clods.)

The teaching of good listening skills can go on concurrently with the
teaching of speech skills. One of the more obvious annroaches is the
matter of guided feedback. Comnarisons can be made between the speaker s
written specification of his main idea and the.listeners' definition of
that thesis. Comparison can be made between the sneaker's written
outline and what the audience perceives. One teacher has effectively
initiated the latter approach by using an overhead nrojector to illu-
minate the speaker's main outline as he speaks to the class. In another,
more sobering experiment, students at the University of Chicago's
Laboratory School provided an immediate check on the speaker's effi-
ciency by pressing individual buttons on their desk, indicating on a
lighted otraffic boardo behind their-backs and visible to the speaker
how well he was communicating. (A green light meant ocontinueo, a
yellow light, "slow down", and a red light, ustop and go over it
againo; when the traffic board was mostly red, the speaker made a de-
cided change in the pace of his lecture.) Another, more homely device
would be the use of a checklist for listeners, one comparable to but
more limited than the speaker's checklist described earlier. Another
device is to assign one of the better students to make a speech re .
viewing the principal concepts of a unit on the day before an important
test is to be given. Also, much can be gained from the playing of a
professional recording of a literary work or a great speech--if students
are given specific oral or written directions as to what to listen for
principally. Still another approach is to assign different sections
of the class to listen for different asnects of a speech (e.g., voice,
gesture, striking language -etc.

Behind the rationale of integrating listening activities with speech
activities lies the need for reinforcing the axiom that communication
is a two-way street. So important is this principle that it would
seem.patently unrealistic to attempt to teach listening skills over
only one or two years of the entire high school English program._ In
programs where responsible listening is sensibly and systematically
stressed, there is likely to bel incidentally, considerably less frus-
tration over discipline problems which so frequently stem from the
students' awareness that they are not expected to participate actively
when a teacher or another student is speaking.



What little research there has been in the area of listening has yielded
encouraging results. There seems every reason to believe that instruc-
tion focused, either directly or indirectly, on increasing listening
proficiency does produce better listeners. Moreover, it seems clear
that listening ability may be measured objectively. The source of re-
search studies in listening is indicated in the Selected References on
page 26.

If listening is an important skill in language activity and if it can
indeed be taught, surely it should receive a respectable emphasis in
any English program. Probably more direct mork on listening skills
should appear early in the English program, but there may well be suf-
ficient reason to schedule instruction in listening in the twelfth
grade for those seniors who will soon be sitting in the lecture halls
of colleges and universities. That much needs to be done in this area
is plain. If Americans are justly accused of rapid-fire, spontaneous
speech generally labeled as sloppy, the repetition and visual stimuli
so characteristic of television commercials are perhaps the clearest
index of the state of listening in our time; clearly, those who are so
highly motivated to communicate as are our advertising men are desparate
to have their audience pay attention. To English teachers professionally
committed to believe that listening is much more than just a matter of
paying attention, the "sloppy" listening habits of their students de-
serve as much attention as "sloppy" speech.

From - Paul O'Dea "The Teaching of Speech Skills," The Curriculum in
English,_Science Research Associates, Inc. Unit VI, p. 19-23.

Listening, Early Childhood

Children are as diffrent in their ability to listen as they are in
their ability to speak. The child's responses to speech, like his
speech itself, mill vary according to his experience and home envir-
onment. His physical maturation and the degree to which adults have
satisfied his curiosity also affect his ability to listen. The current
situation, too, mill influence his listening performance: he may be-
come raptly involved in hearing a story or a poem, but later be so
eager for his omn turn that he will fail to listen to the other child-
ren.

Listening skills, like speaking skills, are not acquired casually, but
must be taught. The children listen to sounds and then imitate them
in story plays and dramatic play. They listen for bird calls and ani-
mal sounds, for the sounds of the mind and the rain, and for rhyming
words and sounds. Television, telephone, radio, record player, tape
recorder, films, and the human voice provide countless experiences
for listening, and the child is exposed to all of them.

Social activities require speaking and listening. Children can learn
to work in committees and to undertake kindergarten responsibilities.
Each day a different child will play the role of "officer of the day."



He may invite_his mother to visit the schoolroom the day he is to
perform this function. Before this day he can practice introducing
people to each other, with the teacher playing the part of the mother.
Generally even shy children are willing to take part in this kind of
activity.

When birthdays are celebrated and when milk is served, children have
an opportunity to practice social conversation as they say "please,"
"thank you," "you're welcome," "help yourself," and "1 beg you pardon."

Lively talk is always generated when children are sharing interests.
Planning trips to the zoo, toy store; or farm, discussing what was
seen and done on a trip, and sharing "Show and Tell" time, provide an
opportunity for children to relive their experiences. They learn to
contribute information to the class, to listen effectively, to make
clear explanations, to take part in group planning, and to gain inde-
pendence in thinking and speaking.

In_the primary grades, as in kindergarten, listening is an area in
which most children need the teacher's expert guidance. The primary
grade child tends to exaggerati, boast, ahd tell "tall tales"; he
heeds to be taught that the deminating talker is not the most popular
member of society. His interest must be captured and held in order
for him to listen attentively and politely.

The child's desire to talk and need to listen can be fused in conversa-
tional exercises. The creative teacher will set up conversation groups
of all sizes and will present varied and imaginative material for dis-
cussion. Everyday social situations will also help cultivate good
listening_habits. Making announcements, carrying messages to other
rooms, and ushering guests will help the child develop poise and con
fidence and the ability to communicate with people other than his
intimate assodiates.

The primary grade child is not too young to learn proper telephone
techniquez'. lie answers the.telephone at home, and by the time he is
in the thi.rd grade makes much social use of the telephone _Using play
telephones,.he can practice answering the telePhone courteously,_
taking simple messages, and talking to friends. Good manners and a
well-modulated voice are the Principal considerations here.

Storytelling will also improve listening habits. First the child
listens to stories, and then learns to tell .them himself. Telling
original stories to ,the class or to a small group gives the child his
first experience in organization of material. The teacher_ will help
him-avoid the disorganized, rambling story by encouraging him to out-
line his thoughts in a very informal way. He can listen to the child s
story before_heipresents-it to the Class, thereby preventing rambling
with helpfully directed questions and guiding suggestions. Children
enjoy the "relay story," which is.started by one storyteller .and con-
tinued by a succession of others. First graders may dictate a' story
to the teacher and then observe the,organization it assumes; second
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graders can write their own stories.

From: English Language Arts in Wisconsin, Jangary, 1968, Department
of Public Instruction, Madison, Wisconsin, p. 167-170.
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Sarple Pp orma Objectives for

Late Childhood 7-11 years of age)

The Pasco .County English Language Arts program objectives listed
in the preceding section_have been translated into sample per-
formance objectives, giving an example pre-assessment.activities
the_ learning opportunities or activities, the materials which
might be needed, and evaluation techniques which may be used.

The following format is suggested by the writing committee for
teachers to use in setting up performance objectives based on
Pasco County English Language Artd program objectives:

(1) program objective:

(2) emphasis of program objective at this level:

(3) pre-assessment: to find out if students are already
performing in this area or at what level they are
performing.

(4) example of an instructional (performance) ob ec ive
at this age level.

(5) learning opportunities or lesson plans which mill
give students the opportunities necessary to learn
to perform.

(6) approximate time it would take for the lesson plan.

(7) evaluation: How will you know when the student can
perform:

Level 1: Minimum

Level 2: Intermediate

Level 3 Maximum



Late Childhood 7 1 years old

Listening

1. Program Objective: To listen or to attend to sounds around us.

Emphasis: Strong program 'emphasis.

Pre-Assessment: To notice the child's ability to be aware of sounds
around him.

Example of an instructional (performance) objective for this level:

Having listened attentively, the child is able to iientify sound in
his environment.

Learning Opportunities: Play a game - "What Do You Hear?"
close eyes for 30 seconds. Open eyes at teacher's command.
as many sounds heard as possible. (i.e. bird, plane, cars,

Have child
Identify
etc.)

Time: 5 to 10 minutes daily or Ets need indicates.

Evaluation: Notice greater facility in child's ability to identify
sounds. Level 1: Ability to identify sounds in the immediate en-
vironment. Level 2: Ability to identify several sounds in the immediate
environment. Level 3 Ability to identify remote sounds.

2. Program Ob.lective: To discriminate selectively sounds around us.

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis.

Pre-Assessment: Notice if the child can pay attention in a small group
while surrounded by distracting sounds.

Exam-le of an instructional erformance ob tive for this level:

In a classroom situation, a child is able to listen attentively in
-a sub-group.

Learning Opportunities: A child listens without a book while a class-
Mate red&S.

Time: 5 - 10 minutes daily

Evaluation: Level 1: Child can answer questions about the story.
Level 2: Child can tell the story in sequence. Level 3 Child can
give main idea of the story.



3. Program Objective: To listen and follow instructions.

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis.

Pre-Assessment: Observe child s ability to follow directions.

Exam le of an instructional (.erformance o 'ective or this leVel:

Having been given oral instructions, a child will be able to follow
those instructions.

Learning Opportunities: Give orally - slowly and distinctly the
following directions.

1. Fold your paper in thirds lengthwise.
2. Open your paper and fold in thirds the other way.

You should have nine blocks on your Paper.
3 In the blocks across the top, Put the letter "A" in the

first box or block, "H" in the second box, and "D" in the
third.

In the middle boxes accross, Put "F" in the first box, "B"
in the second, and "G" in the third.

In the lower set of boxes across the paper, put "E" in the
first box, "I" in the second, and "C" in the third.

4 Draw a large figure eight starting at "A" and going around
"C", crossing at "B".

5. Draw a square around "F". Draw a square around "I". Con-
nect these squares with a straight line.

6. Draw a straight line from "E" to "D, passing through "B".
7. Write the figure one between "A and "H". Write the figure

three between "F" and "Bl. Write the figure two between "E"
and "I". Using a straight line, connect one with two, pas-
sing through three.
Starting at "H", use a broken line (- ---) and mark the
way to "D". Continuing with a broken line, mark the way
to "G". From "G" mark to "H". The design should have the
shape of a triangle.

9. Write the figure three between "G" and "C". Write the figure
four between "I" and "C". Using an oblong circle, enclose
these two numbers.

The finished project should
look like this:

(Adapted from:
Platts, Mary E. et. al.

Spice, Suggested Activi-
ties to Motivate the
Teaching of the Language
Arts. Michigan: Educa-
tional Service, Inc. , 1960.
o. 69-70
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Time: 15 minutes

Evaluation: Level 1: Child can follow steps 1, 23 3. Level 2:
Child can follow steps 1 through 6. Level 3 Child can complete
project.

4. Program Objective: To listen attentively in a discus ion without
interrupting the speaker.

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis.

Pre-Asbessment: Observe whether a child can listen without interrupting.

Exam le of an instructional erformance ob ective for this level:

In a discussion a child will be able to listen to another speaker with-
out interrupting.

Learning Opportunities: Arrange for a conversation of two or more
people to take place so that there will be an opportunity to listen.

Time: 5 - 10 minutes.

Evaluation: Question the child about what has been discussed. Level 1:
Child can answer questions .about the discussion. Level 2: Child can
relate to others specific points of the discussion. Level 3: Child
can relate main idea of the discussion.

5 Program Oblective: To acquire facts accurately and with reasonable
ease when they are communicated through speech.

kAt/Igia: Some program emphasis.

Pre-Assessment: See.if the child can repeat important Points of
message heard.

Exam le of an ins ructional performance ob ective for this level:

To be able to hear announcements made over the public address system
and recall information acrurately.

Learning 0 ortuni ies: Listen carefully to announcements made over
t e public address system.

Time: 5 minutes.

Evaluation: Level 1: Child can report one announcement accurately.
Level 2: Child can report two or more announcements accurately. Level
3 Child can recall pertinent information over a period of time.

(6 and 7 included in objective number 5)

Program Obdective: To change one's own behavior (decision-makin
acquisition of concepts, attitudes towards individuals or groups
as a result of effective listening.
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Emphasis: Some program emphasis.

Pre-Assessment: Observe general attitudes of the child toward children
of different ethnic origin.

Ex m le of an instructional erformance obiective for this level:

To develop a positive attitude toward persons of ethnic differences
by listening to a relevant story.

Learning Opportunities: Teacher reads an ethnic oriented story such
as a biography.

Time: 5 - 10 minttes as needed.

Evaluation: Observe child's Level 1: willingness to listen to the
story. Level 2: participation in discussion of story ideas. Level
3 Acceptance of persons of different ethnic origin.

9. Program_Ob.jective: To develop ability to select the level of
liStenAng (Marginal, appreciative, attentive, critical) appro-
priate to a given situation and to flexibly apply these different
skills implied by the levels involved.

Emphasis: Little program emphasis.

Pre-Adsessment: To observe if a child seems to enjoy music.

Example of 'an instruction 1 serformance ob ective for this evel:

To be able to listen attentively to music.

Learnjng 0 portunities: To listen to different recordings.

Time: 5 - 10 minutes twice a week.

Evaluation: Level 1: child shows willingness to listen. Level 2:
ChiId-ShoWs ability to listen.without physical activity unless the
activity is rhythmic. Level 3: child listens attentively to music
as a choice activity.

10. Program Oblective: To cultivate a balanced media diet.

Emphasis': Strong program emphasis.

Pro-Assessment: Observe the different media through which a child
listens, and its effect on him.

Exam le of an instructiouilp_mf2r this level:
Given the opportunity, a child will listen to music, poetry, and stories
through different media.

LearningOpportunities: Listen to a poem such as The Leak in. the Dike,
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Phoebe Carey, presented through different media.

Time- 15 minutes

Evaluation: Observe whether child seems to listen attentively to
different media.

11. Program _Objective: To increase one's listening vocabulary.

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis.

Pre-Assessment: Observe child's ability to interpret spoken vocabulary
that is more complex than that in his own reading and speaking experiences.

Example of an instructional Performance ob ective for this level:

Having heard a varied vocabulary from different media presentations,
a child has greater facility in understanding words from-the spoken
context.

Learning Opportunities: Listen to a poem "Abou Ben Adhem" by Leigh
Hunt. Roberts, Paul. The Roberts English Series. Atlanta: Harcourt,
Brace and World, Inc., 1966. D. 245-. (Book 5)

Time: 5 - 10 minutes.

Evaluation: Level 1: Child listens willingly. Level 2: Child can
tell what the poem is about in his own words. Level 3: Child can re-
state certain words or phrases in his own words. i.e. May his tribe
increase.

12. Program Obdective: To look at the speaker; to try to interpret
his racial expreSsions and other non-verbal signals.

Emphasis: Little program emphasis.

Pre-Assessment: Observe child's ability to detect clues to interpre-
tation by noticing the non-verbal signals of the speaker.

Example of an instfuctional aerformance ob ective for this level:

Having watched a plIntomine presentation, a child should be able to
identify character portrayed.

Learning Opportunities: Play a game "Guess What I'm Doing?" One child
is to mime an activity as others try to identify the activity depicted.

Time: 10-15 minutes.

Evaluation: Level 1: Child can identify activity. Level 2: Child
can give a logical reason for his identification. Level 3: Child
can recognize and interpret observable feeling induced by activity
such as joy, annoyance, fear.
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13 P o gam Objective: To listen analytically (to content and lin-

stics ) in an effort to improve one's own speech skills.

Em hasis: Some program emphasis.

Pre-Assessment: Observe child's speech pattern

Example 0r an instructional (performance obiective for this level:

Having listened to directed classroom speech patterns, a child "is

able to enlarge his speech repertory so that he can benefit by

varied sense patterns." Smith. 89.

Learning Opportunities: Give orally several simple sentences or
speech pattern containing a noun and verb only. Children listen until
they are able to give some of their own. Gradually add to the sentence
expanding it with determiners and other modifiers as the child is able
to both understand and adopt for his own style.

Tommy ran.
Tommy ran fast.
Tommy ran fast to the store.
Tommy ran fast to the candy s ore.

Time: 10 - 15 minutes

Evaluation: Observe the child's speech pattern. Note 1. Child's
ability to speak a_simple sentence. 2. Child's ability to modify_ a
simple sentence. 3. Child's ability to carry over learning to make
a part of his permanent speech pattern.
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Background for Writing

The first spark of imaginative writing occurs long before the child
is ready to take pencil in hand to express himself on paper. The
teacher who encourages playing with blocks, clay, and paints pre-
pares for other forms of creative activity. He encourages the freedom
of expression which is the faundation of later imaginative paper and
pencil work.

Imaginative writing is a social tool 'which children mill use through-
out their lives. Most adult writing is done in the form of notes and
letters. The choice of words used in the letter will help make the
"visit" between the writer and reader more interesting. Mauree Applegate
sayst "Creative writing is as useful and necessary in a child's life
equipment as manners and a toothbrush."

Imaginative writing can help the teacher gain a better understanding
of the child's self-concept. The child may directly or through a
fictional character express his real frustrations, fears, hates, loves,
or joys. This kind of writing may be just the pressure valve release
he needs to express his tensions and reactions to his surroundings.
One piece of writing will not convey a total perspective of the child,
but further writings may add to the teacher's picture of his person-
ality.

The shy child especially benefits from creative writing. If he is re-
luctant to express his ideas orally, he may find security when he can
do so on paper privately. A box or wire tray placed in a specific spot
may lead the child to slip his private writings to the teacher when not
noticed by his peers.

It is the teacher's responsibility to create the incentive to write.
Invigorating discussion periods are the groundwork of written expression.
To set the stage for writing, the teacher develops vocabulary, establishes
a purpose for writing, and encourages creative thinking. Ideas should
flow freely at this stage of motivation, so that children mill begin
writing enthusiastically and candidly.

The classroom climate and the teacher's attitude do much to promote
imaginative writing. The teacher arranges for a special quiet period
or place that is conductive to writing.. He establishes a warm rapport
with his students, knowing that a friendly atmosphere mill improve the
child's concept of his personal worth and encourage him to write freely
and genuinely. He mill not be willing to share his personal thought
and feelings unless he has confidence,in his teacher.



When the child's sensory awareness has been awakened, the teacher begins
to strengthen and develop his use of descriptive and picturesve words.
Continuous reading of stories and poems of interest to the child will
enrich his vocabulary. A vividly described phrase may be discussed so
that each child can give his impression or description of it. The
teacher might ask the children to give their impressions of a fluffy
white cloud. What does it remind them of? How would they describe
it? Descriptions such as the following might result:

"A cloud is a piece of cotton being tossed about by the mind."

"A cloud is a secret place for the sun to hide or take a nap."

"I think clouds are really sheets that the angels have washed
and hung out to dry."

"Clouds are scoops of ice cream floating about looking for a
cone."

Some books that may stimulate creative expression are:

A Friend is Someone Who Likes You, Joan Welsh Anglund

Layeis_aSeciaofFeelin, Joan Walsh Anglund

The Angry Books_ My ABC of mean things, Robin King

A_Hole_isto_pig, Ruth Krauss

It's Really Nice:, Louis Pohl

It looked Like S ilt Milk, Charles G. Shaw

Occasionally, a child seems to have nothing to write about, or he may
have trouble getting started. The understanding teacher will review
the experience to be written about and will offer suggestions that will
aid the child. He might ask leading questions about a trio to the
airport such-as: What do you think it would look like Uto in the sky?
What does an airplane remind you of? How would you feel if you were
about to take off in an airplane? These suggestions may help the child
express himself in some manner. At first he may dictate his thoughts
for the teacher to write in story form. The child who cannot write
well alone may imOove by contributing to a cooperative story or poem.
As he continues to mature, he gaines self--confidence and develops the
ability to write independently.

One might ask what questions should be raised,about the mechanics of
imaginative writing. The answer is "few." Tampering with mechanics
in this type of writing may curb the child's inventiveness and orig-
inality. If attention must be given to mechanics, however, the wise
teacher will be careful not to burden his students with several skills
at once. One or two can be pointed out and practiced; other errors
may be noted gradually. Spelling, punctuation, capitalization, and
sentence structure are important factors in writing, and the teacher
will provide help in these areas as the children need it. He will



remember, however, that in imaginative writing content is more impor-
tant thaa form, and that many other opoortunities to teach the mechanics
of writing are available. Nevertheless, when papers are to be taken
home or displayed on a bulletin board, they will be carerully
by the writer to be worthy in form as well as in.content.

It is of primary importance that the child be stimulated to enjoy
writing. Personal conferences between teacher and child can do much
to achieve this goal. The teacher will bolster the .child's self-esteem
by commending him for a good idea, hard work, or well-written sentences.
When a child volunteers a story of his own, the teacher will receive it
with respect and may ask permission to read it before the rest of the
class. This will encourage the child to continue his endeavors and
may inspire others to write.

Folders of the child's written compositions are useful in evaluating
his progress. His writings should be kept over a period of years as
an example of progressive growth in written expression.

THE MECHANICS OF
WRITTEN COMPOSITION

The mechanics of writing are the means by which the writer makes his
thoughts clear to the reader. If the primary child is taught to
think before he writes, his sentences will naturally arrange themselves
in chronological order, and his language will become an effective in-
strument of communication. Even before his formal instruction in
mechanical skills begins, he can arrive at a basic understanding of
the expressive potential of the English language.

Mechanical hkills to be taught in the writing program in the primary
grades include the following:

* Lan a e Structure Sentence sense and simole para ranhs
hil ren use 'sentences in their oral communication long

before they enter kindergarten. Often they express their
ideas in compound and complex sentences. Before fourth
grade they are able to compose complicated sentence struc-
tures, although they may not be able to recognize them as
such. They usually know the ',naming,' character of a noun
and the ',acting?' character of a verb, but do not need to
label them noun and verb. They are aware of word position
in short sentences and its relation to meaning. Paragraph
recognition is presented to primary children as early as
first grade. The child knows a paragraph by its shave,
and except for special needs, .need not be taught naragraph
structure as a mechanical skill. In the nrirary grades
the setting of thoughts on paper is more than rigid main-
tenance of paragraph form.



* Handwritin Manuscript and Cursive The primary child
usua y earns to write in manuscript form in the first
grade. By the end of the second grade, most primary child-
ren have some degree of fluency in writing. They are often
introduced to cursive writing some time during the third
grade, although they may find this form more difficult
than manuscript writing. They should be encouraged to com-
pose in whichever form they use best. The real question
is whether or not the child's composition is legible, not
what form of writing he uses. Since some kinds of writing
always require the use of manuscript, the child will want
to maintain his skills in this form even though he has
attained proficiency in cursive writing.

* Ca italization and Punctuation. As soon as they know how
to print, primary children learn to put a capital letter
at the beginning of a sentence and to begin the names of
people and pets with capital letters. They know that a
period indicates the end of a sentence, that a question
mark indicates that the sentence asks something, the com-
mas are used in certain specific places, and that apostro-
phes indicate omitted letters. The primary child finds
satisfaction in improving in these techniques when he
discovers what is expected of him.

Basic language skills can easily be introduced in first grade by con-
tinuing the oral work begun in kindergarten. The first grade child
expresses his thoughts orally when dictating or when t lling them
directly to the teacher. If the oral introduction to -iting is
handled effectively, the child has few difficulties in earning mechan-
ical skills and is soon composing simple sentences an(' producing many
of them on paper. By the second grade he has gained onfidence in
his writing ability and, depending upon his degree of maturity, may
be able to compose well-structured sentences.

Letter writing is introduced in the third grade, by which tire most
children can compose statements and questions. The children can write
friendly letters to classmates, notes of aporeciation to hosts cmi
field trips, to guest speakers, and thank you notes for personal gifts.
When the children recognize their immediate need for particular letter
writing skills, they will learn them more willingly and easily than
they would learn a routine lesson.

Rechanical skills need not be introduced all at once, but as the child-
ren discover the necessity for them. When the primary child writes,
he will express in some manner his responses to a personal experience.
The experience is his very own; no one else feels it in quite the
same way. Reliving it in an accepted form gives him confidence ard
satisfaction and is the essence of meaningful communication.

Spelling

Spelling instruction, when related to a program of functional and self-
motivated writing, requires a technique different from that used in
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formally organized spelling. It is becoming standard practice for

primary teachers and students to develop a list of spelling words
which the class needs in its current activities. One advantage of
such a list is that learning words becomes meaningfUl and promotes

spelling mastery. The teacher must be cautious, however, to avoid
listing words which are too difficult for the pupils and to prevent
the occurrence of a developmental gap in the soelling orogram.

In the primary spelling program, many small, common words are master
and the child is encouraged to spell unfamiliar words to the best of

his ability. As he writes, phonetic skills developed in the basic
reading program aid him to some degree in spelling new words. Since

he has a speaking vocabulary greater than his writing vocabulary, it

can be assumed that creative writing may beget creative spelling, i.e.,

he will attempt to spell words from sound and meaning clues.

It is well for each teacher at this point to remember that his atti-
tude toward spelling may have a definite influence on the child's
attitude toward writing. It is important that each child feel secure
as he writes. This security will accompany the knowledge that incom-

plete or misspelled words are temporarily acceptable, and that he has

an opportunity to make the necessary additions or corrections after
the writing is completed.

Itwould be helpful to have each child become acquainted with the fol-

lowing techniques and prepared materials, which will allow him to do

his best creative writing. They are also effective in encouraging
personal responsibility for correct spelling and in developing ingenuity
in locating and using information.

Techniques:

* Permit a child to write only the first syllable of a word
which he cannot spell, leaving a space for the word to be

completed after the writing has been finished.
* List on the chalkboard a group of class dictated words to be

used as needed.
* Place topic words on a chart for copying as needed. Attrac-

tive and appropriate pictures drawn or pasted on the chart
make it a joy to use. The chart may be stored for use at a
future date when the same topic is being explored in greater
depth. Additional words may be added at that time.

* Direct the child to find the word in a book where he re-
members having read it.

* Help him personally if avenues of self-help fail.

Materials:

* A number of picture dictionaries, writing paper, pictures of
interest to children, previously used charts, and books per-
taining to topics currently being discussed can be collected
in a Writer's Corner. Word cards related to areas of in-

terest are prepared and filed in appropriately labeled envel-

opes. The children will use these as spelling helps when

engaged in independent writing.
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* Individual dict:..onaries may be constructed with several
pages reserved for each letter of the alphabet. Under
the direction of the teacher, students enter words which
are important enuugh to be mastered.

At first glance it may appear that the child is allowed to neglect the
importance of correct spelling. This view, however, is not intended.
The procedure discussed here, when consistently used, has been found
to foster a high degree of interest in spelling; often unusual words
have been mastered for the sheer joy of using them in the context of
a sentence. The quality and quantity of early primary writing in-
crease significantly in the absence of premature mental blocks which
spelling difficulties can create.

Spelling, as incorporated in a dynamic writing program, is carefully
planned to promote continuous progress in writing proficiency and in
the development of an expanding vocabulary. The word lists for mas-
tery, when kept within the maturational level of the child, increase
writing power and lead to satisfying learning experiences. The use
of functional materials develops desireable work habits and self-
reliance.

Penmanship

Spelling and penmanship are interrelated skills, each dependent upon
the other for communication; thus the attention given to penmanship
in the writing program is also of a developmental nature. It is nec-
essary that letters be legibly formed and correctly proportioned, and
that words be spaced to aid readability. Penmanship is a means to
good writing of all kinds, but is not an end in itself.

From: Wisconsin Enjish Lan. age Arts Curriculum Pro ect, January,

19.:, epartment of Public nstruction, a ison,-Wisconsin,
p. 171-174.

WRITING

Although time must be devoted to the search for a subject to write
about, and more time to the planning of the paper, the ma5or task is
writing. No one can learn to write without frequent and regular
practice. On the other hand, mere Practice is not enough. Increasing
the number of assi: ents usually will not im rove writing any more

llabaCts'itatleraCtiCIICeW3.1.131111DrolfesloalnMM.Il.nned evelop-
ritiritalpractithcl.eargoaedifi-C-aTd-Cand reliable,
sympathetic evaluation, is the way to writing improvement. Frequent
and regular practice, so controlled, will bring demonstrable results.

GRAMMAR DOES NOT TEACH WRITING

To know how the English language works is a valuable nart of every
educated person's background. But for the voun student the rammar

resentl tau ht in school has ittle practical relationship to the
task of writing. In act. if the time given to grammar reduces the



time available for writing practice grammar has a negative effect

upon writing. Children learn the filndamental patterns of English

sentences from experience.

The contributions which language study can make to writing are:

* Respect for the English language as a vehicle of communi-
cation

* A lively sense of the infinite variety of sentence organ-
ization as the resource of the writer

* Understanding of shades of meaning
* Appreciation of the. use of language to enrich patterns

of structure and breadth of vocabulary in all situa-
tions of life

PLANNING TO WRITE

In the development of composition skills, what the student does be-
fore writing will advance his growth more than what he does Afterward.
Planning in advance is the key to success in writing. Some stages in

this process are:

* Discovery of an idea that calls for expression
* Relating this idea to facts, experience, and background
* Brooding of the topic; giving the imagination time to do

something to the idea
* Organizing main points and divisions
* Formulating groups of words that personalize the writer's

relation to his subject

THE WRITING PROCESS

Composing and editing are different stages of the writing process, and
may actually be in conflict at certain stages of writing. Composing
is the setting,down on paper of the ideas that flow in the mind. The

more immediately theie ideas are set down, the more likely the writing

will be coherent. At this sta e conventional mechanics is seconda

to the expression o i eas on paper, he writer, once started, should
not be interrupted, and should be trained not to interrunt himself.
He should write with the best mechanics of which he is capable, but
mechanics must not stop the flow of his ideas. Such adages as Strike
while the iron is hot and 'Write at white heat'? apply to the process

of composition.

EDITING

When ideas are down on paper, the writing requires editing to be-

come presentable to readers. Sometimes, a basic flaw in the overall
plan may be apparent, but at any rate, editing must include basic
review of mechanics and spelling, fundamental sentence structure, and

paragraph organization. It may also include rephrasing a thought or
idea, and discovery of the best possible word at strategic points.
The importance of editing and proofreading of work already written
cannot be overstressed.
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USING MODELS OF WRITING

Emulation, rather than imitation, is a valuable directive in learning
any skill. The writer can also profit by studying closely how an-
other writerof his own peer group and interest area has haRargr3ro-
blems of self-expression, patterning of sentences, and organization
of ideas. Reading and studying a carefully selected essay, article,
or story can materially aid the developing writer. Fron such exper-
ience he learns not to imitate exactly the model author, but to
acquire knowledge of various manners by whieft he can solve his own
problems of expression. It follows generall: that the study of the
writing of another leads to the improvement of one's own writing
practice.

TERM PAPERS AND uRESEARCH PAPERS

Experienced teachers generally agree that extended factual essays,
commonly called term papers or research papers, do little to advance
a student's writing skill. Such techniques as footnoting and the
preparation of bibliography can be taught effectively in the assign-
ing of short, specific reports. For adrancement in writing, students
need frequent, carefully planned, thoroughly revised shorter writings,
subject to the critical evaluation of the teacher.

TEACHER SUPERVISION OF WRITING

The stages at which a teacher can be most effective in the develop-
ment of writing are:

* Discovering an idea or a topic of significance to the
writer.

* Encouraging students to think, plan, ponder, and give
rein to their imaginations before writing.

* Providing classroom time to start writing.
* Setting aside planned periods for the editing and re-

vision of first drafts of papers.
* Training students in the skills of proofreading.

THE EVALUATION OF WRITING

The teacher of composition is the critic and the judge of writing.
It is an asset if he can write with reasonable competence himself.
It is better still if he regularly writes and studies his own com-
positions. By these means he may develop two valuable qualities:
an insight into the problems of the struggling writer, and to suit-
able humility concerning his own ability to judge the writings of
others. These qualities are not always conspicuous in composition
classrooms.

Vital points in the appraisal of a piece of writing are:



* An understanding of the writer's purpose or intentions.
* A patient manner and a constructive style in the writing of

comments; avoidance of terms sudh as awkward, unclear, con-
fused and other negative generalities.

* Trilang something good to say about the paper, to give a

sense of appreciation and encouragement to the struggling

writer.
* A proper balance in the recognition and evaluation of skills

tnd faults. In the learning of any new skill, a student
profits more from the recognition of a few significant faults
to which he can give his attention and study, than from a
multitude of corrections, so numerous as to discourage the

study of any.
* An ability to make clear to students what improvements they
are to make and how they should go about making them.

* A planned program of follow-up, in which time and direction
are devoted to the study of writing difficulties, the elim-
ination of major faults, and the rewriting of papers where
rewriting performs a clear teaching function.

THE READER

It is of the utmost importance to keep constantly before the student
the fact that he is writing to be read. His reader should be constantly

in his mind. It follows, thiFiTiiiiTthat writing must be so taught,
reviewed,.and evaluated as to give the student the assurance of a
friendly, helpftl reader who is genuinely concerned with what he has
to say, as well as with the continued development of his writing skills.

At no time, however, should the teacher take the liberty of imposing
his own purpose upon that of the student during the process of evaluation.
TER70, he should endeavor always to truly understand what the writer's

purpose is; for all too often, teachers either do not see the student

writer's purpose at all, or they see it very imperfectly.

From: Wisconsin En lish Lan: a e Arts Curriculum Pro ect, January,
uiic instruct on, ma ison, lsconsin,epartment of

p. 161-163.

Penmanship

Spelling and penmanship are interrelated skills, each dependent upon
the other for communication; thus the attention given to penmanship
in the writing program is also of a developmental nature. It is
necessary that letters be legibly formed and correctly proportioned,
and that words be spaced to aid readability. Penmanship is a means

to good wttting of all kinds, but is not an end in itself.

From: Wisconsin En lish Lan a e Arts Curriculum Pro ect, January,
u 1 c nstruction, Ma ison, isconsin,of
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Sam le Perforwance Wectives for

Late Childhood 17-11 years of age)

The Pasco County English Language Arts program objectives listed
in the preceding section have been translated into samtlA per-
formance objectives, giving an example pre-assessment activities,
the learning opportunities or activities, the materials which
might be needed, and evaluation techniques which may be used.

The following format is suggested by the writing committee for
teachers to use in setting up performance objectives based on
Pasco County English Language Arts program objectIves:

(1) program objective:

(2) emphasis of program objective at this level:

(3) pre-assessment: to find out if students are already
performing in this area or at what level they are
performing.

(4) example of an instructional (performance) objective
at this age level.

(5) learning opportunities or lesson plans which will
give students the opportunities necessary to learn
to pericrm.

(6) approximate time it would take for the lesson plan.

(7) evaluation: How will you know when the student can
perform:

Level 1: Minimum

Level 2: Intermediate

Level 3: Maximum
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Late Childhood (7-11years old

III. Writing

1. Program Objective: To produce neat, legible manuscript and cur-
sive writing.

EMphasis: Some program emphaes.

Pre-Assessment: Observation to see if child can produce seoarate
letters needed to fOrm.the.word.

pcample of an instructional erformance ob ective for this level:

The basic forma of cursive letters having been traced and practiced,
the child is able to connect the letters to form words.

IltEniagommtmaitita: After the child has learned to write an a
and an 1, he practices joining the a to the 1 and to a second 1 to
form the word all.

Time: 20 minutes

Evaluation: Teacher
Level 1: correct me
correct mechanics, 1,,

2. Program Objectiye:
more effectively.

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis

)serve while child writes, noticing
Level 2: legibility, Level 3:

ty, and neatness.

To spell correctly in order to cormunicate

Pre-Assessment: Oral questions with homonym written on the board.

Example of an instructional (performance) obiective for this level:

Having been taught the meaning of _ach homonym, the child is able to
use there, theirdand they're correctly.

Itj:arntrtI igleorc=Vt.e.fOrmPror=
contraction. Child will profit from correcting his own choices.

Time: 20 minutes, repeated if needed

Evaluation: Check for carry-over in the child's written work. Level
1: A majority of the students can use these homonyms correctly.
Level 2: 75% of the students can use these homonyms correctly. Level
3: 90% of the students can use these homonyms correctly.
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3. Program Objective: To improve the quality and precision of one's
written vocabulary.

Emphasis: Little program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Teacher observation of written work.

Exam le of an instructional erformance -ob ective for this level:

The child will be able to choose the most exact word for a given
situation.

Learning Opportunities: Given a picture and a choice of naming words
such as house, castle, shack, mansion, the child can choose the one
which is most exact for the picture.

Time: 20 minutes for each activity

Evaluation: From a sample of their own written work, children will
Level 1: list the naming words (nouns) and action words (verbs).
Level 2: consider whether the word could be more precise. Level 3:
consider whether the word could present a more vivid picture.

4. Program Objective: To develop increasing objectivity in revising
one's written work.

Emphasis: Little program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Observation of the child's written work.

Example of an instructional performance ob ective for this level:

The child should be able to improve the quality of his own written
work by analyzing the main ideas and paragraphing accordingly.

Learning Opportunities: Instruction is given to plan a written story
about a familiar subject. The student writes the main ideas he wants
to be included, being careful not to include irrelevant ideas. The
number of ideas should be limited. After the story is written, the
writer with the help of the teacher, goes over it, checking to see if
each main idea (as previously noted) has been included, if each main
idea comprises a paragraph, and if the number of main ideas is the
same as the number of paragraphs.

Time: 30 minutes daily - 3 days

Evaluation: Child and teacher discuss the fulfillment of the plan for
the story to see if: Level 1: Each paragraph contains one main idea.
Level 2: No irrelevant ideas are included. Level 3: Specific words
such as however, nevertheless, later, are used for continuity of main
ideas.
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5. Program Objective: To develop an awareness of writing styles and
forms, indluding those found in business, in order to apply them
in one's own writing.

gmallasis: Little program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Teacher may have a letter written before giving in-
struction to see how much the student knows.

Example of an instractionalaperformanceloblect.ive fortthis level:

Student should be able to writ.3 a concise, short business letter having
the usual six parts.

Learning Opportunities: After studying a sample form of a business
letter and discussing the necessary parts - heading, inside address,
greeting, body, closing and signature - the student writes a letter
to a local merchant to place an order. Spelling and legibility are
important as well as form.

Time: 30 minutes - two days

Evaluation: Children may read their letters to the class and exchange
them to check correct form, legibility, and spelling. Level 1: A

majority can do this activity. Level 2: 75% can do this activity.
Level 3: 90% can do this activity.

6. Program Objective: To improve the precision of one's punctuation
and usage.

Emphasis: Some program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Class discussion about use of commas.

Example of an instructional (performance) objective for -el:

Child should understand that a comma in written work has the same
effect as a pause in speech.

Learning Opportunities: Teacher reads sentences using appositives.
By noticing the pause(s) of her voice, the children suggest where to
place a comma. Similar sentences then are written on the board.
These also contain appositives and children decide where to use com-
mas. Teacher explains that appositives add extra information to an
otherwise complete sentence. Ex. Mr. Brown, our teacher is reading
a story to us.

Time: 30 minutes.

Evaluation: Level 1: Children should be able to recognize appositives
in listening. Level 2: Children should be able to recognize appositives
in reading. Level 3: Children should be able to write clear, simple
sentences using appositives and punctuate them properly.
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Program Objective: To experiment with individual vriting tech-
niques; to be able to break rules intelligently; to learn the
rules first and have a valid reason to break them.

Emphasis: Little program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Discussion to discover if children have had exper-
ience with Haiku.

Example of an instructional Jperformance) obAective for this level:

To be able to write imaginative Haiku poetry.

Learning_Opportunities: Children are introduced to Haiku by listening
to readings of translations of the original Japanese authors such as
Buson and Bashi). Teacher will instruct that Haiku 1. is usually
written about nature, 2. contains three lines of 5, 7, 5 syllables,
3. does not rhyme 4. uses imagery subtly and frequently. Children
are given an opportunity to experiment with Haiku.

Materials: pencil and paper, rice paper and sumi (onion skin and
blaCk tempera for economy)

Time: 30 minutes for as many days as interest oentinues

Evaluation: Each child produces a booklet of st least three poems,
illustrated with sumi brush painting. This will be correlated with
an art lesson on the philosophy and technique et sumi. Each Haiku
should; Level 1: contain three lines of 5, 7, 5 syllables, Level 2:
present aeimage, Level 3: be expressed in oolorful (never over-
worked) words.
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READING

SAMPLE INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES



liashuaami_Lac_attling

DIFFERENC,S IN READING ABILITY

Beginning teachers are often startled by the range of reading ability
that they find in their classes. Teachers with wide experience know
that this is normal, and that the better the previous teachers, the
wider that range will be. Each of us differs from others in all
things to some degree, and reading ability is one of these things.
There are a few kindergarten children who can read, and many of these
taught themselves; there are others ir the same class who are still
several years from being ready to begin to read. The chart that
follows shows the typical ramge of reading ability found in grades 1
through 6.

6

5

Throu h 6

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

4. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

3 XXYXXXXXXXX Note: (1) Pupils tested at the
middle of the school year.

2 XXXXXXXXX (2) Heavier bar represents
the middle 50 percent of

1 XXXXX class.
(3) For first and second
grades the bar extends be-
low beginning reading.

1.0 .O 9.0
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Reading Grade Equivalent

The following points should be evident through an examination of the
above graphic representation of range of reading ability:

1. The range gradually increases, adding from one and one-half to
two years with each year in school.

2. The middle half of the children take up about one-third of the
range, but the range of the central 50 percent also increases
with each succeeding year.

3. Some children in grades 1 and 2 will not be ready to begin reading,
though they should be growing in readiness.

4, The best pupils at any.grade level are about as rar above the
norm for the grade as the poorest students are belowthe norm.

5. The number of students who attain an average score is quite small,
since the total population is spread out so far.

6. Each teacher is teaching many grade levels of reading.
7. There is a great deal of overlapping of level of skill from grade

to grade.

Note: For other presentations showing this same type of information,
Tei-Bond and Wagner Teachin the Child to Read, chap. xvi; Harris,
Hosag_InsEtpaelsmiLng_hility, p. 100; Tinker and tecCullough, Teaching
Elementary Reading, p. 259.

In addition to the differences that show throUgh the grau-olacementlevel of a score on a reading test, jr through ability to perform in
a certain basal reader, or in a particular color of a multilevel read-
tag laboratory, there are individual variations in development. A
child nay score much higher in recognition vocabulary, for examoles
than in comprehensiou. He may be able to use context clues in word-
attack well, but hava difficulty when it becomes necessary to use
phonetic or stractural analysis. He may understand everything he reads
very well but be-unable to cover very much because of lack of speed in
readtng. Any number of individual variations are possible even when
the grade-equivalent score on a reading test is the same for two or
more children.

Instruction must be adjusted to the difrerences from individual to
individual as well as to the differences in level. The reading pro-
gram must, therefore, be a complex and rl'axible program; it cannol
be completely planned "from above" in the administrative or suner-
visory structure of a school district; it rust be adaptable to tthe
daily discoveries of a teacher about each individual in her classroor.

Readingt. Early Childhood

Nany reasns can be.advanced for t6aching literature. The study or
literature is a source of enlightenment. pleasure, and of roral and
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spiritual vitality. Literature can be an end in itself, supplementing
the child's impressions gathered from everyday experiences .and assisting
him to understand himself, his family, playmates, and his social envir-
onment. It is also a major means of stimulating the child's imagination
and developing his sensitivity to the ideas and &deas of his cultural
heritage. Yost important, the love of books, acquired in childhood, is
likely to be one of the most significant sour'des of personal enrichment
in an individual's lifetime, heightening merriment, the appreciation of
beauty, and human sympathy.

A good literature program has definite characteristics. It must be
sequential in type of content, in reading and listening difficulty,
and in the maturity of the con^epts involved. On the primary level,
the development is gradual.

For the kindergarten child picture stories, poems, and books related
to his interest provide the appetizer which leads him to love and even-
tually want to read great literature. He laughs aloud with the Third
Little Pig. He sympathizes with Cinderella, and reacts to the rhythm
of Stevenson's "The Swing."

The Kindergarten teacher creates a preParatory atmosohere for literary
awareness through the careful selection of Y.other Goose rhymes, poetry,
picture stories, and folk tales. As the child is guided through inter-
esting and varied literary experiences, he identifies himself with the
story and r4lates the content of the story or poem to his own personal
experiences.

As the program designed to develop this literary awareness gradually
proceeds, the kindergarten child begins to predict outcomes of stories,
and easily recalls the main events of a selection. The iMaginative
child will create new endings to familiar stories and will want to share
them with the class. He will come to savor the sound of interesting and
descriptive words in stories and poems and find himselr repeating them
either in the phrases of the Poem or simply as nonsense rhymes. He
also finds it fun to join in refrains as the teacher reads a poem.

In the course of the year, the five-year-old's attention span increases
so that he enjoys stories of increasing length. Beautirul illustrations
appeal to the five-year-old for he enjoys books with illustrations by
artists who capture the feeling of children on this level. Gradually
the child begins to value the illustrator's work. If the preparatory
atmosphere for literary awareness has been relaxed, natural, and hanny,
the child resnonds to poetry and prose through creative rhythm, dramatics,
and art.

As the child advances to the first grade, he grows in literary aware-
ness. He learns not only to enjoy but also to interpret pictures in
books. As the child learns to read, the teacher wisely directs him
to simple story material which can be read independently and purely
for pleasure.



During the school year the child develops the habit of using and
enjoying books independently, becomes acquainted with the names of
a few favorite selections, and volunteers brief comments about
books read. He enjoys stories of increasing length and is less de-
pendent on illustrations for story meaning and interest. He responds
creatively to good literature and loves to dramatize and to react
rhythmically to favorite selections. Descriptive words and phrases
take on new meanings and some children succeed in writing a simple
sentence using a favorite word or phrase.

The second grader, reading independently, yet still dependent on the
teacher for growth in the development of literary awareness, begins
to identify particular areas of interest in literature. Though he
still enjoys the fanciful, humorous situations, stories, and poems
of animals, and the world of the ridiculous and make-believe, he begins
to advance opinions. He makes definite choices and freely states
reasons for his choice. The second grader participates actively in
dramatization and listening experiences of all kinds as his awareness
of those around him deepens. The Biggest Bear intrigues him, Madeline
helps him realize that children of other lancrs feel just as he does,
and he thoroughly basks in the humor of Winnie-the-Pooh. The enchantment
of Kilmer's 'Taster,' opens his eyes to the beauty cf simplicity.

Having acquired a greater facility in reading, the second grader reads
even more independently. He becomes a selective reader and, in turn,
is able to identify particular areas of interest in literature. He
enjoys discussing ideas and begins to advance opinions which may dif-
fer from those of his classmates. Discussion of books read indepen-
dently increases his literary awareness so that he becomes conscious
of different tastes in reading. His ability to identify himself with
characters in a story sharpens and he begins to aonreciate a less ob-
vious humor. Picture words fascinate him and an urge to create his
own picture words results in class corpostion, in both nrose and
poetry, or in individual, simple creative writing. By this time the
seven-year-old will state simply, That's a make-believe story. or
That could really happen. It could happen to me.

By the time the child reaches the third grade, the diversity or
literary materials enchants him. He comes to discover the beauty
of character, beauty of scene, and beauty of person. If he has been
guided well, in his reading he stretches the uheartlf as well as the
mind and the imagination, and can thus show compassion for ',The Ugly
Duckling?' or appreciate the delicate loveliness of De la Fare's
Silver. He also demonstrates that he can select books that are
within his realm of interest as well as level of reading ability.
In response to a book of his choice, the eight-year-old thinks clearly
about what he has read and likes to discuss and summarize the book.
All along, the child at this level becomes increasingly sensitive
to the power and beauty of a good children's literature.

The child also moves progressively froth very simple to more difficult
and challenging material, acquiring an increased awareness of characters,
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of situations, and of ideas. Through this slow growth process, the

child, though he may thoroughly enjoy Peter Rabbit on the first and
second grade levels, gradually begins to understand and delight in
the more subtle humor of the Five Chinese Brothers and Homer Price.

On the kindergarten level, stories related to the child's own ex-
perience are a major part of the literature. But by the time the
child has reached the third grade, he is likely to be more inter-
ested in the world around him and to iddiltify his own problems-with

those or literary characters.

A good literature program is comprehensive. Fairy tales, folk tales,
poetry of all types, picture stories, Bible stories, and some biography

are presented to the child from kindergarten through the third grade.

These form the basis for understanding more dirficult fiction, poetry,

biography, essay, and drama. Literature ror each grade is selected
according to the needs and intere3ts of the child. Thus she primary
child stens from enjoying very simple material with large colorful
pictures, to appreciating stories of increasing length with fewer
illustrations, to the discussion or ideas gleaned rrom the story, and

finally to the summarization of what has been shared orally or read

silently.

A good literature program also strives ror a balance between direct
classroom instruction and encouragement of individual free reading.
It utilizes a minimum core or selected literary works for developing
the skills and interests of the puPils, and then drawn richly prom a
wide collateral list of prose and poetry. A good literature Program
also recognizes the new as well as the old. The dedicated teacher
will constantly be on the alert for new and interesting books suited
to the needs and interests of his pupils and will work closely with
the librarian to achieve a richer and more varied program.

A good literature program must, of course, be adjusted to levels of

ability. The teacher should be aware of the potentials or the Child-

ren in the class and should modify the recommended materials to meet
the individual needs of the group and of each child. For example, a
first grade teacher would very likely choose to read Sninn, Snap!),

Snurr and The Red Shoes to a group of beginning readers, but a second
7gFiTer might be able to read and enjoy this story on his own. It

should also be emphasized that literature study does not mean an
exclusion of listening, speaking, and writing, but rather a synthesis
of all the language arts. Speaking and listening activities ror
children from kindergarten through third grade contribute indispensably
to the development of literary awareness.

The wise teacher soon learns he must make effective use of audio-visual
materials, especially for children who cannot be reached by eye or

ear alone. Mike Yulli an and His Steam Shovel can come to life in

the mind and heart of a child through a good recording. The tape

recorder can be a tool for developing skill in retelling a story or
producing a radio Program, or possibly a poem such as Dorothy Allis's

Hiding.fl Pictures and the flannel board invariably delight children;
for example, simple cut-outs which permit'Bartholomew, the king, the
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executioner, and Bartholomew's endless stream of hats to appear on a
flannel background. Indeed, any interested teacher quickly rinds it
imperative to become familiar with film recordings, film strips, and
other supplementary audiovisual materials if he is to teach literature
as vividly and enthusiastically as he would wish.

The listing which follows, "A Challenge to Literary Growth," presents
titles of selected books and poems which every child from Kindergarten
through third grade should experience and enjoy. The teacher must
realize, of course, that some of this material may be read indepen-
dently, and some of it aloud by the teacher. Further, it should be
added that affixing specific grade labels to particular selections is
an almost impossible task. As Charlotte S. Huck so beautifully states
in her article, "What Is Children's Literature?": "The greatest books
of children's literature know no grade level label although they sneak
differently to their readers depending upon the background and exper-
ience which the reader brings to the book....Like a glistening iceberg,
the surface of fine literature may be appreciated at one level, but
the depths of the story will be submerged in the reader's background
of experience....There are no stories or books which every child
should read (experience) but there are a great many which it would be
a shame for children to miss."

In this magic world of literature, Bible stories, rairy and folk tales,
poems, and stories old and new, are the materials which help awaken
the child's awareness of life; the teacher is the enthusiastic and in-
terested director. It is indeed the privilege of the primary teacher
to create within the child the beginning of literary awareness and
ease, and an ever-widening interest in literature.

From: Wisconsin En lish Lan_ a e Arts Curriculum Proiect, January,
19 9, Department o Public Instruction, Ma ison, Wisconsin,
p. 9-11.

Reading, Late Childhood

The literary curriculum in the intermediate grades 'should continue the
development of literary awareness begun in the Primary grades. The
groundwork for a good literary program in the intermediate grades was
laid in the kindergarten, and cemented by a sequential growth pattern
in the primary grades.

The good intermediate literature program must consider the interests,
abilities, and characteristics of the child in the middle grades. Boys
and girls in these grades are relatively calm and self-assured. They
become more outgoing and interested in problems of others. They also
begin to develop a strong conscience.and demonstrate derinite views
concerning right and wrong, especially where these judgements affect

peers. As a result of these changes, they begin to be more selective
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in their choice of reading materials. Boys still do not choose "girl
stories," but girls are becoming interested in the literature boys
like. Middle graders begin to see themselves objectively and as in-
dividuals with certain distinctive abilities and tastes. They have
a taste for stories by the same authbr, as is evidenced by the popu-
larity of the Fiss Pickerel books. They also display the ability to
concentrate for a longer period of time, as wall as analyze and deduce.

The middle graders have acquired the skills or reading which oermit
them to read more difficult literary selections. Their developing
maturity permits them to delve into broader concepts which in turn
may lead from the simple to the mare complex.

To satisfy their maturing interest and outlook, children in the in-
termediate grades should be exposed to diverse literature. They are
drawn to books which cover such varied subjects as human relations,
fantasy, myths, legends, culture, humor, biography, folklore, nature,

Bible stories, and poetry.

The middle grade teacher is usually confronted with a wide range of
ability and experience in his students. Some will have had a rather
broad literary experience, others only a bare minimum. The elementary
literature guide does not divide the material into categories for the
slow, average, and advanced student as it is felt that all students
should be exposed to at least the selections in the minimal list, with
better students directed to works on the collateral list.

One of-the goals of the teacher should be to select quality mading
material to present in a manner that encourages the children to in-
crease their individual free reading. Free individual reading can
be encouraged by showing children where they can find the books
that interest them in the library. A Droner use of the library will
pay many dividends. Parents should also be urged to purchase inter-
est level books for their children's home library. These books can
be read at any time. It can be pointed out to parents. that reco
nized quality books are coming out in economical penerback form.

Supplementary materials can be errectively used to motivate litera-
ture study in the intermediate grades. A large number of good
motion pictures are available from rental libraries at low cost.
Yore and more phonograph records by good interpretive readers and
actors are appearing on the market. Tape recorders are an excellent
means of drawing the attention of the child. Bulletin boards, flan-
nel boards, pictures, book jackets--all can be utilized to make such
literature come alive. Media such as radio and television should
also be used.

Guide lists usually contain only the classics, but the new as well as
the old should comprise the literature program. This curriculum
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guide lists some of the better literature recently published such
as George Selden's Crikket in Times Square, 1960, and Jean Yerrill's
The Superlative Horse, 1961, to mention two. A good source of in
formation about current books is the University of Chicago Center
for Ohildren's Books.

The effectiveness of the literature program in the intermediate grades
may be evaluated by observing the increase in the amount of reading,
the variety Of subjects, and the maturity or the books read.

Prose

The literature program in the intermediate grades includes a wide
variety of prose selections. Many new experiences with Variety of
prose selections. Many new experiences with these materials strengthen
a child's interests and should sharpen.and refine his sensitivity
and literary awareness.

Although children in the intermediate grades are progressing steadily
in their ability to read, they still enjoy storytelling and benefit
from a good story well told. A good storyteller stimulates the
child's imagination, interests him in good stories, and helps to deepen
his literary awareness. TWO examples of favorite stories are the
tales Rapunzel and The Frog Prince.

Children enjoy telling stories in small groups or to children in
other classes. ?ay Hill Arbuthnot in Children and Books tells of
a group of fifth grade children who enjoyed listening to stories
told over the radio. After listening to the radio program, they
read other fairy stories. When they had a broad knowledge or good
stories, they organized the "Children's Storytelling Club" and
spent many afternoons telling stories to younger children. Children
in the fifth and sixth grades would enjoy telling such a story as
Dick Whittington and His Cat to a group of younger children.

Fairy stories have colorful characters which the children enjoy iri-
tating in dramatizations after the stories have been told. The
children can dress WO or merely wear paper hats. long paper noses,
and beards to pretend they are witches, kings, and princesses. Filr-
strips of favorite rairy stories such as Hansel and Gretel add to the
child's appreciation of the story.

Yvette Schmitt and Sister Yary Nora in Elementary English, nay, 1064,
suggest that "Reading aloud is the most simple and obvious method
of introducing to children the best in literature, for only the best
deserves to be read aloud and it is only the best that can stand the
test." Kipling's Just So S',ories is a good example of a book which
should be read aloud- so that the children can be exposed to the style
and beauty of the author's craft. Some stories are slow moving and
can best capture the interest of the child ir they are read aloud.
And Now Yiguel by Joseph Krumgold is an example of such a book. Hans
Christian Andersen's Little Mermaid is well written and is most ef-
fective if it is read to the children.



Kenneth Grahamehs Wind in the Willows should be read aloud because
the child's imagination is stirred and his appreciation is deepened
when the author's exact words are used to tell the story. The
humor of the conversations among the animals is subtle, but it de-
lights children when they hear the story. This book would probably
not be read by many children, but if the teacher will spend time in
preparation so that he can read it well, the children will learn to
know and appreciate Nole, Water Rat, Badger, and rich, conceited Toad.

In addition to choosing good materials, the teacher will try to pro-
vide a comfortable, well-ventilated room for his story-reading hour.
Older children should be seated in their desks and the teacher should
stand where he can be seen and heard. If a time were set aside every
day for listening to stories, children would deepen their sensitivity
to good literature. Other books which lend themselves to reading
aloud are The Moffats by Elanor Estes, and The Courage of Sara Noble
by Alice Dalgliesh. Children gain new insights from books such as
Good Piaster by Kate Seredy and Wheel on the School by Yeindert DeJong,
which they might not have chosen to read on their own.

Because children enjoy reading out loud to each other in small groups,
one group could be encouraged to read Johnny Texas by Carol Hoff and
to share a chapter with the rest of the class. Their examples should
stimulate others to read the book. In turn, someone might read the
first chapter of a story such as Paddle to the Sea by Holling C.
Holling, with others continuing until the book has been completed.

It is important that the teacher in the intermediate grades be con-
tinually aware of the interests of the boys and girls. Most boys
at this grade level enjoy stories of adventure such as Call It Courage
by Armstrong Sperry. Girls enjoy adventure stories, too, but they
especially appreciate books about home and family such as The Little
House in the Big Wbods by Laura Ingalls Wilder and Caddie Woodlawn
Sy Carol Ryrie brink.

Children in these grades admire legendary add real heroes. The fan-
tastic accomplishments of 01 Paul the Nighty Logger by Childs Hellyer
and Eister Stormalong by AnnelMalcolmson and Dell NcCormick, Jr. are
interesting to both boys and girls. Biographies such as Carver's
Geor e: A Biography of George Washington Carver by Florence Ieans
and America's Ethan Allen by Steward Holbrook are well written and
can interest children in the lives of great peoole.

Requiring children to write book reports seldom promotes their inter-
est in reading. Informal discussion about the books they have read
is a better procedure. Bulletin boards with aPpropriate book packets
and creative illustrations done by the children can help to remind
everyone in the room that these books are available to read.

Children interested in art might decorate a book jacket in any de-
sired manner and write an advertisement to accompany it. If a child
enjoys writing, he can-be asked to write a book review for another
room in his school or for the local newspaper. A child who has read
a book on travel could give an illustrated lecture using pictures
fram magazines, post cards, photographs, and slides. Writing letters
to friends about a favorite book is a particularly good way of ad-

vertising the book.
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Those children who have obvious oral and silent reading difficulties
need to be referred to books which are easy to read and are still
enjoyable. An example of such a book is Down the Vississippi by
Clyde Brown.

The teacher should endeavor constantly '6o foster the love of good
books and the appreciation of good literature. In this way, children
in the intermediate grades will nurture and deenen their literary
awareness.

Poetry

Children entering the fourth grade will have enjoyed many experiences
with poetry. In the intermediate grades, the task of the teacher is
to supply a wealth of varied experiences with many types of literature.
These activities will tend to deepen literary awareness and provide a
readiness for more formal study of literature in the junior high
school.

Nay Hill Arbuthnot insists that poetry was meant to be heard and
spoken and not to be read. A new poem should be read to the children
before they read it themselves. If a great deal of peetry is read to
the children, they will soon have favorite poems which they will want
to hear and read often. A small group of children might enjoy getting
together around a table to share such favorites as James Whitcomb
Riley's "The Raggedy Nan," and "The Clam" by Shelly Silverstein.

Boys in the intermediate gracres are often less interested than girls
in poetry. If the teacher can find a poem which appeals to them and
reads it well, boys can often learn to appreciate poetry and ask for
more. Two examples of poems which boys who are interested in base-
ball might enjoy are "Casey at the Bat" by Ernest L. Thayer, and
"Casey's Revenge" by James Wilson.

Children will gain much enjoyment from choral speaking. May Hill
Arbuthnot in Children and Books quotes Marlon Robinson and Rozetta
Thurston's definition of choral speaking: "A speaking choir is a
balanced group of voices speaking poetry and other rhythmic literature
together with a unity and beauty born of thinking ancrfeeling as
one." A voice choir does more than speak together. It is made up
of groups of voices of various pitches which speak sometimes together
and sometimes separately. In choral speaking it is important that
each word be spoken clearly and with expression. Children who can
learn to speak poetry together are actually making music in a new
and interesting way. The Poem "Halloween" by John Clardi lends it-
self well to choral reading and provides an opportunity for children
to vary the pitch and intensity of their voices to fit the different
moods in the poem. Poems like "Little Orphan Annie" by James Whitcomb
Riley, and "Paul Revere's Ride" by Longfellow can also be used for
choral reading.

Children in the intermediate grades should deepen their awareness of
poets. The teacher can use such poems as "The Flag Goes By" by



Henry Halcomb Bennett to illustrate a marching rhythm. The children
may wish to tap on their desks while the teacher reads the poem.
Rhythm stidks and drums can tap out the marching rhythm. A record
of a Sousa march could be played while the poem is read. The rhythm
of the poem could also be emphasized by choral reading and accompanied
by tapping with drum sticks. Hand clapping can be used to beat out
the rhythm "Paul Revere's Ride" by Henry W. Longfellow.

Intermediate children are conscious of poetry that rhymes. After the
teacher has read the poem several times, the children will be able to
remember the words that rhyme. They will enjoy reading the poem to-
gether with the teacher and supplying the rhyming lines, and they also
enjoy writing small poems that have rhyming lines. The teacher might
read one line and ask the children to supply a corresponsing one that
rhymes. An awareness of imagery can be developed gradually in the in-
termediate grades so that the child acquires a deeper sensitivity to
the way in which the poet expresses himself through word pictures.
The teacher might ask the children to close their eyes while he reads
"A Bird Came Down the Walk" by Emily Dickinson, or "Stopping by Woods
on a Snowy Evening" by Robert Frost. Boys and girls in the fifth and
sixth grades can learn to find examples of comparisons without knowing
the terms "metaphor" and "simile."

The teacher may ask the children to look for word pictures that appeal
to the senses. If the poem is read well, the children will find ex-
amples of sounds, color, smells, and taste. Examples of poems which
would include such word pictures are "Smells" by Christopher Vorley,
"Sea Fever" by John Masefield, and "Theme in Yellowm by Carl Sandburg.

Many narrative poems have a hero character and are thererore espec-
ially appealing to boys and girls in the middle grades who enjoy
adventure. The teacher can interest children in narrative poems by
comparing them to some of the story songs or ballads they hear or
see on radio and television. Many young people are enthusiastic
about the hootenannies which also make use of,story songs. Here again
choral reading can be used for narrative poems such as "Johhny Appleseed"
by Vachel Linday, and "The Pide Piper of Hamelin" by Robert Browning.

Though they enjoy reading and listening to poetry, children often
dislike memorizing poems. They fear the idea of reciting a poem be-
fore the class or the teacher. If a poem is learned as a group or
a class activity, memorization can be an enjoyable experience. Once
boys and girls in the middle grades hear it, the teacher may suggest
that they all say it together. If the class reads the poem aloud
every day for a few days, they will soon have memorized parts of all
of it. This method proVides a painless way of memorizing poems such
as "Something Told the Wild Geese" by Rachel Field, "Indian Children"
by Annette Wynne, or "Afternoon on a Hill" by Emily Dickinson.

A poem to be memorized should be short, not exceeding twenty lines.
The poem may be read from textbooks or the chalkboard, or it may be
mimeographed and distributed among the children. After the poem has
been read through by the teacher, it may be read by someone in the
class who reads well. The teacher will then assign the first two
lines to be memorized. These lines can be practiced several times
by the group. Then tWo additional lines can be learned in the same
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way. Thus the class will have learned four lines on the first day.
On the second day these four lines should be practiced, and four addi-
tional lines added, twp at a time, until the whole poem has been
memorized. The students can practice individual and choral recatthon
once the complete poem has been memorized.

Radio Programs

During the school year, station WHA in Madison, Wisconsin, broadcasts
"Book Trails," a literature program designed for children in grades
four through eight. Children are usually very receptive to the stories
and poems presented in this program. Each spring, the station announces
its program plans for the year. The Book Trails Nanual, a guide con-
taining suggestions for prepaistion and iollowup for each program, is
published in September and can be Purchased from the radio station.

From: Wisconsin English Language Arts Curriculum PrOect, January,
1968, Department of Public Instruction, Madison, Wisconsin,
p. 35-39.

CHARACTERISTICS OF AN EFFECTIVE READING PROGRAM

Since there are variations in schools, teachers, administrators, and
communities, just as there are variations in reading skill, there is
no program for teaching reading that is always best. A program that
may be ideal for one school may be completely at odds with the situ-
ation in another school. There are, however, certain criteria or
characteristics that are ordinarily present in good reading programs.
These may be outlined as follows:

1. A suitable and stimulating environment in classroom and school
a. Active use of the outcomes of reading
b. Well-lighted, comfortable, colorful classrooms
c. Movable and adjustable furniture
d. Interest-catchers, such as a library corner or reading corner
e. Constantly changing and attractive bulletin boards

2. Materials that are widely varied and plentiful
a. A well-managed and well-equipped central school library or,

at the very least, a classroom library that is changed
frequently

b. A wide variety of interesting reading materials, including
the subject areas

c. Readily available records, films, filmstrips, and other audio-
visual aids

d. Materials of many types, representing many interest areas,
appropriately graded for the group

3. Serious attention to'a program of readiness for reading at the
beginning and at each succeeding developmental sten
a. Understanding on the part of the total faculty of the impor-

tance of informal readiness as well as formal readiness at
the beginning of school
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b. Provision for the readiness aspect of every lesson in every
grade

c. Adaptability of teachers to fit developmental levels of
children instead of some arbitrary expected grade standard

4. Yorale and enthusiasm of the teachin staff hi h
a. .o. communication etween a..inistration and teaching staff,

and among teachers
b. Support by the custodial staff
c. Good salary levels, security, and reasonable classroom load

d. Strong but democratic administrative and/or supervisory
leadership, providing for continuous growth of staff members

e. Willingness to investigate new and different materials and
approaches

5. Reading taught in the content subjectsl, and reading instruction
integrated with instruction in other areas of the curriculum
a. The reading of content subjects such as mathematics, social

studies, or science, taught as a part of that subject, and
not expected to carry over completely from the reading period

b. Vide reading in reference works and other sources supplementing
the textbook, or use of a unit approach

6. The readin ro ram s stematic well-balanced and complete
a. Instruction given in a 1 un amenta aspects o rea ing
b. All forms and types of reading included, with the emphasis

always on meaning
c. Guidance of the children toward self-direction and indepen-

dence, utilizing both cooperative and individualized approaches

7. Instruction ada ted to a wide ran e of individual differences
a. rouping exi le an a apte to nee s an capabilities
b. Materials varied in level and type
c. Teacher-consciouness of particular oroblems of each individual

and attempts to provide special help
d. Both individual and group approaches

8. Systematic appraisals of progress
a. Tests and many other evaluation techniques used, but chiefly

for diagnostic purposes, leading toward effective teaching
b. Staff deeply concerned with the welfare of children and

continually attempting to irprove practices.

9. Adequate provision for remedial treatment of children who show
serious reading retardation
a. All teachers with some training and interest in remedial

techniques
b. Special provisions made for some children
c. Investigation by administrators of newly available funds for

remediation

10. Recognition of the importance of good home-school relations
a. The child's progress carefully interpreted to the parents
b. Use of PTA, parent study groups, programs, school newspapers,

and other means to convey the importance of the reading pro-

gram and some knowledge of what is being done
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Note: More information regarding characteristics of an effective
Faaing program may be obtained by consulting Bond and Wagner, Teachin
the Child to Read, chap. iv; DeBoer and Dallman, The Teac1iingf a ing
pp. 383-89; Strang and Lindquist, The Adminittrator and-the IWroment
of Reading, pp. 49-50.

PROBLEMS TO AVOID IN READING PROGRAMS

In addition to problems that are related to the characteristics men-
tioned in the preceding section, there are several other problems
that may appear in a reading program to the detriment of learning.
The brief discussions following the problems stated below may help
in dealing with similar situations that may arise.

1. The reading situation should be stimulating, but must not
brin undue ressure to 5iiF-117616W-Ehe child or the teac er.

Pressure may be fostered by the parents or other members of the fam-
ily, from the child himself and his own perceptions of his situation,
from the school, or from a threatened teacher. If the emphasis in
the school is on covering a certain amount of material at each grade
placement, or if there is a highly competitive atmosphere, this pres-
sure will be reflected in poor pupil performance. The normal reaction
to pressure is to back away from the situation causing the pressure
feeling. Consequently, pupils who feel a pressure in regard to read-
ing will tend to avoid reading whenever possible. Developing proficiency
at any level is preferable to covering several books without true
learning--the maintenance of the desire to learn is a much more impor-
tant outcome than temporary skill.

2. Yethods used in instruction should be carefully selected so
that habits that are detrimental to efficient readin will
not develop later.

Some methods that seem to do an outstanding job of developing reading
skill in the early stages exact their toll later. When a new or
different method of teaching reading is being evaluated, the evaluation
should follow the child for several years. An overemphasis on oral
reading or on phonics, for example, may produce a reader who can never
progress beyond the speed of speech, which means that he will be
unable to cover the materials assigned in high school or college; or
these emphases may produce a reader who calls words beautifully but
pays little attention to their meaning.

3. Evaluation of achievement must be complete and continuous so
t at t e stu ent may procee Ina directe ashion.

Proper instruction depends on the timely diagnosis of weaknesses and
needs of class groups and of individuals. Continuous student records
that can be examined by the student himself as well as the teacher,



especially in intermediate and upper elementary grades, will show the
student the reasons for needed help. This will, in turn, make it easier
for the teacher to offer this help.

4. Content of readin materials should-coincide as far as ossible
with the pupils' centers o interest.

If the materials to be read are not in the children's sphere of
understanding, attention will lag. One of the essentials for efficient
teaching is attention. Stories that are far outside the experience
and interest of the group will lack meaning and purpose. What they
should have must be fairly close to what they now have, or they will
naUi able to progress. Selection of materiargshould perhaps be
made with the help of the children, as well as curriculum experts
and teachers.

5.- Children should not be asked to read at frustration level.

When a child misses more than one word out of every running twenty
words in oral reading, he is at frustration level. The load is too
large for him to carry--he cannot learn that much. Many low-achieving
children are asked to do this every day. Is it any wonder they object,
become behavior problems, reject reading and teachers? The emphasis
should be on moving ahead only as fast.as the individual can move
successfully, and thus on the Ranation of reading problems.

6. TIcill-lesimshould not be isol__jj_o_atedfinrelar
rea ing.

Skills presented in isolation tend to remain in isolation. Applica-
tion of the skill-building exercise to words from the reading lesson,
which have meaning, is essential. Separate phonic systems, while
appearing to add skill, may not transfer well, especially with the
slower half of the normal class. Phonic and structural analysis is
a portion of reading, not an end in itself.

7. Workbooks must contribute to the learning of the child.

A workbook can be a very valuable adjunct to the reading program if
properly used. The teacher should not merely tell the pupils to 'Igo
to work,' on it. The workbook is a teaching tool designed to supple-
ment skills presented in the reader, add new skills, and provide
repetition. The teacher should explain the purposes, go through the
procedure to be used in the exercise, and make certain that all child-
ren know what to do before they start to work inder,endently. Workbooks
are often assigned to pupils who already know quite well the skills
presented, and who would profit more from other materials. They may
be used as a crutch by a teacher in place of originality and creativity,
or used merely to keep children busy while the teacher works with oth:r
groups. This latter problem is not ordinarily the fault of the teacher,
but a result of overcrowded classrooms. In any case, however, it means
that the workbook is not worth the money the school is spending for it.



8. The goals and objectives of the reading progTam should reach far
into the future ana not be confinea to what is likely to be met
durink the next year of school.

Over concern with what the next teacher will expect tends to blind the
teacher to the final goals of the teaching of reading. The ultimate
result of the program should be a student with efficient, independent
reading habits, prepared for responsible citizenship and ability to
profit from reading on hiw own.

Further discussions of these and other principles and problems of
reading programs can be located in burton, Reading in Child Develop-
ment, pp. 237, 542-47; Heilman, Principles and Practices or Teaching
Tiliain pp. 3-20; Hildreth, Teachin ading, np. 39-40; and -Tinker
and McCullough, Teaching Elementarz Reading, op. 250-52.

METHODS OF TEACHING READING

Most sources in the teaching of reading will either explain several
methods briefly or expouse one method to the exclusion of others. It
is difficult to locate a complete discussion of the many possible ap-
proaches to reading. The attempt here, then, will be to present each
of the most popular methods used in the past one hundred years in schools
in the United States, and give further references which discuss each

of them more completely. The reader should realize that many varia-
tions of any particular method may be possible, and that it is extremely
rare for a npure method to be continued in operation in a classroom
for any period of time.

Experience Method

With the experience method the teacher takes advantage of the interests
and background of the children to produce reading material with which
to teach. Children (as individuals, in groups, or as a total class)
relate experiences, and the teacher writes down (usually on the chalk-
board as a first step) some of the things they say. Later the teacher
can transfer the experience story to a large chart. Sentence strips
and word cards can also be made for matching purposes, to use in
games, or for other activities.

Usually, one child after another reads successive sentences, and then
a child or two will read the entire story, If the chart is to be
permanent, tagboard is usually used; but in general, since most ex-
perience stories are somewhat transitory and not worth going over too
many times, newsprint is used as chart paper. In the primary grades,
manuscript form will be used for the lettering because manuscript
letters approximate typed or printed material. A felt pen, a black
or colored crayon, a ballpoint pen, or rubber letter-stamps can be
used to form the letters, but legibility and the distance of the reader
from the chart must be considered. For most group teaching, capital
and tall letters should probably be about 14 inches high, the small
letters one-half that tall.



Possible advantages of the method:

1. The vocabulary is the child's own. Yeaning and understanding are
already present.

2. The stories, since they come from the children, are almost certain
to be interesting to the children.

3. Important phases of comprehension such as sequence and organization,
summarization, and attention to expression are included naturally.

4. Individual differences can be rather easily accommodated since the
teacher does control both the production and the reading of the
story.

5. Reading is not formal or remote--not a separate subject, but a
natural outgrowth of experience.

6. Graat flexibility of content is permitted.

Possible disadvantages of the method:

1. Vocabulary control is difficult. If too many new words are in-
troduced at once, the child may learn none of them.

2. Yeaning vocabulary may differ considerably from child to child
within the group, and the most advanced pupils are more likely
to control the making of the story.

3. The re4ding material developed may lose its initial interest if
used many times.

4. Since the teacher must spend a great deal of time and effort in
making the charts, he may not be able to spend enough time in
other areas of the curriculum.

5. Pupils tend to memorize the materials, giving them a false im-
pression of the act of reading.

6. Sight vocabulary may not be repeated often enough in varying
contexts to ensure complete learning, and a great deal of guessing
at words may result.

7. Literary quality is not likely to be high; the content may be
- restricted; the organization and sequence may be poor.

8. It is often difficult to include material from all of the child-
ren in the group; since the charts are usually quite short, it
is even difficult to get all of the children to read something
after the charts are made.

In spite of the many objections possible, the experience method is a
good approach to use in beginning reading and offers an easy transi-
tion to books. It can also be used as a valuable supplementary method



to printed materials, adding interest and flexibility. When used as
a pure method, however, the disadvantages tend to rapidly overcome
the advantages, especially at stages beyond beginning reading.

Note: For more information see Burton, Reading_ in Child Development,
pp. 213-31; Gans, Guiding Children's Reading Through Experience, en-
tire pamphlet; Herrick and Nerbovig, Usin Experience Charts with
Children; Lee and Allen, Learnin to Read u Exnerience; Alen
and Allen, Language Experiences in ea ing: eacher's RigRirce Book.

aat Methods, or "Look and Say" Nethods

Several methods of this type have been utilized, all having the same
theoretical basis. Names most often used are sight-word method,
mord-phrase method, and sentence-story method, depending upon the
length of the printed unit used for basic recognition.

In the word method, the teacher puts a word on the board or uses
a chart. He pronounces the word, has several of the children pro-
nounce it, and then combines it with other words to form sentences.
Pictures are used to introduce words inasmuch as they are related
more directly to children's experiences than the abstract printed form.
The words are recognized at first by general shape or configuration.

The word method is not particularly new. John Amos Comenius, author
of the first illustrated textbook (1658), not only introduced pictures
as aids in learning, but also suggested the word method of teaching
reading. The first American educator to recommend the word method
was Samuel Worcester, author of Primer of the English Language (1828).

Gradually other proponents of new methods suggested that there was
more meaning in a phrase, a sentence, and rinally an entire story
than there was in the word and that the meaningful unit should be
lengthened. The sentence method presents an entire sentence at a
time; the sentence is divided into words that are then used in many
different sentences. In the story method, the teacher reads a story
over and over until most of the children have memorized it. He then
shows them the first sentences, reads the sentences aloud, and has
the children say the lines as they look at them in print.

Each of these methods rests on the initial presentation of meaningful
units. Through repeated exposure, the child learns to associate the
meaning and pronunciation of words he can speak with the printed forms
of those words. 6radually the oral stimulus is omitted, and the sight
of the symbol by 'itself will convey the meaning. In all respects,
these methods put the emphasis on meaning. The child will recall
printed form dog, we first talk about dogs so that the child will
recall former experiences with this symbol. We say the word "dog" and
he repeats it. Then we.show him a picture of a dog, if possible, and
at the same time show the printed symbol--always pronouncing the word
since the spoken form is known. Soon the child will extend the chain
of his experiences to include this new stimulus, and he will associate
the printed form with the spoken form and with his previous feelings
and concepts about dogs. The discovery that printed words "talk" is
one of the first steps in learning to read.
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Where the word method is carried to extremes, lists of isolated words
are used. The children are drilled on these words and are required
to recognize them at sight. Flash cards are used merely to vary the
order of presentation. In this may the meaning of the word vanishes
and the advantage of the meaningful unit is lost.

Where the method is not so extreme, words are introduced gradually in
context and repeated extensively, varying the context. The teacher
then begins to develop greater observation of the details and smaller
features of these words. The words are learned before the names or
sounds of the letters inasmuch as the letter or sound is not a mean-
ingfUl unit when separated from the word.

Some of the advantages of the "Look and say" method, whether used with
words, phrases, sentences, or stories, are these:

1. The children associate meaning with their first attempts at reading;
the emphasis is on comprehension from the very beginning.

2. Appreciation of reading as an enjoyable activity may come rapidly
since it does not take long to develop ability to read a simple
story in which many of the words are repeated. Incidentally, such
repetition in itself is often an enjoyable activity for children.

3. Learning larger units rather than smaller units (such as letters),
tends to make reading more rapid and adds to the speed of under-
standing at later stages of development when such speed becores
more necessary.

4. A child tends naturally to learn by larger units first and then
learns to break the larger units into components since the larger
units are already familiar to him in another form.

Some disadvantages of this method are likely to be these:

1. The children may not look at the word when it is being pronounced
for them and therefore do not carry through the expected association.

2. Adults tend to think in terms of smaller building blocks of read-
ing and language and may object strenuously to the method. If
this is expressed to the child, even indirectly, he will lose con-
fidence and therefore learn poorly.

3. A child who fails in the beginning has no method of proceeding on
his own, since if this method is used exclusively no word attack
is possible in the beginning stages. Someone must always pronounce
the unknown word.

4. If the language background of the child is different from that of
others in the group and not suited to the school form of language,
a long period of language readiness is necessary.

For further information, see Anderson and Dearborn, The Psychology
Teaching Reading, pp. 138-55; Heilman, principles and Practices of
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Teaching Reading, pp. 108-18; Smith and Dechan+, Psychology in Teachinp
Reading, pp. 198-201.

Word-Attack Methods

Two methods are included in this category, those usually called phonetic
analysis and structural analysis. A general description of the 'wo
methods will be presented here.

The phonetic method involves associating basic speech sounds with let-
ter symbols and combinations of letter symbols in order to identify
words. In the phonic method, as originally conceived, the teacher
started the reading program with drill on letter sounds as the first
step in reading. The next procedure was to teach 'he child how to
blend the sounds together in words that could be recognized and that
were regular in sound, starting with two-and three-letter words.
After drill on words incorporating he sounds was finished and the
children knew some words, books and stories were introduced. Writing
or tracing was (and is, in present-day phonetic systems) often incor-
porated into the method, especially for nonphonetic words.

Structural analysis means +he recognition of new vmrds by noting the
known roots or word parts and combining these with inflectional end-
ings (as -s -ed) or with prefixes and suffixes, and the recognition
of compouria,words formed from known words. Syllabication and accent
are also usually considered as part, of structural analysis. This
approach i4o reading is never advanced_as a full aporoach, as is nhonics,
but always appears as supplemental to other methods (phonics, the basal
reader, the sight method). Some sight recognition of word parts (the
root or common parts of words) is.,essential in the beginning stages of
structural analysis if further progress is to be possible. The in-
clusion of the analysis of word structure in a reading program has
been shown to have real value, especially for the brighter children.

These tvm methods are called synthetic methods since the reading re-
sults from ffputting the pieces together.

In general, the advanLages are these:

1. The child who is able to learn this way rapidly develops inde-
pendence in discovering for himself what the word is.

2. Oral reading and pronunciation may be improved.

3. Material that is quite difficult may be given children to read in
the primary grades. (The reading may, however, be mere word cal-
ling.)

4. The method works in some indileidual cases where the visual approach
does not.

The following may be the disadianiasts:
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1. The program is rather rigid and incorporates a large amount of
drill in the early stages. Many children reject this tyPe of
program.

2. There is no real interest in the beginning stages because it is
drill and not true reading.

3. There is little attention to meaning; attention is focused on
sound, and comprehension tends to suffer.

4. This method is apt to produce readers who read in a slow, labored
fashion with much lin movement and. vocalization.

Note: Refer to Chall, Learning to Read; the Great Debate; Durkin,
Phonics and the Teaching of Reading. Gray, On Their Own in Reading;
Harris, Effective Teaching of Readiflg, pp. 190-211; Heilman, Phonics
in Proper Perspective; Smith and Dechant, Psychology in Teaching
Reading, PP. 194-98.

The Alphabet-Spelling Method

In this method the names of the letters are taught first. Then the
letters of words are named in sequence, and finally the word is pro-
nounced. In many languages this procedure is more erfective than in
English, since in English the names of the letter may have little to
do with their sound; for example, are-ax-tee, as in rat. The method
was widely used from the seventeenth through the nineteenth century,
and the preface of the VcGuffey primer states that this method can be
used with that book. Because of the dirrerences between names of
letters and their sounds, however, the phonetic method gradually sup-
planted the alphabet method.

Using this method with the English language has no apparent advantages,
and the disadvantages are those of the other synthetic methods (phonics
and structural analysis) with the added Problem of the lack of corres-
pondence between names and sounds of letters.

See: Burton, Reading in Child Development, pp. 209-10; Strang and
Bracken, Making Better Readers, p. 12.

Oral Readinp Method

Incorporated into nearly all other methods is the oral reading approach.
it can hardly be called a method in itself. It is mentioned here be-
cause prior to 1920, it was considered a method since it tended to
consume a great deal of time in classroom practice. There is still
some controversy over the amount of oral reading that should be included
at various stages.

When children are in the beginning stages, it is important for the
teacher to detect an error in reading as it occurs so that it can be
immediately corrected and not repeated. Furthermore, oral reading tends
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to provide the intermediate step from spoken to printed language.
Consequently, the primary grades should include much oral reading.
On the other hand, after the initial stages of reading instruction,
a great deal of oral reading does not add much to the reading pro-
gram, and oral reading around the group may become a problem rather
than a help. Oral reading will be discussed more thoroughly in Unit
Three of this series.

Note: Refer to Heilman, Principles and Practices of Teaching Reading
pp. 176-79; Tinker and NcCullough, itapningIltaftaarx_a2Aaing,
pp. 203-13.

The Non-Oral Method

In several articles and studies between 1937 and 1945, McDade and
Buswell reported on a method of purely visual reading that omitted
the spoken portion of the lesson entirely. In this method pupils
are told not to say the words even to themselves. Instead, words
are shown in conjunction with pictures, objects, and actions, and
a period of oral preparation precedes the reading lesson. The oral
symbol and the printed symbol are never presented together as in
other methods.

The idea here was to induce a "see and comprehend" process without
the intermediate step of "saying," and in this way to overcome the
problem of vocalization. In careful experiments with this method,
however, there was no significant difference, even in terms of lip
movement, between groups taught in this manner and groups taught
with usual methods of involving oral reading. These experiments dem-
onstrated the unimportance of the method as compared with the factors
of child development and the spread of individual dirrerences in a
school population, and should be remembered when any pure method is
advocated.

See: Guy T. Buswell, "Non-Oral Reading: A Study of Its Use in the
Chicago Public Schools," Supplementary Educational Fonographs No. 60,
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1945.

The Audio-Visual Method New Castle Plan

In a number of articles in professional journals, Glenn McCracken has
presented results of experiments in New Castle, Pennsylvania, with a
somewhat different method. In this method, colored rilmstrips were
developed for use with a basal series. The content of the rilmstrips
is parallel to, but not identical with, the content or the series. All
initial instruction for each lesson is given in the filmstrip, and
projected images of the reading materials are used. The tests them-
selves serve as testing and practice materials. Data presented show
extremely favorable results, although some authorities question the
controls used and the amount of time spent in this program in compari-
son with others.
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A new series of readers written by McCracken and Malcutt and published
by Lippincott follows this idea to some degree. The readers also in-
corporate much phonics.

The advantages would seem to be the following:

1. The method elicits high interest and attention.

2. There is careful preparation (readiness) for every lesson through
the use of the filmstrips.

3. The large colored projection is vivid, the room is semidark, and
there are few things to distract the attention of the pupils.

4. The size of print may be better adapted to farsighted young pupils
than is the print in books, and it is presented at a distance
rather than close up.

5. Since the text is presented in projected form, the grotto can work
together on the same materials, and since it is projected on the
chalkboard, underlining and other forms of makking may be used.
These techniques are not practical when using a book.

Possible disadvantages are these:

1. Since the lessons are "canned," the creative teacher has little
opportunity to do special things for his grout) to accommodate the
ways in which they are different from the usual class.

The transfer to the printed page may present some problems.

3. Use of a wider variety of materials is not as likely because of
the larger amount of time spent with this anproach, and the dearth
of adapted materials.

4. Utilization of grouping and other adaptations is difficult.

For further reference, see: McCracken, "New Castle Reading Experiment:
A Terminal Report," Elementary English, Vol. XXX (1953), pp. 13-21; or
"The Value of the Correlated Visual Image," The Reading Teacher, Vol.
XIII (1959), pp. 29-33.

The Kinesthetic Method

In 1921 Grace Fernald described a technique that has since been used
with much success, especially in remedial reading. The basic method
is as follows:

1. In early stages the child is asked to tell a few words he would like
to learn and these are taught one by one. Then he is encouraged to
compose a little story. These stories are tyPed for him. The method
of teaching words changes as he improves and occurs in four stages,
as follows:
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a. Tracing. The word is written or printed on strips of paper
(4x10 inches), and the child traces it with his finger, saying
each part of the word as he traces it. He practices until he
can write it from memory, tests himself on a scrap of paper,'
and compares it with the original. He then uses the word in
his story. Each new word learned is placed in an alphabetical
file. In this method, finger contact with the paper is impor-
tant. The child never copies a word but rather writes from
memory and then compares with his model. The mord is always
written as a whole. Pronunciation by parts must accompany the
tracing, and transfer is provided by the teacher's typing what-
ever the child has written.

b. WritinF without tracing. After some time in the above stage,
ditfering with each child, the child does not need to trace
all words. At this point he looks at the word, says it to
himself several times, and writes it from memory. Cards are
substituted for the strips but are still filed alphabetically.

c. Recognition in print. At this point it becomes unnecessary for
the child to write each word or to have each word on a card.
The child looks at the word, is told what it says, pronounces
it once or twice, and writes it from memory. Reading in books
usually starts at this time though the books are often much
more difficult than preprimers, (Note the similarity here to
the look and say'? approach, but with the addition of writing.)

d. Word Analysis. The child begins to note the resemblances of
the new woras he meets to known words, and it is no longer nec-
essary that he be taught every new word. Phonic sounding of
word parts is not allowed in this method but skill in word anal-
ysis gradually develops through the larger, similar structural
portions.

2. Total nonreaders start at stage a. Children who are having less
difficulty in reading start at stage b. Difficult as well as easy
words can be taught from the very beginning. Sand trays may be
used instead of paper strips for practice.

Advantages of the kinesthetic method are these:

1. Careful and systematic study of words with a consistant left-to-
right direction of attack is inherent.

2. A large amount of repetition and constant checking is provided,
and words tend to be retained well.

3. Errors can be noted and corrected immediately, and the child has
a good sense of his own progress since his file keeps track of the
words he has learned.

4. The other sensory impressions received from the fingertips and from
the writing tend to reinforce the visual and auditory stimuli and
are especially important when a child is not a particularly adequate
visual or phonetic learner.



Disadvantages often mentioned are the tollowing:

1. In large groups the amount of time the teacher must spend in
making strips, checking, and other tasks may be exorbitant. The
teacher must be well organized and preferably should have a
smaller group than is usual in the regular classroom.

2. The method tends to be slow, especially for those who learn readily
by visual methods.

3. The use of bookr may be put off for some time. This may tend to
divorce reading from books in the mind of the child and lead to
some transfer difficulties.

4. Young childrer have a tendency to spill the materials that must
then be picked up and again alphabetized.

See Fernald, Remedial Techniques in Basic School Subjects.

Individualized Reading

In recent years this new approach has had a number of advocates. It

is based on the principle of self-selection and on individual pacing
of reading materials used. Basically, each child selects a book he
wants to read. The teacher has individual conferences with each
child, usually four to ten minutes for each. During at least a por
tion of this time the child will reed orally to the teacher. Care-
ful records are kept on each individual and the teacher can set up
skill-building groups es the children reveal their needs during the
conferences. Basal readers are not used but rather a variety of
trade book:. The learner is to have the opportunity to explore a
wide assortment of reading materials FO that his self-selection is
truly his own. Suggestions ere possible in this context but only
when the child asks for suggestions.

An adaptation of the individualized reading approach is that of multi-
level materials such as the SRA Reading Laboratories And some programed

materials. The comments made here do not particularly apply to the
multilevel materials approach, but rather are concerned with the pure
individualized methods.

Advantages of this method appear to be the following (though careful
evalUation has not yet been completed):

1. Self-selection of materials keeps interest end motivation at a
high level.

2. Individual differences in ability are taken into account more
fully than by any system of grouping, and individual teaching
more nearly reaches particular problems. Children are not com-
pared directly with one another.

3. A larger amount of reading seems to reFult.

4. A closer perFonP1 relationship between the teacher and the child
may result from the individual conference sessions.



Independent work habits, self-confidence, and self-direction tend
to be fostered.

Limitations of this method appear to be these:

1. The skill-building program is difficult to handle, since every child
is reading in a different book, using different words, and meeting
differert problems. Systematic instruction in these skills may be
lacking.

2. Record-keeping in a large class can become a major problem.

3. Children do not always select reading books on a level which they
can profit. Research suggests that children vary the grade level
of their choices continually. Poor readers tend to select books
that are too difficult for them.

4. In cases of difficult problems, too much extra time may be devoted
to particular individuals who cannot profit from this time to a
justifiable degree.

There are some advantages to working with othem in a group at least
a part of the time. These advantages may not be attained in a com-
pletely individualized approach.

6. There is need for a tremendous, constantly changing variety of books.

Note: Refer to Barbe, Educator's Guide to Personalized Reading_Instruction;
Darrow and Howes, Approaches to Individualized' geading; 1Lazar,-A Practical
Guide to Individualized Reading; Spache, Toward Better Reacting, on. 150-
65; Veatch, DistividualizirReadin?roram.

Neurological Impress Method

This is a new remedial method for use with older children who are se-
verely handicapped in reading. It is individual, and ,erploys oral
reading exclusively. It was developed by Dr. R. G. Heckelman while
working at the Merced County Schools Office in Merced, California.

In this method the pupil and the teacher read together, orally. In
the initial stages the instructor reads loudly and slightly faster than
the student. As a more fluent reading process is established in the
student, the instructor lowers his voice and/or reduces his qneed so
that there is a tiny lag behind the student's reading. The instructor
accompanies the words he is reading with a smooth continuous rotion of
the index finger under the sentence, and the student may take over this
activit3, later. No checking of the understanding is used, the concern
being with the flow of the words rather than on any kind of accuracy of
word calling or understanding. The disabled reader is placed'slightly
to the front of the teacher, both hold the book, and the voice of the
teacher is directed into the ear of the student at close range. No
attention is given to a preparation for the story, to the pictures, or
to the teaching of Phonics; but the teacher comments nositively as to
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the success of the child and calls attention to the new fluidness with
which he is now reading. Students are allowed to take materials home
to read and are encouraged to read for themselves.

Advantages of this method appear to be the following (though very little
research on its effectiveness has been completed):

1. There is a great deal of personal support given to the reader.

2. No checking is done, and this should help* to give the reader con-
fidence.

3. When the reader does not know a word, he is given the word immediately
without embarrassment or concern, and the story flows on without
interruption.

4. , Though there may be a good deal of question about the neurological
foundation of the theory behind this method, it is obviously a very
direct and straight forward method, so that the advantage may be seen
immediately by the disabled reader.

Limitations of the method appear to be:

1. In the writer's own tryouts of this method in the reading clinic,
it would not appear to work well with most younger children. Some
facility in reading is necessary first, before the pressure for
fluency makes sense.

2. Certain personality types do not seem to react well to the closeness
of the-teacher and the pacing by the teacher.

3. The tracing under the words with the index finger can be eliminated
in many cases, and probably would be a gain if eliminated with
many children, as long as they can read most of the words.

4. Because of the strain of continuous oral reading, a fifteen-minute
period at one sitting seems to be sufficient.

5. There is a danger in developing a word-caller who pays no attention
to meaning as he reads.

Combinations of Methods

Most teachers today teach reading through a combination of many of
these methods, using the basal readers as the vehicle for Presenta-
tion. There is no question that a combination method, rather than
any one of those mentioned separately here, is more likely to help
more children learn to read. This is obvious from the lists of advan-
tages and disadvantages given for each method. And since there are
differences in learning rate, in kind of thinking, in stimuli,that
make the greatest impression, and in every aspect of learning among
individuals it is only reasonable to attempt to reach more of these
individuals by including parts of many methods.
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Teachers reading this explanation of pure methods are urged to adapt
ideas from all those presented for the benefit of their own classes
and never to attempt to become complete purists in method. Utilizing
a single method in teaching reading to the exclusion of other methods
also excludes the possibility of learning for some children.

1.00

From Lawrence GarriLai nhe Re6rd'ig Program, K-6, Science Research
Assweletes, Inc., Unit Doe, October 15, 1968, o. 1-25.
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Sarmle Performance Obiectives ror

Late Childhood (7-11 years of age"

The Pasco County English Language Arts program-objectives listed
in the preceding section have been translated into sample per-
formance objectives, giving an example ore-assessment activities,
the learning opportunities or activities, the materials which
might be needed, and evaluation techniques which may be used.

The following format is suggested by the writing committee for
teachers to use in setting up performance objectives based on
Pasco County. English Language Arts program objectives:

(1) program objective:

(2) emphasis of program objective at this level:

(3) pre-assessment: to find out if students are already
performing in this area or at what letrel they are
performing.

(4) example of an instructional (performance) objective
at this age level.

(5) learning opportunities or lesson plans which will
give students the opportunities necessary to learn
to perform.

(6) approximate time it would take for the lesson plan.

(7) evaluation: How mill you knomr when the student can
perform:

Level 1 -Minimum
Level 2 - Intermediate
Level 3 -Maximum
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Late Childhood (7-11_years oldi

W. Reading

1. Program Objective: To acquire readiness for reading.

Emphasis: Some program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Through discussion rscertain child's ideas of the
title "Radium Treasure."
Sample Questions

*What does the term "treasure" make you think of?
*Why do you suppose radium would be a treasure?
*Do you think this story is about a treasure hunt?

Exam le of an instructional erformance obiective for this level:

By recalling or acquiring necessary experiences and inrormation (in-
cluding vocabulary), a child is ready to read a selection.

Learning Opportunities: Look up the word "radium" in a reference
book. Try to find out answers to these questions:

a. What is radium?
b. Who discovered radium?
c. Where and when was radium discovered?
d. Of what use is radium?

Time: 20 minutes

Evaluation: Ask child to read "Radium Treasure" and question content
to determine effectiveness of the preliminary preparation. Level 1:
A child should be able to use word recognition skills and context clues
to interpret unknown words. Level 2: A child should be able to use
word recognition skills and context clues, interpret unknown words, and
associate a treasure hunt to his own.previous experience. Level 3: 90%
of the children would have achieved Level 2.

2. Program Objective: To associate a printed word with not only
spoken sounds but also meaning.

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis.

Pre-Assessment: Have children listen to, read, and discuss advertise-
ments on T.V. and in magazines. Observe children's ability to
interpret plausible facts from exaggeration.
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Example of an instructional (performance) objective for this level:

To recognize that printed symbols stand for ideas.

Learning Opportunities: Have children collect and bring in advertise-
ments. 1ecognize -WIRs of exaggeration. Observe words specifically
printed either in bold or large print and discuss meaning conveyed by

print size.

Time: 30 minutes.

Evaluation: Ask children to interpret a TV commercial or magazine
advertisement. Level 1: A child should be able to recognize -words
of exaggeration. Level 2: A child should be able to recognize words
of exaggeration and discuss meaning conveyed by size of print. Level 3:
A qhild should be able to recognize words of exaggeration, discuss
meaning conveyed by size of print.

3. Program ObAective: To be aware of similarities and differences in

reaing and speaking.

Emphasis: Little program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Observe-child's apparent awareness of similarities
and differences in speaking and reading.

Example of an instructional (performancel objective for this level:

A child should be able to state a specific similarity and a specific
difference in reading and speaking.

Learning Opportunities: Read a poem "Ships of Free America" from
Adventures Here and There, American Book Company, Atlanta, Georgia.
p. 133f. Discuss such phrases and lines as to meaning and content.
"Be not afraid" (Line 8) "Beneath blue skies of gray." "The 'Clermont'
first was made." "Translate" the above in spoken language.

Tire: 5-10 minutes.

Evaluation: Ask children to restate words of poem as they would or-
dinarily speak them. e.g. * "Do not be afraid.", "Don't be afraid."
Level 1: A child should be able to restate words of a poem as they
would ordinarily speak them. Level 2: A child should be able to re-
state idea of poem in his own words. Level 3: A child should be able
to compose a short verse showing the mechanics of formal composition.

4. Program Objective: To recognize the nature of meaning of what is

read; to make of reading a question-asking, problem-solving pro-
cess; to realize that language suggests more than it says.

Emphasis: Some program emphasis
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Pre-Assessment: Question child to determine his ability to reach a
logical conclusion.

e.g. * What will and lead to?
* If continues to , what is likely to
happen?

* What would happen if
'?

Example of an instructional erformance) objective for this level:
Having been presented with certain facts a child should be able to
deduce an implied conclusion not specifically stated.

Learning Opportunities:
CRITICAL THINKING ACTIVITY FOR

OP N INFEREN I L REASON NG

In many stories, articles, or textbook chapters you read the author
does not tell you everything in specific statements. He provides
you with enough information so that you can decide 'or yourself by
reading between the lines or by putting all the evidence together
to "infer" his meaning.

Read the following paragraph and see if you can infer the answers
to the questions listed below it.

The sun was not far up in the sky, but it was already
hot. Jim set his lips and frowned as he pushed the
mower back and forth, back and forth, across the front
lawn. "Dad sure was right," he muttered to himself.
"Nhat's the use of having ah old lawn out here at the
cabin anyway? Women....that's the trouble. All they
can think about is pretty little 'lowers...pretty
green grass...Shucks!"

The door opened, and his mother called, "Jim, Breakfast
is ready, and you can eat just as soon as you've fin-
ished that lawn. And just remember this: Do it right
or there'll be no fishing for you today."
"Aw, Mom," Jim grumbled, "have a heart. I'm hungry.
Besides, we're not going fishing. We're going clam-
ming, and the tide'll start coming in before I even
get there."

"You heard me," his mother answered firmly. "If you
had taken care of that job yesterday when you were
supposed to, you'd be ready to go." She closed the door
with a slam.

Time: 1 class period as needed

Evaluation: Check student's accuracy in answering the following
questions:

In each pair of questions below, the first question asks 'or an
inference, and the second calls for verification of an inference.
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1. How does Jim feel? (annoyed)
2. How can you tell how Jim feels? (Line 2-Jim grumbled)
3. Where is the cabin? (Near sea-or bay)
4. What words and phrases help you determine the location of the

cabin? (clamming)
5. What time ef day is it? (early morning)
6. What evidence can you find to tell you that it was morning?

(Breakfast-sun not high)
7. What is the time of year? (summer)
8. What words and phrases help you determine the time of year?

(Mowing lawn; hot)

5. Program Obdective: To read orally with evidence that one identi-
fies with and uriaerstands the material, character, motivation,
emotional content, etc.

Emphasis: Little program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Listen to child's oral interpretation of a reading
selection.

Example of an instructional (performance) objective for this level:

Given the opportunity to read orally, a child will read with expres-
sion, fluency, and interpretative meaning.

Learningfilmarlaniy:
THE KING WITH A TERRIBLE TEMPER

Divide the group into five units as indicated. Each group responds
with appropriate response when its Key is given in the reading of
the story. 2 or 3 children could take turns reading the story con-
tent.

Key: Charactera Response

1. Narrator Reads story content
2. The King G-r-r-r
3. Fat Daughter Ka-plunk
4. Thin Daughter Whistle
5. BeautifUl Daughter A-a-a-a-ah
6. Handsome Prince A-ha

Narrative

There was once a King with a terrible temper (G-b-t-r). He had three

daughters. The eldest was very fat (Ka-plunk); the second was ex-
ceedingly thin (Whistle); but the youngest was Very heautifnl (A-a-a-a-ah).

Now in a nearby country there lived a handsome prince (A-ha). One
day he came to the palace of the King with a terrible temper (G-r-r).
III have come, said he, to seek a wife among your daughters'? (Ka-plunk,

Whistle, A-a-a-a-ah). First he was presented to the eldest and, well,
the heaviest daughter (Ka-plunk). 1/She would eat too much, said the
handsome prince (A-ha). Then appeared the daughter who was very thin
(Whistle). She did not please him either, and he said, But I heard
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that you had a young and beautiful daughter!
displeased the king with a terrible temper (
can't rob ty nursery for a bride!" "Well,"
love your oldest daughter (Ka-plunk), and I
daughter (Whistle)."

Just then on the stairway appeared the youngest and most beautiful
daughter (A-a-a-a-ah). Rapture filled the heart of the handsome prince.
(A-ha), and he cried, "I will take your youngest daughter!" His words
greatly angered the king with a terrible temper (G-r-r-r). "Call out
the guards," he thundered, "and turn out this upstart of a prince!"
(A-ha). But the suitor immediately seized in his arms the willing prin-cess (A-a-a-ah). With her he rushed out. When the royal court reached
the door, all they could see was a cloud of dust raised by the hooves
of the galloping horse (sounds).

So ends the romantic tale of the King with a terrible temper (G-r-r-r),
his fat daughter (Ka-plunk), his thin daughter (Whistle), the youngest
and most beautiful daughter (A-a-a-a-ah), and the handsome prince (A-ha)
with the galloping horse (sounds).

(A-a-a-a-a-ah). This
G-t-t-t). Said he, "You
came the reply, "I cannot
don't like your thin

Time: 10-15 minutes of reading period.

Evaluation: Tape oral reading for playback evaluation by students in
areas of expression, fluency, and interpretative meaning. Level 1: A
child should be able to recognize 25% of the words from his experience
chart. Level 2: A child should be able to recognize 50% of the words
from his experience chart. Level 3: A child should be able to recog-
nize 75% of the words from his experience chart.

6. Program Ob'ective: To expand one's recognitior-Vocabulary in
quantity an .quality.

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Note difficulty child encounters -with words having
prefixes and suffixes in his regular reading.

Exam le of an instructional erformance obiective for this level:
Given instruction on determining root words, a child will expand his
recognition-vocabulary in quantity and quality.

Learning Opportunities: a. Teach prefix re
b. Generalize from known sight words

containing prefix.
e.g. Known word New word

return repaint
c. Ask what is alike in both words
d. Erase "re" in known words; ask what

word means
e. Add "re" again and ask how meaning is

changed.



(Variation:

f. Write several roots, indluding
write
tell
paint
Discuss their meaning.

g. Have ',re" added to each one and discuss
changed meaning.

h. Ask child to give sentences using first
the root mord and then the changed word.

i. Have them read sentences containing
root words as:
*John will paint the doghouse.
*Mary plans to write a letter to her
grandmother.

*Jean,'will you tell your story?
Erase the verb and write in its place
the same verb modified by the prefix

j. Discuss the change in meaning.

a. Write on chalkboard: Lillian told her story a second
time.

b. Have sentence read.
c. Ask for suggestions for a shorter way of saying the same

thing.
d. Write: Lillian retold her.story
e. Discuss meaning of nre"
f. Provide practice

(Taken from Smith, Nila Banton Reading Instruction for Today's Children
(New Jersey: Prentice Hall) 1965 p. 222/11.)

Alternate Opportunities:

* Scrabble
* Crossword Puzzles
* Word Bingo
* Word Rummy

Time: 10-15 minutes of skills instruction period.

Evaluation: Have children give orally or write prefix to match definition.

Choose correct definition in Column two to match word in column one.

1. repeat
2. resell
3. review
). remove
5. remake
6. unhappy
7. remind
8. repaint
9. unwilling

10. retell

a. To take something away
b. To.make something over again
c. To look over
d. To play more than once
e. To say over
g. To paint over
h. To say over
i. Not happy
j. To cause one to think of something

again
k. Not willing



Level 1: A child should be able to get 5 out of 10 correct. Level 2:
A child should be able to get 8 out of ten correct. Level 3: A child
should be able to get 10 out of 10 correct.

7. Program Objective: To acquire and apply correctly word-analysis
skills necessary for decoding unfamiliar words.

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Determine through assessment work sheets the child's
functional mastery of the dictionary usage of diacritical markings.
Directions: Supply a word to match the diacritical marks.

T.

V

Example of an instruttional (performance) objective for this level:

Having been provided with a systematic and sequential Program of word
analysis skills, a child will be able to decode unfamiliar words.

Having been taught dictionary skills, a child will be able to use the
dictionary spelling of a word to decode unfamiliar words.

Learning 0 ortunities: Tell the child the purpose of the respellings
ound in dictionaries . Have children turn to the key to pronunciation
located in every dictionary. "To follow up with illustrations it is
advisable to reed the key through, with the children stopping, of
course, to work out the pronunciation ar in archive when discussing
the a so marked in the key, and the i TH kiv when discussing the i so
marked in the key. (The word, of course,Eould be one with which the
children have had trouble, not necessarily the particular one mentioned.)

After the general introduction of the'key the teacher will probably
wish to concentrate on just a few of the sounds until the children
have become thoroughly familiar with them. Then she will concentrate
on a few more of the sounds at another time, and so on, until the child-
ren can interpret diacritical marks when looking uo any word in the
dictionary."

Smith, Nila Banton. Reading Instruction for Today's Children. (New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall ) 1963. p.

Time: 10-15 minutes of skill development time

Evaluation: Write on the chalkboard dictionary respellings of .new, words
in material that the children are reading currently, and ask them to
pronounce the words from their respelled forms. Level 1: A child should
be able to pronounce 50% of the words correctly. Level 2: A child
should be able to pronounce 75% of the words correctly. Level 3: A
child should be able to pronounce 90% of the words correctly.



8. Program Objective: To read (silently) with ease, fluency, and appro-
priate speed.

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: "Bucephalus-A king's Horse" pp. 218-226
AdventaresIkew and Then American Book Company, Atlanta, Georgia,
For the independiEE-iiTivity, ask child to skim selection to find
to questions such as the following. (Found in Teacher's Guide p.
of same text.)

a. What were a groom's duties? (p. 219)
b. How old was Alexander when he first saw Bucephalus? (p. 220)
c. How much did Philip of Nacedon pay Philonicus for the horse? (p. 200)
d. How old was Alexander when he first set out to conquor the world?

(p. 225)
e. What countries became part of Alexander's empire? (map, p. 224)

f. How did Bucephalus spend his old age? (p. 226)

Example of an instructional (performance objective for this level:

Having acquired general reading skills, a.child should be able to skim
to locate specific information.

1963.
answers
G254

Learatagokomunities: "Teacher demonstrates skimming with a newspaper
in which one rapidly glances atheadlines to see if there are some
about which she would like more information. She may then glance only
at the first sentence in each one, and perhaps bhe main idea in addi-
tionalparagraphsunder some one of the topics. She may tell what she
has found out." (Smith. p. 379)

Time: 10-15 minutes

Evaluation: Ask children to do an exercise such as the following:
Skim a selection to find one particular bit of information. Level 1:
A majority of the children should be able to locate a specific bit of
information within a given amount of time. Level 2: 75% of the child-
ren should be able to locate a specific bit of information within a
given amount of tiMe. Level 3: 90% of the children should be able to
locate a specific bit of information within a given amount of time.

9. Program Oblective: To know the literary tradition of one's culture
and other cultures.

Emphasis: Some program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Give an inventory of child's literary background.

Exam le of an instructional Performance ob ective for this level:

To read fairy tales, fables and myths to develop a knowledge and
appreciation of other cultures.

LearninK Opportunities: Read a variety of fairy tales, fables, or myths
to the children.



Time: 5 minutes a day.

Evaluation: Utilize Creative Dramatics. Level 1: A child can identify
the type of literature read by teacher. Level 2: A child can tell a
fairy tale, myth or fable as requested. Level 3: A child can tell a
variety of fairy tales, myths, or fables as requested.

10. Program Objective: To develon one's beliefs, attitudes, and con-
cepts on the basis of rich and varied reading experiences.

Erphasis: Some program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Observe child's reaction to discussions and personal
contact to members of various ethnic groups.

Exam le of an instructional eerforrnance obiective for this level:
As a result of rich and varied reading experiences, a child is able
to broaden his attitudes and develop unprejudiced, realistic concepts
concerning various ethnic groups.

Learning Opportunities: Child uses varied materials showing pictures
that integrate persons, places, and actions.

Time: In all pictorial and reading situations

Evaluation: Observe child's attitude as manifested in discussions, and
creative dramatics, and personal contact with persons of varied ethnic
origin. Level 1: A child should manifest a willingness to participate
in learning activity. Level 2: A child should be able to accept per-
sonal identification with persons of varied ethnic background. Level 3:
A child should be able to manifest willingness to participate in learning
activity, accept Personal identification with persons of varied ethnic
backgrounds and accept all people in his societal experience.

11. Program Objective: To read as a leisure time activity.

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Observe if children seem to choose reading as a free
time activity.

Example of an instructional (performance) objective for this level:
Having experienced a sense of satisfaction and achievement, a child
will choose to read during his free time.

Ilmmalug_2222=Eallits: The child observes the teacher frequently with
a book.

Time: varied

Evaluation: Individual
A majority will read as
children will read as a
children will read as a

charts of books read and completed. Level 1:
a leisure time activity. Level 2: 75% of the
leisure time activity, Level 3: 90% of the
leisure time activity.



12. Program Oblective: To transfer skills developed in one field of
reading to related fields: skimming, scanning, outlining, refer-
ence material, and study.

Emphasis: Some program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Check vocabulary to be sure child does not experience
problem in this area.

Example of an instructional (performance) oblective for this level:

Having mastered reading skills, a child should be able to adequately
transfer reading skills to learn a science lesson.

Learning Opportunities: a.
b.
C.

Establish motive of activity
Teach or review vocabulary
Preview material: Read headings, sub-
heading, summary and graphic aids.

d. Silent reading of selection
e. Discussion
f. Application- use one or twp of the study

skills learned thus far to summarize and
reinforce retention. e.g. outlining, making
a time chart,consulting rescource materials,
etc.

Time: 30 minutes as needed

Evaluation: Have child write IAD experiment showing procedures, ob-
servations, and conclusions. Level 1: A child should be able to
write the procedures of a scientific experiment. Level 2: A child
should be able to write the procedures of a scientific experiment
and write his observatiors. Level 3: A child should be able to
write the procedures of a scientific experiment, write his observations,
and write logical conclusions.

13. Program!2hjective: To develop ability to select a level of reading
(marginal, appreciative, attntive, critical) appropriate to a
given situation and to flexibly apply these different skills
implied by the levels involved.

Emphasis: Some program emphasi:;.

Pre-Assessment: Observe difference, if any, of children's reading for
grfferent activities or purposes. e.g. enjoyment, seeking infornation,
skimming, etc.

Exam le of an instructional erformancelactim_nlr_this_Lnel:
Having successfully achieved a level of reading competence, a child
will be able to select a level (marginal, appreciative, attentive, or
critical) appropriate to a given situation and to flexibly apPly
these different skills implied by the levels involved.

Learning Opportunities: Ask children to clock their reading in an
enjoyment situation. Then clock reading when reading for infornation.
Compare.
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Time: 5-10 minutes

Evaluation: Give a timed reading test e.g. Scholastic News Time,
Diagnostic Test, Dayton, Ohio 45401
Level 1: 51% of the children should be able to perrorm adequately
on a reading test. Level 2: 75% of the children should be able to
perform adequately. Level 3: 90% of the children should be able to
perform adequately.
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Background for Viewing

In view of the fact that English teachers have been teaching too much
that is not English, it might seem surprising that viewing is included
in this guide. However, the Writing Committee has settled fora
broad curriculum, including dramatic activities and has recognized new
needs created by modern society. The mass media, the moving pictures,
radio, television, not only present a great deal of narrative and
drama but typify the communications revolution that can hardly be
ignored by teachers of language and literature. They have a profound
influence on the interest, sentiments, attitudes, and tastes of
youngsters whom the teachers are trying to introduce to literature.

At the Anglo-American Dartmonth Conference of English Teachers held in
the late summer of 1966, Hanley Parker of Canada, a descinle of Marshall
McLuhan, contended that our culture has emphasized visual orientation
ever since the invention of the printing Press, but is now being re-
organized in sensory terms towards the primacy of the audile-tactile.

At the same conference Father William Ong introduced some ideas relevant
to the teaching of English in the talk on the historic dhanges in the
verbal media. Before the invention of the printing press, people had
been prirarily oral. They lived in the free-flowing world or oratory
and epic; they thought of knowledge as story. In the Middle Ages, when
manuscripts began to multiply, examinations were still wholly oral,
never written. But once words were locked in space by the Printing
press) literate people naturally thoUght more in terms of the visualized
word. In our electronic age, however, people are again becoming more
oral. They are making use of sound and listening to much more talk.

From - Herbert J. nailer, The Uses of English, New York; Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., P. f4o-141.

David 3. Bronson in his article needing, Writing, and McLuhari' (English
Journal, Vol. 57, November, 1968, D. 1151-1162) explains that we are
not as literal as we used to be. We tend to telephone instead of
writing a letter, to use the duplicator instead of writing a memorandum,
to have a conversation instead of writing an essay, to meet in committee
instead of writing papers, to watch T.V. instead of reading a book for
relaxation.

David A Sohn in his article, See How They Run, (Media and Methods,
November, 1969, P. 36-39) wrote that every new medium undergoes an
image of vulgarity before it gains respectibility. Visual literacy
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is a term well on the way to gaining the status of academic respect-
ibility. After years of education through television, movies, magazines,
advertising, comics, and other visual media, we are realizing that ed-
ucation has been happening.

Visual literacy is an attempt to interpret a complex ohenomenon from
a print-oriented base. Me really do not have an adequate vocabulary
to discussand dissect many of the Visual experiences from the various
visual media.

S'ohn suspects that one gains visual literacy in much the same way that
one becomes literate-through experiencing the language and establishing
standards of taste. Schools and teachers can help with this kind of
education through exposure selection, discussion, and by letting
students work with the tools of the craft and art, paint brushes, still
cameras, movie cameras, etc., so that they can not only create, but
also grow by understanding what an artist encounters when he tackles
a problem.
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amlt_perforrance Oblectives for

Late Childhood 741 ears of a e

The Pasco County English Language Arts program 'objectives listed
in the preceding section,have been tranSlated into sample per-
formance objectives, giving an example pre-assessment activities,
the learning opportunities or activities, the materials which
might be needed, and evaluation techniques vhich may be used.

The following format is suggested by the writing committee for
teachers to use in setting up performance objectives based on
Pasco County Englisn Language Arts program objectives:

(1) program objective:

(2) emphasis of program objective at this level:

(3) pre-assessmen to find out if students are already
performing in tnis area or at what level they are
performing.

(4) example of an instructional (performance) objective
at this age level.

(5) learning opportunities or lesson plans which will
give students the opportunities necessary to learn
to perform.

(6) approximate time it would take for the lesson plan.

(7) evaluation: How mill you know when the student can
perform:

Level 1 - Minimum
Level 2-Intermediate
Level 3 -Maximum
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V. Viewing

1. Program OUective: To observe various viewing media (stills, films,

T.V., montage, etc.)

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Observe if child shows,indication of adequate per-

sonal dental care.

Example of an instructional (performance)oljective for this level:

In the presentation of instructional material the child should have

an opportunity to observe this material in the various viewing media:

stills; films, T.V., books, montages, experience charts, etc.

Learning Opportunities: Show film of dental care. Discuss and demon-

atrate on model. Invite a local dentist to school as a follow-up

activity. Display dental charts and distribute booklets as part of

his visit.

Time: 10-15 minutes at several times as needed.

Evaluation: Observe if child shows any improvement in personal dental

care and give child opportunity to make a personal dental care chart.

Level 1: Child's willingness to participate in activity. Level 2: He

keeps a dental care chart. Level 3: Child has visited the dentist

at least once a year.

2. Program Objective: To identify the techniques of the media ob-

served.

Emphasis: Some program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Discuss types of media which might be used to study

717Frai.

Example of an instruelionallmformance oob'entive for thit;* level:



Evaluation: Through discussion, note the child's ability to discern
the differences in media techniques. (Slides are stills: films are
joined to give an impression of continuity of action.) Level 1:
Majority can identify techniques observed. Level 2: 75% can identify
techniques observed. Level 3: 90% can identify techniques observed.

3. Included in 2.

4. Program Objective: To analyze the techniques of the media observed.

Emphasis: Little program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Have child tell what he has seen and heard on a
newscast.

Example of an instructional (performance) objective for this level.:

In viewing a TV newscast, the child should be able to pick out various
techniques observed.

Learning, Opportunities: Watch a T,V. newscast. While viewing, teacher
will list without comment on the chalkboard the various techniques
presented: interviews, ?)cales,photographs, close-ups, comments, maps.

Time: 15 minutes

Evaluation: Watch a newscast and have the child make a list similar
to that made by the teacher. Discuss. Repeat if necessary.
Level 1: Child should be able to identify at least one technique.
Level 2; Child should be able to identify several techniques.
Level 3: Child should be able to identify techniques observed and be
able to give reason for use of one.

5. Program ONective: To realize that the medium is the message or
that techniques are meaningful

Emphasis: Little program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Show a picture of Smoky the Bear and question the child
as to the meaning.

Example of an instructional (performance) objective for this level:

Having been exposed to a viewing medium the child is able to under-



Evaluation: Have child locate on a map of his locality the areas of
precipitation as indicated by the radar report. Level 1: Child can
locate on a map the area of precipitation. Level 2: Child can lo-
cate on a map the area of precipitation and tell amount. Level 3:
Child can locate and tell amount of precipitation and know total
weather conditions at his location.

6. Program Objective: To evaluate the techniques used in a medium

Emphasis: Some program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Observe which medium seems to hold the child's atten-
tion most effectively.

Example of an instructional (performance ob'ective for this leli%

Having observed various media, the child is able to evaluate the
techniques used.

Learning 0 ortunities: Present material such as a myth, fable, or
legend in book form, by film, tape or record. (At least Iwo)

Time: fifteen minutes for each medium selected.

Evaluation: Ask child to give his preference of various media and to
give reasons for his choice. Level 1: A majority can name his prefer-
ence of media. Level 2: 75% can name his preference and give a reason.
Level 3: 90% can name a preference and give several reasons.
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LANGUAGE

SAMPLE INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES



Background for Language

The English Language is spoken by over three hundred million per-
sons as a first language, used by millions more as a second
langauge, and understood by unknown numbers of others. The English
language is one of the most important media or communication in
today's world. One can fly around the world, at least the world
outside :die iron curtain, in airplanes of dozens of nations speaking
scores of languages and he will be instructed in English by lighted
signs, "Fasten seat belts!" A large part of the world's diplomacy
and an even larger part of the world's commerce is conducted in
English. As a second language required in schools of nations of
other languages it leads all others. A sound command of English is
therefore a possession of almost incalculable value.

Despite these facts, most users of English know very little about
it. When was English first spoken? By whom was it spoken, and
where? How did it emerge as a distinct language? What circum-
stances influenced its development? These and many paraLlel questions
need answers in our schools so that children and youth aivancing in
skill in English may also know what a rich and colorful heritage has
fallen o them. Some of these questions will be answered in this
curricu_lm, and the answers to others will follow from the reading
of books listed in the bibliography. A consideration of first im-
portance to teachers and students is the development of attitudes
of inquiry and respect for the language which we share with mil-
lions of other speakers.

Usw. The term usage describes the choices that are made in the
words, phrases, and idioms of a language as a response to standards
imposed by forces external to the language. In English "I ain't
got no paper" and "I have no paper" equally convey meaning, and
from the point of view of emphasis the first example is more force-
ful than the second. Why do teachers discourage the first and teach
the second? There is nothing inherent in the English language or
in its grammar to direct this choice. The pressure coms from
society, really a small part of society, whose judgments in matters
of language carry weight. Consequently we avcbid "I ain't got no
paper" and encourage "I have no paper" in response to the expecta-
tions of our current society. As the expectations of society change,
usage also changes. Enthusiasmu in the eighteenth century was a
bad word, used to express scorn of an undesirable trait. Today it
is in excellent use, to describe an admired trait. "Stink, stench,
smell, odor, aroma" all refer to the sense of smell, but their usage
today differs widely. Once upon a time in English it would have
been acceptable to (74reak of "the stink of the rose." When Sir
Winston Churchill said, in a recording, "This is me, Winston Churchill,
speaking," he was using a pronoun form made acceptable by social use.



The receiver of a package who inquires, "Who is it from?" ts using
a form sanctioned by 'Ise. He could ask, "Whom is it from?" but this
form would not sound natural to most listeners. Much of the instruc-
tion given in schools regarding choices of words is to teach "acceptable
usage," that is, what educated, responsible people expect. Usage is
often confused with grammar, but it is not grpmmar. It should also
be clear that grammar (as defined by students of grammar) does not
make rules to govern usage. Actually many rules, often called "grammar"
were created to support opinions about usage, such he rule, "A
sentence must not end with a oreposition.v Whoever ented this
"rule" was ignorant of, or ignored, the historical that English
properly ended sentences with preposit4.ons long bef j the "rule" was
made. The grammi- of English includes sentences en in prepositions.
Whether or not to use such sentences is a choice of not of
grammar.

Grammar. In his chapter "English Grammar of English," Kenneth G.
VTIFEpresents the concept that a grammar is a system: "The grammar
of a language is the system of devices which carry the strUctural
meanings of that language in speech and writing...A grammar is a
description patterned system of signals employed by a language is
a grammar of that language." In spekking of English grammar, therefore,
we are concerned with the system by which we arrange and structure words
to convey meaning; in simple terms, how we make English sentences.
The grammatical system, then, operates strictly within the language.
Unlike usage, grammar is not a correlation of language with the en-
vironment. Nearly all children master a large pt of this system
before they enter school. They know grammar but cannot yet describe
it.

By means of a nonsense sentence we can see how certain forms of
words, certain positions of words, and certain functional words
give us clues to grammatical meaning. In such a sentence as,
"The subrious mallots serbed cronkly under a jagonive brunter,"
there is no recogaizable meaning, but there is unmistakable
grammati-A. information.

From word forms we guess that sribrious and jagonive are adjectives,
uallots is a noun plural form, serbed is a verb in past tense, and
cronkly is an adverb. When word form is aided by word position, we
gain in assurance.

From mord position we gather that subrious, in its position before
mallots and after the, is an adjective; that mallots, standing
before serbed is probably a noun; that serbed, standing after a
noun and before a possible adverb is a verb, and that jagonive,
standing before brunter and after a is an adjective.

The functional words the and a (which may be called determiners)
signal a noun to follow, thts reinforcing our information about
mallots and brunter; under, a preposition, signals a noun phrase
whose headword would be a noun, brunter, preceded by a modifier,
jagonive.



From this illustration we can understand how grammatical meaning is
signaled by the forms of words, by the positions of words, and by
the functional uses of certain words. It is this system by which we
make sentences that we can call grammar. Though much of it is learned
before a child enters school, it can be made conscious, clarified,
and expanded by school instruction. neaching gremmar,y therefore,
becomes the development by instruction of the means by which we make
sentences.

It follows, then, that we are unable to speak about the grammar of
English, for at present our knowledge is meager and the complete sys-
tem is not revealed. But we can speak about some grammars of English,
for these are efforts et the description of the systf by which
English operates. Among the grammars now current ar t. mditional
grammar, a system develooed in the eighteenth century 04id refined by
scholars of the early twentieth century. Some fragments of this
grammar are in the school textbooks. A second system, founded by
Professor C.C., Fries in 1952, is called structural grammar. Its
principal effort is to determine the signals which make up structure
of English apart from and independent of the lexical meanings of
words. (For an illustration of this system see Structural Grammar
in the alassl-oom by Verna Newsome, WCTE, University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee,lkilwaukee, Wisconsin 53211, $1.25.) A third system,
developed by Noam Chomsky and others, is called generativetransforma-
tional grammar. It seeks to determine the rules by which English
sentences are formed and to.organize these rules into a comnlete
system. (For an illustration of this system in programmed form see
En lish S ntax by Paul Roberts, New York, Harcourt, Brace and World,
nc., 19 1 $3. 80.) At present none of these grammars is the
grammar of English. While scholars forge ahead to come-closer to
the grammar, teachers will be wise to be cautious in adherence to
a single system. This guide attempts to employ useful aspects of
all three systems.

Most grammarians divide the 3cientific study of the structure of
language into three separate but related factors, called phonology,
morphology, and syntax. These terms will be defined separately
with comments.

PhonoloAy. Phonology is the study of sounds; English phonology is
the study of the sounds of English. When a system is devised for
the representation of sounds of many languages, or of one language,
it is usually called a phonetic system, or phonetics. Phonetics
is the tematic study of speech s3unds. Phonemics is the study of
the si5 -ounds of a particular language which have distinctive
differ, in that language. There is phonetic study of English
sounds hich all occurring sounds are noted; in phonemic study
the di nces of sound that give us meaning are noted. But in a
certain anguage, such as English, only a limited nunber of possible
sounds convey meaning, and these sounds are recognized by the native
users of the language even though some minor variations occur in
pronunciation. ample, there Are several variations of prOnun-
ciation of such as wash, yet these are generally understood in
the United State At Britain, South Aftica, Australia, etc. when
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the word is used. The sounds that have identifiable significance
in one language are called phonemes. In English most vowel letters
represent several phonemes: the letters a, for instance, represents
the sounds fest , /e/, /a/, /o/ and others. Even consonant letters
may represent more than one sound: the letter f, for example, repre-
sents the phonemes /f/ and /v/ as in if and of. Some vowel sounds
combine to form diphthongs as in /oi/ in the word boy.

Some attention mill be given to the solinds of English and the charac-
teristics of spoken Englis;.. The phonemes of English mill be presented
as part of the language growth in the elementary school. Also dis-
cussed mill be the moditications of speech (intonation) called pitch
(the rise and fall of the voice), stress (the amount of emphasis
gtven to a syllable or word), and juncture (the breaks that are made
in sequences of sounds such as the distinction we hear in I scream,
ice cream; or night rate, nitrate). Children should learn that
English is a laNixage of contrast between very strongly stressed and
very weakly stressed syllablps.0 Such a word president is currently
Pronounced in English as /prbz e not/prez i dent/. Enrichment
of children's experiences in these and other aspects of spoken English
will, we hope, occupy the time now given to unnecessary memorization
of definitions and terms.

Yorpholoyy. The study of morphology has to do witn shapes and forms
of words, that is, words with inflectional forms (grammatical signals,
like man, men) and words formed byderivation, like denatured, bright-
ness and formalize.

The inflections of English (now only grammatical fragments of an
earlier complex system) are seen in:

The plurals of nouns
The forms of verbs
The pronoun system (personal, demonstrative, relative,
interrogative)

r- The comparison of adjectives and adverbs by the.addittbon
of -er and -est
The possessive forms of nouns

Examining these forms in elementary school helps the child to under-
stand more exactly what he has been doing naturally and indirectly
since he was a year old. In this curriculum morphology is emphasized
as one of the principal learnings of grades one through six.

Derived words make up a large part of the vocabulary of English. In
fact, English itself is a derived word, formed from Angle (the name
of a segment of the Germanic invaders of England in the fifth century)
and the suffix -isc, which in Old Englisn carried the meaning of or
pertaining to or in the manner of. Hence Anglisc meant the speech of
the Angles. It is important to vocabulary growth and to spelling for
children to learn as early as possible the ways by which English words
are made. For example, such a simple word aemostgis %.he source of
many commonly used words: almost, mostly, foremost, futhermost, utter-
most, uppermost, innermost, outermost, etc. Another helpful aspect of
derivation is the signal of word use given by some suffixes: -ness

,k1744
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generally signals a noun; -ly often but not always signals an adverb;
-al, -ous generally signal an adjective; -ive often signals an
adjective, etc. Hence a sound knowledge of derivation on the part
of all teachers, plus a readiness to point out derivational struc-
ture to children and youth, mill bring rewards in increased word
learning, easier reading of new words, and more accurate spelling.

S yniax. This division of grammar
anf word groups are arranged to
word order. Because English has
tions are relatively insignific
grammar. Even a kindergarten ch
hie is not a meaningful stateme
can convert these u.,:irds to the s
It is this knowledge of now words
grammar of English, and the rules
are the content of syntax.

is the study of the may words
e sentences. It is concerned with
'eloped tO the point that inflec-

t
simord orde is paramount in our
knows tha mboy the dinner ate
nd most 've-year-old children

flthe boy ate his dinner.w
ogether that constitutes the .

whfch describe the order of words

In traditional grammar seritences are classified by purpose: declara-
tive, exclamatory; and by form: simple, compound, complex, compound-
complex. These classifications have been relativtAy useful for a
long period of time, but the students of contempt:wary linguistics
find them more categorical than descriptive, and as a result, less
informative about the syntax of English. Nany patterns which under-
lie simple English statements. The sentences following these patterns
closely resemble the kernel sentences of the generative-transformational
grammarians. These latter speak of two types of sentences: kernel
sentences and transforms. A kernel sentence has only two parts, a
noun phrase and a verb phrase. This fact is represented by the form-
ula 8----=ple 4 VP. While NP may function as the subject, and VP as
a predicate, they do not invariably do so, and are not so named. All
sentences that are not kernel sentences are transforms -- sentences
resulting from the application of transformational rules to the under-
lying grammatical structure by addition, deletion, or repositioning.

Conventions and Mechanics. Often mistakenly called grammar, such
matters as capairagEra, abbreviation, punctuation, indentation
for a paragraph, letter forms and other oral or written signals are
best described as conventions (most frequently oral) and as mechanics
(when they are part of the writing system). These terms overlap and
need not be clearly distinguished. To say Good morning, how-do-you-
do? I'm fine, goodbye, so lone is to use conventions of speech.
flPlease, thankyou, excuse me," and many others, may be similarly
classified. In writing, such forms as 'Meer Sir, Gentlemen, Sincerely
yours, Respectfully yours,fl etc., are also conventions. These change
graftally from time to time, but tend to be quite uniform in one
period of time. For example, it would be unconventional now to end
a letter with the phrase, 'Tour hUmble and obedient servant,v but
as every reader knows this was once the accepted convention.

In general, letter forms are conventions. The placement of the
address of the writer, the date, the address of the receiver of the
letter, the salutation, and the closing are all matters of convention.
We could do them quite differently, but custom established the



currently acceptable forms with tolerance for only very rninor var-
iations. We cannot teach such matters as "right" and "wrong" but
only as currently accepted habits or patterns.

Capitalizations, abbreviations, punctuations and other written
patterns are in one sense also conventions, but as their determina-
tion becomes a factor only in writing, it has been eustomary to
call these mechanics. In punctuation, for example, many "rules"
have been written in the attempt to standardize the use of punc-
tuation marks, but newspaper editors and book publishers show very
little agreement in following such rules. In fact, each major
publisher has his own "style sheet" to govern punctuation and other
mechanics. Wide variations appear among style sheets. In fact, it
sometimes seems that the only puhctuation about which one can be
absolutely sure is that what the publisher considers a.sentence
ends with a period, ;;;nd what he considers a question ends with a
question mark!

In teaching punctuation and other mechanics, it is wise to avoid
being dogmatic. Though teachers can create a sense of the need
for punctuation to clarify structure, they wfll recognize that
much punctuation is conventional and subject to variation. It is
sound to adopt a style, or create a style sheet, and tcach students
to use it, not because it is "right" but because it standardizes
the mechanics which you and your colleagues prwrer. Let students
know that there are many variations, but that consistency with one
adopted style sheet mn be expected. You will then have a ready
answer for any variations the students may report or bring in.

Semantics. Although this word has a number of different meaniw
in contemporary psychiatry and philosophy, in its application to
language it remains close to its Greek origin, "significant mean-
ing." As we shall use the word in this curriculum, semantics is
the study of the meanings of words, and how they affect human
relations. Some of the uses of semantics in the English curriculum
include:

Recogniiing verbal context
Recognizing experiential context
Recognizing physical context
Identifying the nature of abstraction, and understanding
the "ladder of abstraction"
Distinguishing multi-valued orientation from two-valued
orientation the "black-white fallacy"
Learning to,distinguish emotive language from referential
language
Learning to distinguish ir .ences from facts; recognizing
a judgment
Recognizing and being able to avoid some of the common
fallacies in argumentative speech and writing

Cf. Cleveland Thomas, Language "Power for Youth. (Consult
bibliography p. 146 for further references:)
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Other aspects of semantics deal with the processes which create words,_
and those which 'thange, extend, or cancel meanings of particular
words. Teachers interested in developing classroom applications of
these aspects of semantics will find valuable help in Words and Their
Itis_ingnglish Speech by Greenough and Kittredge, now available in
paperback reprint, and McKnight, English Words and Their Backgrounds.

Historx of the English Language. This term needs no definition, but
the application of the history of English to the teaching of English
is largely unexplored. Yet it id a potent source of interest to
students at all levels of grawth in the use of English, and it is
perhaps the chief means by which a truly linguistic attitude toward
English can be developed in .students. The history of English words
and their meanings is one interesting part of the history of the
English language. In structure, teachers should know the reasons
for, and be able to explain to students such matters as: (1) the
variety of forms of the verb to be; (2) why many verbs have the
endings -s in the form of the third person singular: present indica-
tive, but some, like can, may, should, do not; (3) the difference
between I think and I am thinking; (4) the similar forms of certain
adjectives and adverbs, such as fast, slow, quick, and loud; (5)
why we use you, a plural pronoun, when me speak to one person; (6)

why there are several wprys of forming the plural of nouns; and many
other peculiarities of the English language.

Some of these details can be introduced to the language curriculum
as early as the intermediate grades; others will fit more appro-
priately into the program of the junior high school. Senior high
school courses in English literature are appropriate to a simple
but systematic review of the history of English with highlights of
its three major periods.
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From - Wisconsin English Language Arts Curriculum Project, January,
1968, Department of Public Instruction, Miison, Wisconsin, p. 298-302
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Samnle Performance Objectives for

Late Childhood (7-11 years of age)

The Pasco County English Language Arts program objectives listed
in the preceding section have been translated into sample Per-
formance objectives, giving an example ore-assessment activities,
the learning opportunities or activities, the materials which
might be needed, and evaluation techniques which may be used.

The following format is suggested by the writing committee for
teachers to use in setting up performance objectives based on
Pasco County English Language Arts program objectives:

(1) program objective:

(2) emphasis of program objective at this level:

(3) pre-assessment: to find out if students are already
performing in this area or at what level they are
performing.

(4) example of an instructional (performance) objective
at this age level.

(5) learning opportunities or-lesson plans which will
give students the opportunities necessary to learn
to perform.

(6) approximate time it would take for the lesson plan.

(7) evaluation: How will you know when the student can
perform:

Level 1 - Minimum
Level 2 -Intermediate
Level 3 -Maximum
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Late Childhood (9-12 years old)

VI. Language

1. Program Oblective: To express oneself in one's own language
without tear of ridicule.

Emphasts: Strong program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: The teacher listens and notes the child's own word
groupings as he gives the child opportunities for verbal expression
in'classroom activities.

Exam le of an instructional erformance ob'ective for this level:
The child is encouraged to enjoy his natural language by:orally
sharing experiences with his classmates that are centered around
himself, his home and his family.

Learning Opportunities: Sharing experiences centered around the
objective.

Time: Sharing time, 15 to 20 minutes for class

Evaluation: Level 1: Observe willingness of the child to express
himself. level 2: Observe willingness of the child to share freely
with enthusiasm his experiences. Level 3: Observe child's ability
to communicate his experiences to others in the class.

2. Program Objective: To acquire a classroom dialect (usage)
which reflects the commonly accepted regional standard
'speech.

Emphasis: Strong Emphasis

Pre-Assessment: The teacher evaluates his own, articulation, pronun-
ciation and-usage and also notes who the child uses for a speech
model (family, classmates, teacher).

Exam le of an instructional (millra2riguicelobjesIlmells_thillpael:
The child expresses himself in an acceptable classroom dialect through
imitating and accepting the forms he hears in the classroom.

Learning, Opportunities: The teacher, or the children, or a "puppet"
asks questions associated with the classroom: Ex.: "What do we do
with a pencil?" The child replies in standard classroom dialect.
Other activities - using recording on the tape recorder, sneaking
over the innercom - all help the child grow in knowledge of a standard
classroom dialect.
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Time: All through the school day in every area of the curriculum.

Evaluation: Level 1: Observe if the child uses the standard class-
room dialect in their learning opportunities. Level 2: Observe if
the child is progressively becoming more confident in his acceptance
and usage of the standard classroom dialect. Level 3: Observe the
child's ability to effectively use the standard classroom dialect in
all learning 9pportunities.

3. Eromai_notienixt: To. explore and play with language in order
to become aware of language process without formalization. (no
memorized definitions)

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Observe the child's overall attitude toward the
language process - his level of development and his interest in
exploring it deeper.

Example of an instructional erformance ob'ective for this level:

The child explores the language process through informal activities.

Learning Opportunities: Game: "Authors With Endings". Make four
cards for each stem word TF6Fetimes called a root word) to be prac-
ticed, placing a different key word at the top of each card. Examples
of the four cards for the ward "grow":

pow grows growing

grows grow grows grows
growing growing grown grown
grown grown grow growing

Directions: Deal six cards to a Player. The pla: ars will sort their
cards, placing the same root words together. Any llayer who has four
cards with the same root word may make them into , "book" and lay
that book down. The player to the left of the dealer calls for ahy
of the three words listed below the key word on any card held in his
hand. If another player holds the card containing the called word es
a key word, he must give the card to the player who called for it. A
player continues to call words as long as he draws a card from another
player. When he fails to get a card he must draw from the pack and
then discard. That ends his turn. The object of the game is to com-
plete as many books as possible.

(copied from page 62 - Reading Aides Through the Grades)

Tire: Approximately 20 minutes

Evaluation: Level 1: Willingness of child to participate in informal
activities such as games. Level 2: Observe if child is progressing
in the language process as he participates in informal language activi-
ties such as games. Level 3: Observe if child is using the correct
forms of the words in his oral and written expression.
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4. Program Objective: To increase vocabulary through experiences,
actual and vicarious.

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: The teacher talks with enthusiasm about the vocab-
ulary used in the various subjects, and observes the child's response
to these words.

Exam le of an instructional erformance obiective for this level:
The child increases his vocabulary through using the words acquired
in various subject matter areas.

Learning Opportunities: The child finds a picture to show the mean-
ing for each word mastered in a unit of study; such as Social Studies.

Time: The number of words determines the time required. 20 minutes
7UFthe group.

Evaluation:, Level 1: Ability to participate effectively in the
learning opportunity. Level 2: Willingness to use words acquired
in various subject areas. Level 3: Ability to use words acquired
in various subject areas and find pictures to illustrate their
meaning.

5. Program Objective: To recognize and use words of imagery.

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Notice if child uses words of imagery as he expresses
himself.

Example of an instructional performance ob'ective for this level:
The child is able to recognize words of imagery.

Learning Opportunities: Game: Choice of Words: Each child numbers
his paper from 1 to 15 or 20. The teacher or another child will
read aloud a number of phrases or sentences. Each has three words
listed after it, and the child should select the two words that best
describe what is asked for. Ex.: Write two words out of this list
thiA describe a cold day.

frosty snowy warm

(Copied from Page 61 - Reading Aids Through the Grades)

Time: 20 minutes

Evaluation: Level 1: Ability to participate with 50% accuracy in
activities which require recognition of words of imagery such as
the game in the learning opportunity. Level 2: Ability to particioate
with 75% accuracy which require recopition of words of imagery, such
as the game in the learning oonortunity. Level 3: Ability to partic-
ipae with 90% accuracy in activities which require recognition of
words of imagery, such as the game,in,the learning opportunity.

- A.
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6. Program Obdective: As they develop writing vocabulary, to use
mechanical skills.

Emphasis: Strong pr,gram emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Have the child pick out the exact words of the
speaker irom an example of diologue.

Example of an instructional erformance ob ective for this level:

The child is able to effectively use quotation marks in writing
dialogue.

Learning Opportunities: Bring in a cartoon showing cartoon balloon

Transfer words from balloon to quotation marks. 'Mil'?
said Bob.

Bob

Time: 20 minutes

Evaluation: Level 1: The child should be able to recognize simple
quotations. Level 2: The child should be able to write simple
quotations. Level 3: The child should be able to use quotations in
writing-the exact words of the speaker at the beginning of the sen-
tence, at the end, or divided.

7. Pro ram Ob'ective: To combine words in writing to convey a
meaning.

Emphasis,: Strong program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Through his written assignments the teacher assesses
the students ability to communicate in writing.

Exam le of an instructionalerforrrtthis level:
The child is able to express in writing a true-life experience.

Learning Opportunities: The child writes about a true-life exper-
ience or the child can take a true-life experience and fictionalize
it.

Time: Approximately 3 30 minute periods.

Evaluation: Level 1: Ability of the child to communicate to others
in writing a true-life experience. Level 2: Ability of the child
to fictionalize in writing a true-life experience. Level 3: The
child is able to communicate his ideas in a logical order to give
meaning to his experience.

8. Program Objective: To recognize and write sentences having two
parts, subject and predicate.
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Etriphasis: Some program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Make certain the child can compose a complete
sentence.

Example of an instructional performance ob'ective for this level:
The child is able to write a sentence having two parts, a subject
and predicate.

Learning 0 ortunities: The teacher letters large cards, each bear-in a mar o a sentence to be carried by individual children (e.g.
). The children exchange places to see what happens

to the sense o a statement when the word order is altered.

Time: 20 minutes

Evaluation: Level 1: The ability oP the child to identify orally
the subject and predicate of the sentences formed in the learning
activity above. Level 2: The ability of the child to write down
the subject and predicate of the sentences formed by the large cards
in the learning activity above. Level 3: Ability of the child to
create sentences having two parts.

9. Program Objective: To be able to use word forms (morohology)
which are plurals of nouns, the verb forrs, comparison of
adjectives, possessive forms, and pronouns.

Emphasis: Some program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Give the child a pre-assessment worksheet on theuse of possessives.

_E2pLlricamleofa stjr-uctlonaloerformance objective for this level:
The child should be able to recognize and use the possessive of nounLiorphenes.

Learnin Opportuaities: The child changes noun rorphenes, to thepossessive r6.tat personal possessions; then to proceed toa variety possessive nouns.

Time: 20 minutes

Evaluation: Level 1: Ability of the child to recognize and use hisown personal possessive noun. Level 2: Ability of the child to dothe above plus recognize and use a variety of possessive noun forms.Level 3: Ability of the child to create and use in sentence his ownpossessive noun forms.

10. PronmStItnize: Not appropriate for Early Childhood.

11. ammialectim: To derive new words from root words.

Emphasis: Strong program emphasis
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Pre-Assessment: Note if the children can identify root words with
endings added to them.

Example of an instructional (performance) objective for this level:

The child should be able to form new words by adding prefixes and
suffixes to root words.

Learning Opportunities: A word is placed in the center of the chalk-
board near the bottom, and roots are drawn around it. Words are made
from this "root,' word. Ex:

Adapted from the Wisconsin
Curriculum Guide

Time: 20 minutes

Evaluation: Level 1: Majority of the children can form new words from
a root word. Level 2: 75% of the children can form new words from a
root word. Level 3: 90% of the children can form new words from a root
word.

autograph

biograph

photogra1;17y7.

photograph

12. program_ajective: Not appropriate for Late Childhood.

13. Program ObAective: To recognize and use contextual clues to
figure out word meanings.

gEphasis: Strong program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Determine the child's instructional reading level by
an Informal Reading Inventory (Betts-American Book Company) or some
other typo evaluation.

Example of an instructional erformance ob'ective for this level:

The child should be able to read silently.a sight story on his in-
structional level from a supplementary reader and answer questions
about it.

Learning_gpportunities: The child reads f story on his instructional
level and answers questions requiring the use of contextual clues.

Time: Approximately 20 minutes.
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Evaluation: Level 1: The majority of the children should be able to
answer qi.istions involving contextual clues accurately. Level 2:
75% of the children should be able to do level I. Level 3 90% of the
children should be able to do level 1.

14. Program Objective: To hear and to recognize the intonational
patterns (stress, pitch, juncture) as a part of language.

Emphasis: Strong emphasis

Pre-Assessment: The teacher reads a literary story to the class and
MaggggZUF the class what rakes the story interesting listening -
making certain the "tones of his voice" is brought out as one reason
why the story was enjcyable for listening.

Exam le of an instructional erformance ob'ective for this level:

The child should be able to listen to a tane of a literary story
(written on his independent level of reading) using the correct
intonational patterns so it will be interesting for his classmates to
hear.

Learning Opportunities: One of the students tapes a literary story
and after itEigUggiplayed to the class they discuss why the story
was interesting or how it could have been made more interesting.

Tire: Approxirately a 15 ninute story followed by a 15 minute dis-
cussion.

Evaluation: Level 1: Majority of the children can imitate certain
intonational patterns of story characters. Level 2: 75% of the
children can do level 1. Level 3: 90% of the children can do level

15. Program Oblective: To discuss the origin of words and the
semantics ofriiiage.

Emphasis: Little program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Note how often words such es "thing", "stuff", "swell",
"nice", etc., are used by the child in expressing himself.

Example of an instructional (performance) objective 'or this level:

The child should be able to imnrove his oral expression through selection
of words for exact meanings.

Learning OoDortunities: The teacher gives a short talk to the class
on a chosen subject using many of the vague terms the students use in
the classroor. Afterwards he guides the students in criticizing his
talk on the words he used - their vagueness, and what sp.ecific words
he could have used instead of the vague ones he used.

Time: Approximately 30 minutes.
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Evaluation: Level 1: Ability of the child to participate in the
learning activity. Level 2: Th.: child can identify vague terms
used by classmates as they give short talks to the class. Level 3:
The child gives a short talk using accurate :words instead of vague
words. Evaluated on how well he can do the above.

16. Program Objective: To discover that language has structure
and vocabulary through the study of language in general and
English in particular.

Emphasis: Little program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Make certain the child can identify a kernel sentence.

Example of an instructional (.aerfornctive for this level:
The child should be able to expand a Kernel sentence.

Learning Onportunities: Several children are given cards with words
which form a Kernel sentence They arrange themselves in front of
the class in proper order. A volunteer who has a suitable word with
which to expand one of the phrases may play hirself in the position
he feels is correct. He tells the class what word he is, and the.sen-
tence is read with the word inserted. (Wisconsin Language Arts Guide).

Time: Approximately 20 minutes.

Evaluation: Level 1: The child can write a Kernel sentence. Level 2:
771-ZEITT-has the ability to expand a Kernel sentence orally. Level 3:
The child has the ability to expand in writing undeveloped sentences
put on the board, from their most recent writings.

17. Program Objective: To recognize that grammar offers alternative
structural patterns (transforms)

Emphasis: Little program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Make certain the child can write a single kernel sen-
tence.

Example of an instructicnal for this level:

The child should be able to do a single-base (yes/no question) trans-
formation from a single kernel sentence.

Learning 0 ortunities: List on the board single kernel sentences that
t e child can trans orm into questions that can be answered by yes or
no. Ex.: Kenneth has gone .... Has Kenneth gone?

Time: Approximately 20 minutes.

Evaluation: Level 1: Majority of the children can do single-base
transformations from single kernel sentences es described in the
learning opportunity. Level 2: Child has the ability to do the
learning opportunity with 75% accuracy. Level 3: Child has the ability
to do the learning opportunity with 90% accuracy.
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18. Program Objective: Not appropriate for Late Childhood.

19. Program Objective: To recognize and use certain language usage
appropriate to given social, geographical, and cultural leveln.

Emphasis: Some program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: The teacher notes the language used by the child andwrites down the sub-standard forTs to be used in his planning forhelping the child achieve a classroom dialect.

Exarple of an instructional (performance) ob'ective for this level:
The child should be able to use the classroom dialect which is ap-
propriate to the majority of the class's social geographical andcultural level.

Learning Opportunities: "Guessing Game" - (to renlace "he doesn't"for "he don't"). A child is selected to be "it". The conversation
proceeds like this:

"It student - "I am thinking of someone in our class".
Classmate - "Does he ride a bus to school?"
"It" student - "No, he doesn't ride a bus to school." (etc.)

Tine: Approximately 10 minutes.

Evaluation: Level 1: The majority of the children are able to use
the criggFoor dialect whirl, is appropriate to the majority of theclass's social, geograr' id cultural level. Level 2: 75% ofthe children will be c ,u level 1. Level 3: 90'70 of the child-ren will be able to dc

20. Program Objective: To be aware that the structure of languag,?
(syntax) is described.by various grammars and that these des-'
criptions re not the language.

Emphasis: Little program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: Let the child build simple sentences on the chalkboard
as a part of a group, and individually in writing.

Exam le of an instructional performance ob ective ror this level:
The child should be able to relate word order to sentence structure.

Learning Opportunities: The teacher writes on the board a sentence
of nonsense words: Ex.: The lub sab a bakh sach roking. The teacherthen asks the students to pick out the nouns and the verb. (6th gradeRoberts English)

Time: 20 minutes
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Evaluatibon: Level 1: The majority will be able to do the learning
activity. Level 2: 752 will be able to do the learning activity.
Level 3: 90% will be able to do the learning activity.

21. Program Obdective: Not appropriate for Late Childhood.

22. program Objective: To seek and use vocabulary words in order
to express oneseif concisely, clearly, and aesthetically.
(no vocabulary lists to be memorized)

Emphasis: Little program emphasis

Pre-Assessment: The teacher in all contacts with the children should
give attention to descriptive words, shades of meaning, and encourage
the children to find the meaning of a werd in context.

Example of an instructional (performance) objective for this level:

As his vocabulary increases the child should be able to express him-
self more clearly and concisely.

Learning_Opportunities: The child describes an actual experience
utilizing words learned in various areas of the language arts.

Time: Approximately 5 to 1C minutes.

Evaluation: Level 1; Ability of the child to use the new words he
has learned as he relates his experience.

23. Program Objective: Not apnronriate ror late childhood.

24. Program Obiective: To be aware that languege is in a constant
state of change and toexplain language in the light of its
history.

Emphasis: Some prograr emphasis

Pre-Assessnent: Note if the child is aware of new meanings of familiar
words in all subject areas.

Exam-le of an instructional ( erformance obiective for this level:

The child should be able to discover as he exneriences many language
activities, that language lives and grows as words continually change.

Learning OD ortunities: Have the children listen to a recording of
severai peopLe rrorn different generations talking and nick out changing
language expressions.

Time: 20 minutes

Evaluation: Level 1: The child should be able to nick out the changing
language expressions in the learning activity. Level 2: The child
should be able to do level 1 plus interpret the language expressions.

Level 3: The child should be able to offer some of his own other than
those heard on the record.
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Background for Unit Development

The word "unit" implies unity. This is central to the teaching
process. There are three major sources of unity in English lan-
guage arts: (a) the unit organized around a segment of subject
matter; (b) the unit organized around an activity or process; (6)
the unit organized around a theme or topic. In all three types
of units, it is essential that the English language arts skills
(speech, listening, writing, viewing, reading, and language) are
well coordinatedi so that no skill is twught in isolation.

The "Subject Matter" Unit: The unit which finds its unity in a
segment of subject matter is the oldest and most familiar. The
teacher seeks unity through centering attention on the adjective
clause or some other element of grammar, on the short story or
some other genre of literature, on some specific literary work,
or on a chapter or section in the textbook. This type of unit
may or may not be successful; but it is certain that, in many
schools, the "safeness" and definiteness of this kind of teaching
have brought an over-emphasis on it, resulting in an unimaginative
and pedestrian program, with too many thingm presented in high and
dry, unrelated fashion.

The "Activity" Unit
This unit finds its unity in a language activity or process.
Examples of this type are writing letters, reading the newspaper,
giving a book review, writing a research or library paper. The
subject matter may be various; the unity is found in the Process
of skill. Again, such units may be successful, or they may rep-
resent sterile rehearsal of processes out of any live context.

The "idea-centered" unit
Examples of such units are "The Faces of Courage," "The Frontier
Heritage," "American Mosaic," "The Individual's Quest for Univer-
sal Values." The terms "topical" and "thematic" often are used
to identify this third type of unit. At its least significant,
the topical unit merely starts with a flowery label which is promptly
forgotten as the class plows through the next 123 pages in the
textbook or anthology. At its best the thematic unit permits the
sharp unity of an idea pursued through various selections of lit-
erature, various media, writing, speaking, listening, and language.

Eclect).0
The three types of units are not mutually exclusive; a given unit
may combine approaches. For example, study of the short story may
be centered around a topic such as "People in Crisis."

From: A Guide: En lish in Florida Seconda Schools, Bulletin 35A,
, tate Department of Education, iTTFEgigee, Florida

p. 136-140.

No matter which unit type is designed the design should include the
following:
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(1) What Pre-Assessment have you made?
(2) From the preceding section, towards what program objectives

are you working?

('3) Towards what performance objectives based on the program ob-
jecti74es are you striving?

(4) What learning opportunities are you making available for
your students so that they can learn to perform?

(5) Approximately how long mill this take?
(6) How will you evaluate to find if the objectives were accomp-

lished?

The following sample unit or units were designed by teachers in
accordance to these six points. Please note that the different
English language arts skills were integratsd. No skill is taught
in isolation.

In designing a unit the teacher should first study the following
grom W. James Popham's The Tbacher-Empiricist, A_Curriculum and
/nstruction SupRlement, Los Angeles: Tinnon-Brown, Inc:, 1965,

preassemla
In effective instruction it is first necessary to preassess the stu-
dent to determine his current status with respect to the posited in-
structional objectives. In other words, one attempts to identify the
learner's entry behavior. The term npreassessmentfl is used rather
than ',pretesting,' only because preassessment may suggest a more gen-
erally applicable assessment procedure than the use of paper and penciltests. One of the real advantages ofepreassessment is discovering
whether the'student has in his repertoire the kind of behavior the
teacher wishes to promote. It is conceivable students may enter the
course with far more competence than is assumed for them by the in-
structor and weeks may be wasted in ',teaching,' students what they
already know. In the same vein it. is often the case students know
far less than we assume they know. They may actually Pail to possess
the prerequisite ability, knowledge, or skill they need to accomplish
the course objectives.

In either case, preassessment results may suggest modifications of
originally selected objectives both with respect to minimal levels
as well as the actual content of the objectives themselves. For in-
stance, analysis of the student's entry behavior may suggest the
teacher add or delete objectives. In other cases it might be prudent
to alter only the minimal levels previously established for the ob-
jectives.

A particulary important advantage of preassessing is the establish-
ment with certainty that the student.cannot, in advance of instruction,
perform well with respect to our objectives. When, after instruction,
he is able to behave in the prescribed fashion the teacher's instruc-
tional efforts will deserve credit for achieving the behavior change.
This point will be discussed in more detail later under evaluation.

-;
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An additional advantage of preassessment is that through its use we
can identify individuals -within the class for whom we may mitsh to
subsequently differentiate our instruction. It may be me might use
different objectives for remarkedly able students than those for the
rest of the class and, accordingly, subject these special students to
different instructional experiences.

The actual preassessment may be conducted either formally, as with a
paper and pencil evaluation instrument or, in come cases, quite in-
formally. If, for example, a new class in the Russian language is
instituted in a high school perhaps the only kind of preassessment
necessary is for the teacher to ask students how many know the
Russian language. Often it is revealed Ao one knows it and the teacher
can proceed with the assumption of no knowledge on the part of the
studens. Ideally preassessment devices should take the same form
as those used in final evaluation. Perhaps the pretest, if it is a
test, should be the same as the posttest. It is obvious that in order
to consider preassessment the instructor must already have given
serious attentlon to the question of final assessment. Once having
preassessed, and possibly modified hls objectives accordingly, the
instructor is now ready to begin planning instructional activWes with
which he hopes his students will accomplish the objectives.

Selection of Learning Activities

The teacher is now faced with the act- 11 determination of what will
happen during the class period. It is necessary to plan what happens
during particular minutes of the class period. As suggested earlier,
many beginning teachers make this decision on the most opportunistic
grounds hoping that whatever' is done which seems educational will, in
fact, result in learning. In the instructional paradigm advocated
herein five learning principles are offered to guide the teacher in
the selection of classroom activities. These learning principles have
considerable support from the field of psychology and it is probable
learning experiences for youngsters will be provided. There are
certainly more than five principles which could be described. BO,
as indicated before, it seems more profitable to give th4) POOftective
teacher intense knowledge of a modest collection of instructional
principles so he can use them when he begins teaching.

Before turning to an actual discussion of the five principles a dis-
tinction must be drawn between use and effective use of a principle.
It is clear some principles could be used, and clearly used at that,
but used in a fashion not particularly effective. Drawing an analogy
from the field of sports we might think of a tennis Player who is at-
tempting to use a principle regarding the proper way to hit a back-
hand shot properly. By watching the player during many games of
tennis, we might observe on one occasion, and only one, he hit the
background shot properly. Now, did he use the principle on which
the appropriate backhand stroke was based? Clearly he did. However,
if we ask ourseltes whether he used it very effectively in the sense
he has an effective backhand shot we would rem:fond "No", for he only
used the principle on one occasion. Thus, a distinction can be
drawn between use and effectiveness.

1413
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However, it is often irnossible to determine in advance :lust what
factors should be involved in certain instructional principles to
make their use effective. The best we can do is orfer suggestions
regarding factors that presurpably affect the effectiveness of a
narticular nrincinle. The ultirate test of whether a nrincinle has
been effectively used rust be conducted in terrs of the terminal
behavior change oP the nunils. Sore teachers who violate the sug-
gestions regarding how a nrincinle is used effectively nay actually
Modiry behavior of their students in a desired direction. Similarly,
some tennis players violate basic stroke nrincinles, yet continually
return the ball across the net. Who is tp say they io not have an
"erfective" stroke? The distinction drawn here is between use and
presumptive effectiveness. Later in the instructional sunnle-ent
the realer will be asked to identify teachers who use certain in-
structional principles and, in addition, to identify teachers who
use certain instructional principles effectively. Please recall
the latter effectivenesS refers to presumptive effectiveness and
this effectiveness must be tested ultimately in an empirical fashion.

APPROPRIATE PRACTICE

The first and rost important learning nrincinle is that the student
must have an opportunity to nractice the kind of behnvior implied by
the objective. That is, he rust be given nractice appropriate to
the objective. There is a host of nsychological literature which
suggests that if we wish the student to behave in a narticular fashion,
we must give him a chance to respond actively. Ir this resnonse is
consistent with our aims, all the better.

If an algebra teacher, for instance, wishes a student to manifest
knowledge of the subject ratter by solving story nroblems tile' he
should not give hir solely equations to nractice throughou coL,rse.
Rather, he should give him nractica -)olving story problems.

A narticularly interesting noint arises in connection with the Jule--
rent of -whether a certain Practice is "appropriate". In orler to
judge conclusively whether Taractice is appropriate we must have a
behavioral objective. Take for instance, a non-behavioral object-
ive sact as, "the student will understand algebra". If you were tia
walk Into a school classroom and note an algebra class engaged in
certain activities, yom would be uncertain whether those activities
were aripropriate to a rgesired objective because you woulA not know
with certainty what the desired objective was. We would not know
what criterion or -understanding was to be employed. At best, we
would not be sure if the practice was appropriate. Hence, for all
practical purposes we rust find behavioral objective in order to
assert conclusively that appropriate nractice is present.

The beginning teacher will usually find this is the single most im-
portant nrincinle in securing a desired behavior change. Many nem-
phyte teachers wonder in amazement as students fail to perform wellon their tests when they have snent the entire tire lecturing, even
eloquently, but not giving the students onnortunity to respondduring caasq. Through using the nrinciple of appronriate practice,
real behavior changes are usually accomplished.



Among the factors contributing to the presumptive erfectiveness of
atoronriate practice is first, the freouency with which it is used.
In general one can assure the more frequently a student has appro-
priate practice, the better. The second rector is the degree or
relationship oP the practice to the objective. The closer the prac-
tice behavior is to the terminal reasure, the more e"ref:tively the
principle has been used. If, for instance, a student is to respond
in writing to certain stimuli, then it is probably best to give hir
practice in resnonding in. writing rather than only oral nractice.
Although oral practice of precisely the same kind of activity is cer-
tainly better than no practice, given a choice between the two kinds
of practice one should choose that which is closer to the behavioral
objective.

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENTIATION

The next principle is individual differentiation or, perhaps rore
accurately, differentiated instruction. The teacher using this
principle attempts to differentiate instruction according to the
ability, interest, or prior achievements J4' students. This suggests
not that the students rerely engage in individual or small group
activities, but that the activity is differentiated to some extent
so the student's unique learning potential is considered. It is
not necessary to differentiate only in the case of the individual
students. By-gro6lning the class into smaller work grouPs, based on
some relevant index, the teacher also dirferentiates.

A beginning teacher will usually be astonished at the tremendous
heterogenity present in his classroom. It is indeed a challenging
task to attempt to use the principle or individual diprerentiation
because or the tremendous time consumntion associated with nlanning
difPerentiated activities. To the degree it is Possible in the in-
structional situation, the nrincinle o' individual dirrerentiation
is one leading to marked student success.

vith resnect to the nresurptive er'ectiveness or this nrincinle it
is probably more erfective to use the nrincinle rrequently and, sec-
ondly, to incornorate a nurber or 'actors in the differential-ion or
instruction. For exarnle, ir one were to difrerentiate on the basis
o' I alone rather than on the basis or IQ and achievement, then the
latter should be more e"ective. Another criterion by which to judge
the erfectiveness or this nrinciple is the actual degree o' nunil
individualization. For instance, it would be better to adent the
instruction dir'erentially ror five grouns o' six nunils than "or two
grouns of 15 nunils. Ideally, of course, one would like to have al-
most a tutorial situation with instruction adantei 'or each nunil.
It,is also imnortant to dirrerentiate with tActrulness. There are in-
stances when teachers have iividei their class into grouns awl then
audibly referred to one or the grouns as the less able or "dull"
group. Such a tactless treatment of youngsters may lead to undesir-
able emotional consequences.

PERCEIVED PURPOSE

According to this principle we try to promote the student's pèrcen-
tion of the purpose or value or the learning activity. Many teachers
assume, in error, that their students automatically see why they are



studying a particular tonic. In fact, ,-any students have great
dirficulty in discerning why they are being rorced to attend to
certain subject ratters. In using this principle the teacher
atterpts to establish a "set" which increases the student's in-
clination to learn.

There is considerable research evidence suggesting students who
see a real Purpose in learning something will learn it better. To
illustrate, it is orten said sore of the worst instruction takes
place in redical schools where instructors are frequently selected
because of their redical proficiency rather than instructional pro-wess. Howsver, the prospective nhysician typically learns very well
because he is so highly motivated to succeed in the school having
recognized the obvious rewards of the medical profession.

The principle of perceived purpose can be employed with only modest
effort in some cases, bat many experienced school supervisors in-
dicate it is the principle most frequently overlooked in the case
of beginning teachers. The teacher tends to think students under-
stand why it is the topic they are studying is worthwhile. This is
usually not so.

The nresumptive effectiveness criteria ror this principle nertains
first to the tire sequence in which it is used. The perceived pur-
pose activity, if it is going to be valuable, should be employed
near the first of a unit or lesson so that even before he starts
to study the student sees why it is important for him to learn.
SE cr-dly, the degree to which the teacher attempts to communicate
this Perceived purpose is an important criterion of effectiveness.
A teacher who walks into an English class and tells the students to
study grammar because it is "good for them" nrobably communicates
very inerrectively to the class even though he is using the nrinciple
or nerceived purpose. Techniques must be round which can "reach"
the student and suggest to him why that which he is studying is of
value. For example, if one shows the student how the material to
be discussed is relevant to his every day experience. Then too,
perceived purpose should occasionally be used after the instruction
has begun to remind the student or the importance of the content.

KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS

According to the principle of knowledge or results, the student
should bs given an indication of whether his responses are correct.
This inrormation should be given as quickly as possible, preferably
during the same class period. Ideally, the student should know an
instant after he makes a resPonse whether it is appropriate or not.
Thererore, teachers who systematically use this nrinciple often de-
vise practice tests in which the student makes responses and then
finds out immediately after whether he is right or wrong. Knowledge
of results can be supplied by having the students exchange papers
and correct each other's work or by the teacher giving answers to
practice questions. In other words, any method by which the student
can determine whether his responses are right or wrong is acceptable.
Even in dealing with student's responses to oral nuestions the teacher
should let the individual know whether he is right or wrong. This,
of course, is almost impossible to avoid in normal discourse even
between student and teacher. The question of how much delay can



occur between the response and confirmation is still being researched.
However, it is generally agreed that immediate confirmation is prefer-
able to delayed confirmation.

The presumptive effectiveness criteria for this principle are the
immediacy with which the knowledge of results is given, that is, the
more rapidly the student rinds out the better and the frequency with
with knowledge of results is used. Mhen students find out their re-
sponses were correct or incorrect after the end or an instructional
sequence--for instance, on the final examination of the semester--it
should not be considered knowledge of results. It does not contri-
bute toward the student's preformance on the evaluation measure iP the
only time he learns whether he is right or wrong is after he has com-
pleted the evaluation procedure.

GRADUATED SEQUENCE

The fifth principle is the princiPle of graduated sequence. As the
nar.e suggests, this principle dictates that learning activities should
be pla.nned in a graduated sequence of difficulty, cornlexity, or quan-
tity. This refers not just to separate stens in the activities, but
to a gradual increase in the amount of effort required "nor a student.
vith some subject matter this principle does not anply as forcibly ns
with others. However, the stens between concents or items or informa-
tion or the subject ratter should, in general, be relatively small ir
order to allow most of the students to become familiar with each new
concept or task. It is particularly difficult to judge ,iust how
srall the stens between concepts should be 'or they should certainly
not be so small as to bore the student. It is important therefore,
to get feedback from the students regarding how appronriate a given
sten size is nor a particular class.

The oresumotive effectiveness criterion for this particular principle
is the more gradual the sequence is the better--unless the sequence
reaches the ooint of boredom. This is extremely difricult to deter-
rine and should denend upon empirical testing. Ideally, one should
pace the increase in size of the graduation so it is consistent with
the students ability to comprehend the material.

In summary, it is felt the teacher who nlans his lessons so that some,
if not all, of the five instructional nrincinles are used will more
probably achieve his objectives then the teacher who does not. It is
not necessary to emoloy all the orincinles on all occasions for there
are sore instances in which a certain nrincinle nay be out of place.
However, the use of these nrincinles will generally lend to more er_
rective instruction. Rerember, it is necessary to ultimately test
the quality or instruction through assessing its influence on student
behavior.

Teacher Instructional Procedures

There are many occasions when the teacher in the classroom must func-
tion as a disseminator of information, demonstrator or discussion
leader. On all these occasions he is frequently posing questions to
the students. Over a period of years many writers have suggested
rules regarding ways in which these activities can be mire effectively
conducted. For each of the following instructional Procedures, ie.,
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lecturing, discussion, demonstrating and questioning, the rules are
briefly summarized below:

LECTURE
1. Plan the content of the lecture in advance.
2. Do not speak too rapidly.
3. Employ verbal enthusiasm, speaking somewhat louder than you

think necessary.
4. Use a conv,rsational speaking style, maintaining frequent

eye contact.
5. Use short sentences and simple.language.
6. Explain new words.
7. Modify your presentation according to visual feedback from

youn students.
8. Employ humorous illustrations adding to the clarification of

your ideas.
9. Move freely in front of the class buZ; guard against undesir-

able habits.
10. Use questions.
11. Always summarize.

DEMONSTRATION
1. In general, demonstration is most effective for teaching sci-

entific princinlas and theories, rovement or relationship of
parts of tools and equipment and manipulative operations.

2. Denonstrations should be given when a few advanced students
are ready (either demonstrations to the entire group or
demonstrations to subgroups).

3. Plan the demonstrations so that all of the requisite equip-
ment is available.

4. Make certain that all of the students can see the demonstration.
5. If several methods of nerforming an oneration are available,

be sure that one method is taught thoroughly before other
methods are introduced.

6. The dcmonstrator should be certain that he is able to perform
the skill to be demonstrated.

7. After each part or major step of the demonstration, the in-
structor should ask questions to make sure that he is being
understood.

8. Follow-un, or student application, should occur after each
demonstration.

9. In demonstration of potentially dangerous equipment, safety
precautions must be emphasized.

LEADING A DISCUSSION
1. Discussion questions typically involve the process of evalu-

ation.
2. Discussions should be used for questions that are important

enough to deserve the tire that discussions take.
3. Students should be sufficiently informed on the topic of the

discussion.
4. The teacher must prepare for class discussion.
5. Discussions should center around nroblems the students recog-

nize as important.
6. In some instances students will need assistance in developing

skill in discussion techniques.
7. Discussion can typically be kept from rambling by making

sure students understand the problem.
)
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8. Inexperienced teachers should typically avoid -Pollowing up
tangential remarks in preference to the,tonic at hand.

9. At the close of the discussion summarize the major points
discussed and conclusions reached.

QUESTIONING
1. A good question should be easily understood, thought provoking

and on the main points of the lesson.
2. Address questions to the whole class.
3. Do not repeat questioas which have been clearly presented.
4. As a general rule, do not repeat the student's answers.
5. Plan questions in a pnrposeful order.
6. When students give no answer to your question, substitute,

for the difficult question, one o it's corponent parts.
7. Wen a student gives unimportant or incorrect answers, treat

such responses tactfully.
8. Significant answers should be stressed.
9. A teacher's reaction to a student response which has been

ungrammatically expressed should depend upon the gravity
of the error.

Evaluation

The last major component of the paradigm is evaluation. It is at
this juncture the instructor determines whether the students can now
actually behave as planned when he formulated his objectives. The
development of evaluation procedures has, undoubtedly, been largely
resolved when the objectives were originally snecified. For it will
be seen that very specific behavioral objectives are often the actual
statement of the evaluation procedures. Objectives and evaluation
should, in essence, be identical. If the students nerform.sufficiently
well on the evaluation device, whether it be a test or some less con-
ventional form of assessment, in comparison with their pretest per-
formance, the instructor can be satisfied and can infer that he has
taught effectively. A superior student performance may suggest addi-
tional objectives need be added or perhaps the minimum nroficiencv
levels of current objectives should be raised.

On the other hand, if students have not Performed well on the eval-
uation instrument and have not achieved the objectives originally
established then the instructor, in general. must take resnonsibility
Por the poor quality of the instruction. He should alter his instruc-
tional methods, perhaps re-evaluating himself to see if he used var-
ious instructional principles effectively. Often the teacher will
discover the students have had insufficient opportunity to nractice
the behavior implied by the objectives. At this point, the teacher
is really evaluating his own instruction.

The question of grading students is a separate consideration. As
treated by most authorities, grading is a highly subjective process
in which decisions are made by the teacher based upon his own per-
ceptions of whether a student has earned a grade of A, B, C, D, or
F. There are no real guides to supply.the prospective teacher with
in the matter of grading. This is almost exclusively a subjective
decision. School policies, however, often influence the gradinF of
pupils and hence should be thoroughly investigated by the beginning
teacher.
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In conclusion, the instructional paradigm outlined in this document
embodies an empirical approach to instruction. The complete paradigm
is presented in Figure 2.

This empirical approach suggests that if the teacher posits instruc-
tional objectives and designs learning activities to accomplish then,
then the evidence as to whether the student has accomplished them al-
lows the teacher either to revise or maintain his instructional pro-
cedures. Obviously, there will be differences from class to class,
but through a period of several years this approach allows the teacher,
in a highly technological fashion to increase his effectiveness re-
flected by student achievement. It should be pointed out again that
this is not the total answer to instructional proficiency and tnat
there are manv_other i'actors involved in one's being a good teacher.
However, almost any teacher could improve his instructional efficacy
through the use of an empirical model such as that which has been
described.
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UNIT - INDIANS
Fourth Grade



Proxram Objective: To know the literary tradition of our culture as
well as other matures.

Pre-Assessment: Check to see if children know what a legend is (lool
up in glossary).

Performance Objective: Having read an legend, the student will
identffy and explain incidents in the story which distinguish it from
other types of stories read so far.

Learning Opportunity: Story "The Smoking Mountain". Teacher will
play recording while students rollow in booklets.

After the story is over the teacher will ask such questions as: 1.
Vhat events in the story probably wouldn't have happened? 2. Has
this story been handed down rrom one generation to another? 3. Did
the story have some historical events but not proved entirely true?
4. Did the story involve some of the supernatural?

Time: 50 minutes

Material Needed: Record of "The Smoking Yountain" (Children Heritage
series - Read-as You Listen) booklets, record player.

Evaluation: Student is able to answer teachers questions. Level 1:
Student is able to answer one of the questions. Level 2: Student is
able to answer three of the questions. Level 3: Student is able to
answer all questions.

Speaking

Program Objective: The student will express his ideas berore the class.

Pre-Assessment: Observe ir student takes part in a classroom discussion.

Performance Oblective: Having been given an opportunity to view a
series of Indian oictures, the student will contribute his ideas about
the pictures before the class.

:Learning Opportunity: Teacher displays a series or Indian nictures
(showing their houses, women grinding corn, hunting, dances, etc.)
After the student has had an onnortunity to view the nictures the
student expresses his own ideas about the pictures.

Time: 40 rinutes

/aterial Needed: Pictures of Indians

Evaivation:Observei1, student is willing to exPress his ideas berore
the class. 2. His willingness and ease of exoression. 3. His will-
ing,ness, ease of exnression and clarity.
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Listening

progo_m012,1eMAre: The student is able to iaentify what a sneakeris trying to interpret by looking at his facial exnressions andnon-verbal signals.

Pre-Assessment: Observe student's ability to detect clues to iden-tify characters portrayed.

gerformance Oblective: Having read a story silently in class andwatched a pantomime presentation, a student should be able to iden-tify the character portrayed.

LearningOpportunity: Haying read the story "Wild Creature" silentlyin class, give the students the opportunity to play a game who Am I?"Each student selects a character from the story to portray throughpantomime. (Characters such as Nummer, the Indian boy, the girl Yitty,boy Ted, their Iva and Pa or the Indian chief are a -raw of the char-acters) The student who guesses first stands next to his desk andtells why he chose the name of the character, others listen, if heguessed correctly, he may present a pantomime, etc.

Time: 50 minutes

Yaterial Needed: Reader Wagic Word" by Facrillan (nn. 211-223)

Evaluationc: Observe child's Level 1: willingness to take part.Level 2: His ability to portray a story character convincingly.Level 3: His ability to interact with others in the groun.

Speaking

Program Objective: The student will be able to retell a story in
an organized manner.

Pre-Assessment: Observe and make note tf the student.has been nuttingevents in the correct order in other stories.

er rma e Ob'ective: Having read a story, the student will be ableo re e e even s in the correct order as listed.

Learning Opportunity: Having read the story Wild Creature," theteacher will write on the board the following sentences:
Ma helped to care for Nummer. (2)
Ted and Ditty found the sick Indian. (1)The old Indian helped Pa. (7)
Yitty tried to teach English to Nummer. (3)
Nummer returned with other Indians. (6)
Pa was bitten by a snake. (5)
Number could not be found by the hunters. (4)

She will then ask if the events are in the correct order. (no)
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"Could Va have helped care for Rummer before Ted and Yitty found
him?" (no) "Then you know these two sentences are not in the
right order." Have children rewrite the sentences in the correct
sequenc,p.of events. When finished, call on. different students to
read the events from their paper. If errors are made, ask questions
as those above to help student realize that certain events are de-
pendent upon other events happening first.

Time: 50 minutes

Vaterial Needed: Reader "The Magic-Word" by Macrillan, paper, pen-
cil, blackboard, chalk.

Evaluation: Observe students ability to answer I. four of the events
in the right order. Level 2: Student recalls 5 of the events in
the right order. Level 3: Student is able to recall all the events
in the correct order.

Speaking

Program Ob'ective: The student will be able to express himself in
creative dramatiiation.

Pre-Assessment: Observe if student has taken part in draratization.

Performance Objective: Having read a story from the basic reader,
the student will Ie able to'act a scene out making up his own lines
which are related to the experiences of the main character in the
story.

Learning Opportunity: Story "Indian Boyhood". Having read the story
about a Siox Indian named Ohiyesa, give the students an opportunity
to discuss parts of the story, then'have groups of children plan and
carry out dramatizations of some of the experiences that Ohioyesa
related in the story. Examnle'- 1. What he did when he met a wild
animal. 2. What did he do to show how brave he was? As one group
gives their dramatizations the others observe and wait their turn.

Tire: 40 minutes (2 days or until all participate)

Material Needed: Macrillan reader "The Yagic Word".

Evaluation: Observe student's degree of participation. Level 1:
Participation. Level 2: Participates and offers suggestions.
Level 3: Participates, offers suggestions and consults others.

Rea

Program Oblectilre: To
well as th6S-6-Of-other

Pre-Assessment: Check
review legends.

know the literary tradition of our culture as
cultures.

to see if students know what a myth is and
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22.1.ctive: Having read a myth, the student will be abm
oft------d-e-fri_neth-edeFncept of a myth, how it diPPers 4-ror a lependand to use the gorrect intonational natterns through role-plaTinp,

Learning Opportunity: Story - "How Saynday Got the Sun." Hawingread the story, the students are given the onnortunit'v to so soredialogue reading for the parts of the Fox, Deer, Vagnie, and Seyn-day. Different students ray be selected to read certain secttmns.After dialogue reading Teacher questions: 1. How do you think le-gends are similar to myths? (told not read, both exnlain sorenatural phenomena.) 2. How do they differ? (Myths usually tellabout gods and goddesses, legends may or may not have an historicalbasis often developed around admirable characters such as BuffailoBill or Daniel Boone.)

Time: 50 minutes

Vaterial Needed: MacMillan reader "The Magic Word"

Eyaluation: Observe student's ability to answer questions aboutdifferences between myths and legends and to read dialogue. Level 1:Answer questions and read dialogue with some expression. Level 2:Answer questions and read dialogue with same exnression the animalsused when they spoke. Level 3: Answered questions and read dia-logue with same exnressions the animals used when they snoke nlususing such intonational features as fear and unhanniness.

Speaking:

Program Objjective: To ask questions as a way of learning.

Pre-Assessment: Observe if children
have read.

Performance Objective: Having read a
1777-6W-ERE answer questions based on

ask questions about what they

story the student will be able
selection and story details.

Learning Opportunity: Story "A Giant in the Milderness." Havingread the story the students will be given an opportunity to askquestions from the selection read, as each question is asked by apupil, another pupil will be asked to read the answer Prom the story.If a child's question cannot be answered, suggest that he rephraseit. Example 1. Vho was Sequoya?

Time: 45 minutes

Material Needed: Facrillan reader "The Magic Mord"

Evaluation: Observe students increased skill in asking questions.Level 1: Student can ask a simple question. Level 2: Studentasks questions involving simple story details. Level 3: Studentasks questions involving story detail and usage.



Heading

Program Obdective: The student will identify and interpret the
fedlings of story characters.

Pre-Assessment: The story is on 4th grade level.

Performance Ob4ective: Having read a story., the student will be able
to identify rain characters, tell what he was like at the beginning
of the story and at the end, and what he did to become a famous
person.

Learning,Ooportunity: Story "The Earned Name" Give the children
an opportunity to use the conversation between the two Indians
Wa-ha-chanka and Haska as a dialogue reading. After the dialogue
the teacher will question. 1. Why did Haska think he night some
day be a great leader? 2. What does it mean when he said "earned
name?" 3. Do you think he earned it? What was it? 4. How did
Has-ka feel about his new name?

Time: 50 minutes

Material Needed: Book - "The ragic Word"

Evaluation: Level 1: Student is able to answer one or the questions.
Level Student is able to answer two Or the questions asked.
Level 3: Student is able to answer all questions by teacher.

Language

Program Objective: The student will recognize words as symbols and
not objects.

Pre-Assessment: Check to see if students understand the format oP a
glossary and alphabetical order of words.

Performance Objective: The student should be able to locate and write
words in the glossary through use of guide words.

Learning Opportunit : Present a mimeographed paper with some (10)
gin e wor s ta en from the glossary in the "Magic Word" reader. One
guide word is given, the other is rissing, have the students look
through the glossary to find the missing guide word on the same page
and write it. Example - Cherokee - (Missing _guide word-complicated).
After this exercise is finished have students locate words that would
core between the guide words.

Tire: 45 minutes

raterial Needed: "The Nagic Word" reader by MacMillan

Evaluation: Observe student's ability to:
write rive words fror glossary. Level 2:
efficiency and finds g of the guide words.
glossary with ePficiency and ease, locates
quickly.
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Listening

Program Objective: The student will be able to listen and followdirections.

Pre-Assessment: Observe students ability to follow instructions.

Performance Objective: Having been given oral instructions on how tomake a dand painting, the student will be able to rollow the directions.
Learning 0 ortunities: The teacher will read a story "How Sandainting Came to t e avaho" to give some background information onsand paintings. Teacher then.gives oral directions. 1. Cut outthe picture Which is on the Paper I have mimeographed orr ror you.2. Place cardboard on your desk. 3. Paste your cut out nicturein the middle of the cardboard. 4. You will rind the letters B, R,Y, IT, and BL on certain sections. B is for Blue, R - Red, Y - Yellow,11- White, and BL - Black. 5. Put some glue on each section you areready to color, then sprinkle that color or sand on it. 6. Let itdry and wipe away any excess sand.

Time: Children will be divided into groups and each group work oneor two class periods until completed.

taterial Needed: Mimeographed pictures, cardboard (12 by 12) 5 jarsor red, -black, blue, yellow, and white sand. Glue.

Evaluation: Observe completed sand painting to see ir student col-TOW3-UTR-ctions. Level 1: Student cuts picture and places it neatlyon cardboard with 2 of the sections nainted correctly. Level 2:Student cuts and places picture on cardboard neatly with 4 of thesections painted correctly. Level 3: Student cuts picture andplaces it correctly on cardboard with all sections painted correctly

Languagp

Program Obdective: To look for and use vocabulary words in order toexpress oneseff.

Pre-Assessment: As the student encounters new words throughout theTE37-Eg-INTZ them in his own notebook with at least one meaning.Teacher observes once a week how many he has listed.

Performance Objective: The student is able to express himself clearlyusing the correct meaning of a new word as he encounters it in hisreading.

Learning Opportunity: Once a week give the students an onnortunity todfscuss the meanings of the new words on their list. After the dis-cussion, students write one of the new words on a Piece or paper andput it in a box. Each student will take his turn at drawing out one orthe slips of paper with the word written on it. The student will thenpronounce it and use it correctly in a sentence.



Time: About 20 or 30 minutes once a meek.

Vaterial Needed: Student's word list, paper, pencil and a box.

Evaluation: Observe student's Level 1: ability to pronounce and
ragea-eFaw word in a sentence. Level 2: Ability to pronounce
and use the new word in a sentence with ease. Level 3: Ability
to pronounce and use the new word in a sentence with ease and clarity.

Speaking

Program Objective: The student will understand and appreciate poetry
related to the theme.

Pre-Assessment: Observe child's reaction to reading poetry as a
means ofrunderstanding it.

Performance Ob'ective: As a result of having had the opportunity of
reading an jjidiáxi poem, the student is able to explain his attitudes
and develop realistic concepts concerning the Indians.

Learning Opportunity: Poem "Circlesft. Read poem:

The white man drew a small circle
in the sand

and told the red man,
This is what the Indian knowen

And drawing a big circle around the small one,
flThis is what the white man knows.l'
The Indian took the stick
And swept an immense ring around both circles,
uThis is where the white man and the

red man know nothing.fl

After poem has been read, have one child go to chalkboard and draw the
necessary rings or circles as another child reads ooem aloud.

Teacher then questions:
1. How-do you think the white man felt about the Indians?
2. How did the white man compare himself with the Indian? (superior)

3. What do you think the white man learned from the Indian when
he drew the immense circle?

4. Do you think this is a good poem to end the Unit? (learned
facts and enjoyed Indian stories but still great deal more
to learn.)

Time: 30 minutes

Vaterial Needed: Poem by Carl Sandburg

Evaluation: Observe child's attitudes and concepts of Indians through

discussions. Level 1: Ability to answer two of the questions asked.

Level 2: Ability to answer three or the questions correctly. Level 3:
Ability to answer all the questions correctly.



Sixth-grade Unit on Dialects



The study of regional dialects is one of the most exciting

and rewarding areas of learning in the language arts. Learning

about the existence of dialects and about the reasons for them

makes poetry and prose written in dialect more interesting. The

majority of children in our classes are not aware of these speech

patterns. While dialects of a language differ from each other in

pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammatical structure, the speech

of our children differs from that of other regions in the United

States only in vowel sounds and vocabulary. Stories and Poems

written in dialect are difficult for them to understand. This

study will increase their enjoyment of literature through increased

understanding.

Dr. Henry Lee Smith, Jr. Professor of Linguistics and English

at the University of Buffalo, has said that the best English is

that which gets the most cooperation. It is rather ii4'4'icult to

look at one's own speech patterns objectively, but it is not too

difficult to understand that some language patterns are more Pleasing

to the ear than others. Speech patterns which do not sound pleasing

to other people do not get the most cooperation. This is an age of

great mobility; many of our children will not live all of their lives

there they are raised. The best English for them will be that which

gets the most cooperation wherever they go. While there is a new

tolerance for accepting that which is in general usage, there are

certain speech patterns which are a handicap for the individual who

uses them in certain situations. An understanding of dialects will

enable the child to decide which of his own speech patterns might

not get him the most cooperation.

There is a very amusing story written by Annie Trunbull Slossen

entitled ffit Local Coloristn and included in a book of stories nub-
Ofit

lished in 1921. The following is from the story.
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When I was a mite of a child I was always

sayin' that I'd be a book writer when I growed

up... Near as I could understand, dialect was a

any kind of queer, outlandish talk folks in any

destrict use, the queerer the better I had

to begin, first thing, to.hunt up folks that

talked dialects, and it wasn't an easy job I

tell you I lived in the mountains and there

wasn't a thing of the kind in the whole place.

I knew every single soul for miles around, and

they all talked good, plain, sensible talk,

nothin' queer....I went over the river to Vermont,

but they didn't speak different. They conversed

jest our way, only more so. Some of the old folks

kep' up words I didn't mind any more, but nothing

outlandish about them. I asked Grandma Quimby now

her little granddaughter was. Little? says she.

',Why, she's a big gormin' girl now. That ugormin"

did bring back old times and pa.

And nebbe even dialect, if it aila't been too

long standin' may be broke 11110 and helped, or mebbe

clean cured, take it in time and afore you're too

old and sot in your ways.

This unit is planned for sixth-grade students. It will be de-

veloped through the use of the skills of listening, reading, writing,

speaking, and viewing. The goals of the unit are:

1. to create an awareness of the use of dialects which are

quite different from the students' own speech patterns.

2. to develop an understanding that there are differences
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in speech patterns within his own group. Boys use vocabu-

lary which is different from girls'. Children do not talk

like adults. Certain activities, such as sports, have

their own peculiar vocabularies.

3. to be able to analyze his own speech to determine if it

contains pronunciations or vocabulary which will not get

the most cooperation.

to understand a little about how dialects develop.

to develop an appreciation for literature which is written

in dialect.

The program objectives which will be adapted to this unit are

as follows:

Speaking,

1. To speak spontaneously and easily with and before others.

7. To take part in an informal exchange of ideas with others;

to consult with others in formulating plane.

9. To express one's self in play-acting, story telling.

13. To apply the conventions of general Amerf.can English usage

and to use whatever functional variety of language is

appropriate to the occasion.

Listening

I. To listen attentively

11. To increase one's listening vocabulary

Writing

3. To improve the quality and precision of one's written

vocabulary.

5. To develop an awareness of writing styles and forms.
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7. To experiment with individual.writing techniques; to

be able to break rules intelligently; to learn the

rules first and have a valid reason for breaking them.

Reading

3. To be aware of similarities and differences in reading

and speaking

9. To know the literary tradition of one's culture and

other culture.

Viewing

2. To identify the technique of the media observed.

4. To analyze the techniques of the media observed.

Language

13. To recognize and use contextual clues to rigure out

word meanings.

15. To discuss the origin of words and the semantic's of

language.

191- To-recognize and use certain language usage aoprooriate

to given social, geograohical, and cultural levels.

24. To be aware that language is in a constant state of

change and to explain language in the light of its

history.
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Pre-assessment: The menbers of the class do not all_ speak alike;

boys do not talk like children rrom one home do not sneak

exactly like children from another home especiatly if the parents

originated in another area.

Pro ram ob'ective: (a) To know the literary trtiditions or one's

culture. (b) To be aware that language is in a constant state

of change.

Performance objectives: (a) The student will 'N awsre or the use

of dialects which are different from the student's own sneech Pat-

terns. (b) The student will show an appreciat1-00 for dialect

literature through hearing read The Yearling.

Learning Opportunity: After the Pre-assessment and introductory

activity on Yonday, the rest of the week will b spent ( about

thirty minutes a day) on the reading of The ytatiAng by the teacher.

Little comment should be made so that the childl-en r-ay rully enjoy

the story for itself. Time should be lert for tliscussion and ques-

tions about any dialect which confuses them.

Time: about 30 minutes daily

Evaluation: Level 1: Children listen attentiiNly to the reading.

Level 2: Children can recall and discuss idiortic and dialectal

language used in the story. Level 3: Childre0 can rake judgements

about acceptability and appropriateness of the lialect.
MOID

Pre-assessment: Discussion of the meaning of btograohy, autobiogranhy,

fiction, etc.

Pro ram ob'ective: To improve the quality and brecision or one's
written vocabulary.

Performance obAective: The student will be abl% to find, choose and

read a short biography; then to condense this A one's own words.



Learning opportunity: Students will write a short biography of
Marjorie Kinnen Rawlings. This is of particular interest because
of the Florida locale of her stories.

Evaluation: Level 1: Biography is accurate and legible.
Level 2: Biography is written in child's own words.

Level 3: Writer accomplishes the above and also

shows some personal reaction.



First Week

The lesson for the first day starts with an introduction to

dialects which will include many of the ideas stated in the goals

of the unit. The members of the class do not all speak alike; boys

do not talk like girls, children from one home do not speak exactly

like children from another home especially iP the Parents originated

in another area. It should be said that this is an age oP great

mobility; rany people travel about the country because or their jobs.

Other people are striving toward an upward mobility to improve their

economic and social status. The preceding introduction should be

read. Class discussion will certainly follow.

To show the extremes to which dialects go, a chart may be

made rrom a humorous pamphlet, Guide Book and Dixie Dictionsry.

This dictionary gives vocabulary such as: abode - a niece or wood;

braid - what you eat when you are out or biscuits; roe- what cores

after three. All of the pamphlet is not suitable so the use of a

colorful chart is advised. Answers may be hidden until the students

try to guess the meanings.

Another booklet which will amuse the children is Ferhoodled

Englistl, a collection of Pennsylvania Dutch expressions such as

the one about rain; "Ain't it wonderful how it keens LID making down."

This will provide an opportunity to exolain how certain dialects

develop by explaining that the word order in German, (Macht die Tur

zu), when carried over into English, produces such as "Make the door

gi-t.fl It will be important to emphasize that while such speech

patterns are amusing, it is not our intention to make Pun of this or

any other dialect.
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Reading, Speech. Language

(Second Weekl

Pre-assessment: To discover how many children are familiar with

Lois Lenski.

Program objective: (a) To know the literary tradition of one's

culpare. To speak sPontaneously and easily before others. (b)

To recognize and'use contextual clues to rigure out word meanings.

Performance objective: The child will read a book written by Lois

Lenski and give an oral report.

Learning,Opportunity: An assignment will be rade for each one to

read one book by Lois Lenski. These books are not difficUt, but

Miss Lenski uses a suitable dialect in each one. Each book also

has an inrormative foreward. Book reports will be rade orally at

varioustimes during the following weeks as the students are ready.

Reports should be brier but should show an understanding or the

story and of the dialect in which it is written.

Tire: At child's own speed

Evaluation: Level 1: Child is

tell the

Level 2: Child is

story ch

Level 3: Child is

way that

able to stand berore the class and

story.

able to tell the rein 'acts of the

ronologically.

able to tell the story in such a

others will want to read it.
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Listenin Viewin

(Second Week, Continued)

Yonday - class time

Pre-Assessment: Note reaction to a first reading of a Burn's noem.

Program objective: To listen attentively

Performance oblective: The student will become acquainted with the

poems of Robert Burns and James Whitcomb Riley

Learning opportunity: Poems by Burns will be real by the teacher.

Class discussion follows. This Scotch dialect will nrobably be

unfamiliar to most. The reading of Riley's poems follows. Cornari-

son may be rade between the two forms of dialect.

Time: 30 minutes

Evaluation: Level 1: Child can tell the main ideas or the noers.

Level 2: Child shows curiosity about unfamiliar words.

Level 3: Child shawsan interest in reading the poems

of Burns and Riley for himself.

Tuesday-class time

Pre-assessment: Have children bring in comic strips which they

think are written dialectally.

Program oblective: (a) To recognize certain language usage appro-

priate to given social, geographical and .cultural levels. (b) To

develop an awareness of writing styles and forms, including those

found in business, in order to apply them in one's own writing. (c)

To take part in an informal exchange of ideas with others; to consult

with others in rormulating nlans.

Performance objective: (a) The student, will noint out the meaning

of dialectal conic strips and the reason ror the use of such lialect.

(b) The student will discuss and organize the writing of letters to

cartoonists. (c) The student will write a letter to a cartoonist.



Learning opportunity: The teacher (or'-the students) mill haVe
brodght in strips such as 14 1 Abner, pogo, or Snafty Smith.
These will be displayed on a bulletin board and discussed.
Committees will be formed to confer and write letters to Fred
Laswell (Snuffy Smith), Walt Kelly (Pogo), or Al Capp (Li'l
Abner) to inquire about the research which must be done to
produce authentic dialects for these cartoon strips. Letters
may be in business form orwritten informally as students pre-
fer, provided they show correctness in the chosen form.

Time: entire period

Evaluation: Level 1: Child writes A legible letter using an
approved form.

Level 2: Child expresses his interest and appre-
ciation to the author in such R way Ps

to encourage an answer to his letter.

Thursday

Pre-Pssessment: Discussion of Twain stories to discover whether
children are familiar with his .works

Prorram obiectUeg: (a) To identify techniques or viewing mediR
(b) To analyze the technique of the media.

Performance objective: The student will view P motion picture
which is connected in subject matter to the writing of' Vark
Twain.

Learning Opportunity: rilm - The Adventures oP Tom Sawyer
This is a 77 minute film. The rental is $27.00. Actors ere
Tom Kelly, Jackie Moran, May Robeson, Walter Brenna, And Victory
Jory. Since the meetal is so high, some arrangement may be mode
P,or a larger nueleorNmo view it, with a small admission charge iP
maimmesery.

t
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time: lihour

Evaluation: Level -I:- Children are an attentive audience.

Lbvel 2: Children can discuss the eitm after

viewing.

Level 3: Children can discuss the advantages oe

the Movie over orPl reading oe the story

Friday - Catch-up day. Discussion or the eilm. Lenski book

reports. Additional comic strips.

Drawing of comic strios by children

if desired.
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Speech, Wilting, Language

(Third Week)

Yonday, Tuesday, wednesday

Pre-assessment: Observe willingness of students to take Dart and
ability to offer suggestions.

Program objectives: (a) To express one's self in play acting.
(b) To take part in inrormal exchange of ideas with others; to
consult with others in formulating plans.

Performance objective: The student will help produce a creative
dramatization of one of the materials used in this unit.

Learning opportunity: Plans are made on ronday for creative
dramatics based on a story by Mark Twain or Lois Lenski, an Uncle
Remus story, or a series of comic strips. Committees organize and
meet to prepare for a spontaneous production, with no memorized
lines. Tuesday and Wednesday will be spent doing these productions.

Time: 3 days

Evaluation: Level 1: Child is willing to participate.
Level 2: Child shows ability to take on personality

of the character he is portraying through

speech and actions.

Level 3: Child shows ability to use dialect in his
characterization.

Thursday

Pre-assessment: Oral discussion. How would you describe what a
girl is wearing? and similar questions.

Program objectives: (a) To experiment with individual writing
techniques. (b) To apply the conventions of general American
English usage and to use whatever 4`unct.,ional variety of language
is appropriate to the occasion. (c) To be aware of similarities
and differences in reading and speaking.
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Performance objective: Each child will be aware that he and those

with whom he associates do not use identical speech patterns, but

that each speaks in a may appropriate to his age, sex, etc.

Learning opportunity: Each student will write a story about his

own life, using his own natural speech patterns. After an intro-

duction of setting, most of the story should be in diologue.

Subjects should be familiar, every-day ones, perhaps a recent

happening at home, at the rair, on the playground. The story need

not be long, but the dialogue should faithrully portray the char-

acter of each speaker. Grandfather or little sister may be char-

acters, neither of whom would speak just as the sixth-grade writer

himself does.

This is a form of evaluation. If the student is not able to rec-

ognize the use of regional patterns in his own speech or of those

close to him the unit will not have succeeded in reaching several

of the goals set. (1, 2, 3). There is still the possibility

that the sixth goal has been attained; to develop an appreciation

for literature which is written in dialect.

Time: at least one class period

Evaluation: Level 1: Each child writes dialogue about a recent

event in his life.

Level 2: Each child uses appropriate speech in the

dialogue.

Level 3: Each child accomnlished above and also uses

the correct mechanics of writing dialogue.

Friday - a day to finish. Some students may still need to report

on the Lenski book. One of the creative dramas ray not

have been given. Students may have brought in additional

materials which they would like to share with the class.

Following are some additional activities which may be added

to the unit or substituted for another activity if the teacher so

desires:

1. The reading of the Nennonite story Ellie's Furnishings,

which is listed in the materiels.



2. Listening to the Galloping Gourmet, a CBS program
featuring cooking and English as spoken in England.
Tony Hamilton, newsman on Channel 8, also is inter-
esting for his speech.

A short, infozmal research paper on the vocabulary
differences in English of England and Anerican English,
such as lorry (bus), petrol (gasoline).

4. Runaway Home, the out-of-adoption sixth-grade reader
published by Row Peterson. Children enjoy the con-
tinuity of this story about the Harding 4"amily which
travels from Maine to Washington the long way. As
they visit in such areas as the Outer Banks of North
Carolina and the Ozarks of Arkansas, the idiorcitic
dialects of the areas are apparent and interesting.
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Materials

Books and short stories

Arbuthnot, ed. Time for Poetry

Botkin, B.A. ed., Pocket Treasury of Ameri-can Folklore

Coatsworth, Elizabeth, Runaway Home

Lenski, Lois, Bayou Suzette
Marelerry C6Fners
IraRidge lally
1122121212121n2E2I

Mama Hattie's Girl
Shoo Fly Girl
gIram12212rx_girl
Texd-dC-614b16k---

Yartia, Helen R., Ellie's Furnishings

Rawlings, Marjorie Kinnen, The Yearling

Twain, Mark, TheAd-vturesolfToi:er
The kdventures of'I{uckléberry Finn
e C1ebreUi og o a averas ounty and other

Sketches

Record - Gullah, Dick Reeves, Lehwal Enternrises, Charleston, S.C.

Film - Adventures of Ton Sawyer Fl 101
Associated Instruction Materials, Atlanta, Georgia

Booklets -

Guide Book and Dixie Dictionary, The Progress Press,
RiorariEKe,Nirginia

Ferhoodled En lish, Yorkcrac't, Inc., York, Penna.

Poems -

Riley, James Mitcomb - "Little Ornhan Annie"
"The Raggedy Yan".

Burns, Robert, "To a Mouse"
"A Red, Red Rose"
"Auld Lang Syne"
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ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERNS

LATE CHILDHOOD ELEMENTARY



Possible Organizational Patterns

For Early Childhood

Articulation

Articulation has been a watchword in educational deliberations for
years. Attempts to develop an articulated curriculum in the English
language arts, however, are beset by several problems. The first of
those involves the nature of English language arts. The English
language arts is more a network of skills and processes than a body
of content. It is impossible to designate at which grade all students
will learn certain language skills; research shows that language
power does mat develop in such a logical and systematic fashion.
Furthermore, the linguistic skills are more highly related to factors
independent of the school - especially social-economic environment.
It is impossible to alocate phases of the subject to the different
years. Since English language arts is a required subject in all
grades, the natural selection of students which operates in the higher
grades in most other academic subjects is not present.

Despite these prohlems it is necessary for faculties to plan a real-
istic sequence for English language arts. What is the difference in
English_language arts from one grade to the next? Simple allocation
of titles, etc. has been resorted to with disturbing frequency.

Factors in Planning a Sequence

The task of working out an articulated program which will serve a
given school well is a complex but not impossible, one. Several
factors must be considered together:

1. The characteristics and needs of students at the various levels.
s approac s espec al y use u i a study o student inter-

ests leads to some definition of student motivations. For example,
why are pupils, at certain levels, interested in animal.stories,
in science fiction? What motivations can be identified which may
furnish important keys to the nature of the English language arts
program?

2. The processes and activities important in communicating for life
nTas.

3. The nature of language and literature end of the com onents of

4. Those themes im ortant in human ex erience: such as iion and
de t man an_y_J naturen an ot er nien man anc s inner

J.tr*Pi-bieb-rat a most efrgnive
Riegiis of determining sequence in the English language arts pro-
gram is to identify for each grade a set of major themes around
which the study of the English language arts may be organized.
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Procedures in Articulation

Nothing is to be gained when a teacher at any level blames a lower
level of instruetion for the inadequacies of the students he meets
at the beginning of his course. The good teacher takes his students
where he finds them and helps them to improve in terms of their in-
dividual needs. He has a competent understanding of the total educa-
tional process which a child goes through, with specific information
on the content and conduct of courses immediately preceding and fol-
lowing his own level of instruction.

From: A Guide En lish in Florida Secondary Schools, Bulletin 35A,
, State iartment of1ucaticn, ITYllahassee, Florida,

p. 158-160.

Regardless of how a school organizes itself, the key to an effective
English language arts program is for that program to provide for a
consistent and sequential development of the communication skills
outlined in the section on Program Objectives for Pasco County.

An elementary school may evaluate itself using the following:

Criteria for Evaluatin Or anizational Patterns

Factors related to curriculum content and structure The organiza-
tional patterns of sdhoofs and Classrooms ihould contribute to the
effectiveness of curricular planning and experiences. In view of
the purposes of modern education, the recommended curriculum plan:
(1) Places special value upon the uniqueness of each learner.
(2) Provides both balance of content and opportunity for corre-

lations among the various areas of study.
(3) Structures the expected outcomes in continuous developmental

growth sequences that include provision for spaced review.
(4) Expands or contracts its offerings in depth and .breadth to fit

the varying capabilities and purposes of learners at different
times.

.(5) Provides a variety of types of learning experiences to capitalize
upon learner's different interests and modes of learning.

Factors related to the ersonal success of the learner. - In order
lEcTeThiance the c s opportun es to secome an Increasingly ade-
quate person, the modern school:

(1) Develops a wyrm, supportive teacher-pupil relationship
(2) Helps various pupils, in accordance with their different capaci-

ties, to set somewhat different academic goals that provide
challenge and stimulation.

(3) Provides opportunities which will help the learner see himself
es a worthy, adequately capable person

(4) Provides opportunities which encourage the child to interact
with others in ways that strengthen his social understanding
and habits as well as his academic competencies.
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(5) Facilitates the placement of responsibility for learning on the
pupil, making him an intellectually active participant rather
than a passive observer.

(6) Developes habits of constructive self-direction through increasing
opportunities for purposefUl independent work.

(7) Offers a consistent work load rather than one which fluctuates
greatly, from day to day and week to week.

Factors related to teacher effectiveness - A desinable pattern of
schoOl and aIessroom organization:

(1) Mhkes the teacher fully aware of the extent and types of indi-
vidual differences among children.

(2) Provides for frequent evaluation of each pupils general progress
in terms of individual capacity rather than of class standards.

(3) Enables teachers to do individual diagnostic appraisals end cor-
rective teaching for most children who encounter temporary diffi-
culties.

(4) Mhkes fairly comprehensive pupil records readily available for
adding notes about significant behaviors and for use in examin-
ing and analyzing problems and progress.

(5) Provides enough flexibility of scheduling to permit teachers to
readily change or extend daily time blocks and to alter curricu-
lum plans in order to capitalize upon various typeF of learning
opportunities.

(6) Utilize the special capabilities of teachers as fully as possible.
(7) Makes efficient use of teacher time, providing the maximum amount

of learning possible for the amount of instructional time and
effort expended.

(8) Is reasonably economical with respect to teacher-pupil ratio and
utilization of school facilities.

An elementary school may use the following organizational patterns:

General Patterns

Each system of school and classroom organization can be classified to
its degree of polarity on one or more of the following four continums
of characteristics:

1

fl ttgegen=4Mitridgg=h7nsIns=gion
3i Independent f4 Directed Study
4 Differentiated 44 Uniform Instruction within the classroom

Specific Patterns of Current Interest

1

Lnirzgas;agmtlrolg within the self-contained classroom

3 The Joplin Interclass Grouping Plan (interclass grouping)
4 The Dual Progress Plan (i day heterogeneously sectIoned in a

graded manner in language arts and social studtes and i day
sectioned by achievement levels in each subjeW

(5) Team Teaching
(6) Individualized Reading (Child chooses a book he wants to read

from a large selection and is given needed instruction in in-
dividual conferences)
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(7) Individually Prescribid Instruction (carefully developed se-quences of numbered lessons (K-6) grades)0 Pupil-team Study (pupils paired to lead each other)

/

(9 Non-graded classes (planned learning sequences)(10 Continuous Progress Plan (a refinement of non-graded using acombination of organizational innovations)

Research reports suggest that pupil growth depends on teacher effortand capability more than on such factors as school-organizationpatterns.

It is not likely that research will soon show clear end consistentachlevement-test results favoring one organizational pattern overanother because pupil achievement is *so much affected by teacherperformance, curriculum structure, and other factors that may differin schools having the same form of organization. Consequently, eachfaculty must determine the type of school and classroom organizationalpatterns that appear likely to be most helpful in its schools.
From - Harry W. Sartain, "Organization Patterns of Schools and Classrooms for Reading Instruction," p. 195-236, Innovation andChance in Readin&Instruction, The National Society for the'allay of Education, 67th Yearbook, 1968, 5835 Kimbuk Avenue,Chicago, Illinois 60637.

These organizational patterns, combinations of these patterns orothers should be chosen to do the best possible job of providinga consistent and sequential development of the communicationskills.

Diagnostic tests should be administered to determine which Englishlanguage arts skills a child needs to be taught. Some companiesfrom which to order such tests would be:

(1) Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc.
Test Department
757 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017

(2) California Test Bureau
1375 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30309

0) American Testing Co.
6301 South West Fifth Street
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314

(4) Cooperative Tests end Services
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

(5) Houghton Mifflin CO.
2 Park Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02107

(6) Science Research Associates, Inc.
259 East Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611
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Other tests to be considered are:

1

1 rotIgill:141;Mbt17 eg:ltofeg. l Perception
3 "Making of Auditoty Discriminations* section of

the Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Test
(4) Wepman Auditory Discrimination

Teacher made tests may be adlinistered if others are not available.
English language arts teachers should get together and decide what
it is they would like to know about the students' writing, speaking,
reading, listening, viewing, and language skills and devise a .test
or tests which will give them the answers. (See Marjorie Seddon
Johnson and Roy Kress, Informal Readin&Inventories, International
Reading Association, Newark, Delaware, 1945)

The teacher should work with students in acoordance to their skill
needs as indicated by the dognostic testing.

Based on these test results, the teacher should design units. (See
sample units in this guide). Often thematic, topical, or specific
subject area units are a means of organization. Within these units
there is the integration of the English language arts skills.

The Scholastic Magazines, Inc., 900 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey 07632, has designed thematic units which could be used
as the nucleus of such an organization for the 4th, 5th, end 6th
grades:

The Struggle for Indepondence
The Western Men
Everyone is "Special"
Prejudice
Science: The Animal Kingdom
The Prehistoric World
Family
What the West Was Really Like
Our World

These units each have approyi,ltely 60 books and range in reeding
level from 3 to 8.5.

Elementary English language arts teachers could design similar units
bared on student interests and abilities. These units can be taught,
coordinating the gkills of writTHE77Tigking, viewing, listening,
reeding, and language. Teachers of each grade level could design
units to be used at that particular level. All Materiels to be used
with the units could be designated to that grade level.

If all teachers designed three units a piece and shared them, just
think of how many units (designed for special purposes) you would
have. If these units were centrally located with materials to be
checked out by grade level teachers, it would facilitate their use.
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The program objectives listed at the beginning of the guide should
be reflected in the units designed to make up an English language
arts program. The units should be designed to include steps listed
in the sample instructional objectives sections and the sample unit
section of this guide



MATERIALS

LATE CHILDHOOD ELEMENTARY
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BackQround for Materials

There are main sources from which teachers have access to materials:
the school library, the Regional Film Center, Bartow, Florida, the
department or grade materials center, and the state textbook adoption
list which comes out yearly. For information concerning these, check
with your principal, the school coordinator for the Regional Film Cen-
ter, the school librarian, and the coordinator of textbooks.

Accessible to every English language arts classroom should be a tape
recorder, a language master, a fihn projector, an overhead projector,
an opaque projector, a record player, a portable stage, a listening
station, and bookcases or racks for paperback books.

In addition to this equipment certain materials, beyond what is avail-
able from the main sources mentioned, should be available to the teacher
and students. Following are suggested materials which may be purchaded
with funds budgeted for such purposes.

These materials should be selected by the teacher who should ask the
questions, "Will these materials help do the job? Are they aopro-
priate to both the program and instructional objectives?"
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SPEECH

Guide to Better Speech
(Grade 4-12) record - $4.98. Educational Association, Orlando,
Florida 32806

The Language Instructor - Sound Teacher
--Through the automatic execution of a listen-reccri-coare

routine, a student may now effrtlessly compare his cwn pronun-
ciation - matching attempts with a succession of speech mcdels.
Educational Sound Systems, Inc., 4965 New Haven Avenue, Melbourne,
Florida 32901

Book Collection of Royalty
Free plays for young people.
lington Street, Boston, Mass.

eech Activities in the Elementar-
elnig, Nationa ext o

Plays, Inc., Publishers, 8 Ar-
02116

School
Corporation - $1.25

Discussion and Arglimentation Debate In Secondary School
Herman - Ratliffe - $1.35

Records:
"Fun with Speech, Vol. 1 and 2," Educational Record Sales, 157
Chambers Street, New York, New York

"Countdown for Listening, Speech Improvement and Drama," Educa-
tional Record Sales; 157 Chambers Street, New York, New York.

Books:
Scott and Thompson, TALKING TIME, Webster Publishing Co., St.
Louis, Mc. (A book that provided the teacher of primary children
with informal materials which are designed to improve or correct
a child's speech pattern.

Charts: Posters and Pictures:
Poster Cards of the alphabet, consonant and vowel sounds, also
words for the child to say. (Milton Bradley, ABC School Supply
240 Ninth Street, North, St. Petersburg, Florida)

INSTRUCTOR'S "Mother Goose Rhymes" and "Folk and Fairy Tales"
for storytellers. ABC School Supply, 240 Ninth Street, North,
St. Petersburg, Florida)

ftJpeech Sounds" Picture Collection - Pictures to illustrate
poems from magazines.
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Films:
"Fun with Speech Sounds" (11 min.) Primary level - Film shows
how some difficult sounds should be spoken-Children participate.

Records:
"Guide to Better Speech" Classroom Materials, Inc., 93 Myrtle
DriVe, Great Neck, New Jersey.

"Listen and Learn Records for Children" Primary level, Speech
training records for the classroom. Stories repeat certain
sounds and the children participate making the sounds. (Pacific
Records Co.)

Tape.

"Learning the Alphabet and its Sounds with Amos and Friends."
Imperial Production, Inc., Kankakee, Ill. (Children participa+..e
as the tape is played.)

Activity KiJ-is:

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level #1. American Guidance
Service, Inc., Publishers' Building, Circle Pines, Minn. (The
kit presents lessu as a daily interlude from regular academic
work. The lessons promote active participation by all children
in the class in reception, conceptualization, and expression.)

The Mike and Cindy Stories, Elemertary level, Steck-Vaughn Co.,
P. 0. Box 2028, Austin, Texas. (Activities centered around 46
Mike and Cindy stories used to introduce the key sounds of the
English language.)

Toy Collection to make "Speech Sounds" - Label a box for each
of the sounds and plae within it all of the objects containing
that sound in either the initial, medial or final position.

Machines:
Cassette dual track tape recorder with an instant response unit
with earphones. (The child can hear the teacher's instruction,
such as words to say,,through the earphones and the child can
respond instantly. Afterwards the teacher and the child can
listen to the tape, hearing the teacher's instructions and the
child's responses.) 3choo1 Equipment Distributors, Inc., 319
Monroe Street, Montgomery, Alabama.

PUPPETRY



STICK PUPPETS

STAPLE

STAPLE

USAGE: Stick puppets are most appropriate
for the primary grades. Most of
the stories at this level may be
easily adapted to puppetry, and
stick puppets are easy to make.
They are usually short-lived. A
variation may be t,) add tails,
trunks, or arms to them which may
be manipulated.

SOURCES: Stories that are easily adaptable
may be found in Read In Another
Story, N. Y., Crowell, 1949. or
in Ward, Winifred, Stories To Drama-
tize, Children's Theater Press, 1952.

2. SHADOW PUPPETS

Shadow pppets are just like stick pupp ets except that they nre
not colored and they have holes for eyes. Children place them
and any other properties against a translucent screen with a
light behind it.

3. HAND PUPPETS

May be made from scooped out vegetables, styrofoam, sponges,
or plain paper bags. Vegetables may be painted with a mixture
of liquid glue and tempera paint. Other accessories might in-
clude:
eyes: pins, buttons, marbles, cloves, thumbtacks
nose: pins, paper pyramids, small pieces of apples or carrots
nostrils: two cloves or two thumbtacks
mouth: red construction paper or a checker
hair: wocd shavings, crepe hair, absorbent co'iton, rope, yarn,

wool, strips of paver, foam rubber, carrot curls

Clothing is Ample. Just cut a oiece of cloth large enough to
wrap arcund he hand; may have two folds for fingers if you
wish. Soc!'s make excellent bodies for puppets.



Hand Puppets Nade From Paper Bags

Papier Mache is a more difficult form of p-Ippetry, but is alsc more
rewarding, for in this way children can actually sculpture their own
desired espressions into their characters. Once puppets have been
constructed from wall paper paste or other papier mache material, it
should always be the last step to shellac them. In this way the
puppets become much more permanent, much more useful.

YARIONETrEs

String-operated puppets are called marionettes. These should not
generally be attempted until children have had the opportunity to
manipulate and create several simpler puppets. The operation of
the strings requires practice, and often a child will become so
involved dth the mechanical aspect of the marionettes that it will
be easy for him to project attitudes and Peelings into the produc-
tion which he would otherwise be hesitant of. In constructing mar-
ionettes, it is important that +he leg and arm joints be movable and
that the feet be weighted (fishing sinkers do nicely). A soecial
stage should always accompany a performance with marionettes.



SOURCES FOR STORIES TO ADAPT TO PUPPETRY

For 5, 6, 7 year olds:

1. Ask Mr. Bear--Marjorie Flack
2. The Elf ancl the Dormouse--Oliver Herford
3. Fancy Dress--Marion St. John Webb
4. Goldilocks and the 3 bears--Robert Southey
5. The Musicians of Bremcn--Gr-Imm
6. The Tale of Peter Rabbit--Beatrix Potter
7. Why the Evergreen Trees Keep their Leaves in Winter--Sare.Bryant
8. The Wcnderful Tar Baby Story--Joel Chandler Harris

For 8, 9 year olds:

1. Cinderella--Charles Perrault
2. The Clown Who Forgot to Laugh--Elanor Leuser
3. Doorbells--Rachael Field
L. How the Robin's Breast Became Red--Flora J.Cooke
5. A Legend of Spfing--Geraldine Brain Siks
6. The Miser and his Monkey--La Fontaine
7. Paddy's Christmas--Helen A. Monsell
8. Mrs. Mallaby's Birthday--Helen Earle Gilbert
9. Tigger Has Breakfast--A. A. Milne

For 10, 11, 12 year olds:

1. The Bad Joke that Ended Well--Roger Duvoisin
2. A Christmas Promise--Ruth Sawyer
3. The Emporer's New Clothes--Hans Chris4lan Anderson
4. Johnnie Appleseed--Emily Taft Douglas
5. The Sourcer's Apprrntice--Richard Rostron
6. Tom Sawyer Discovers a Law of Human Action--Mark Twain
7. William Tell--James Baldwin
8. The Bishop's Candlesticks--Victor Hugo
9. A Christmas Carol--Charles Dickens

10. Macbeth--told by Mary MacLeod
11. The Old Woman and the Tramp (Nail Soup)--Swedish Folk Tale12. The Prince and the Pauper--Mark wain
11_ Pin Van Iffl_nkle--Washington Irving

Squire's Bride--qudrun Thorne-Thomsenof FreedomRebecca Caudill
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LISTENING

L-terary Stories
Cassett (7.95) and Reel ($8.95) listening 'apes, Langi)age Arts
4-9, Learning Arts, P. O. Box 917, Wichita, Kansas 67201.

Mythology of Greece, Rome
4 albums-8 records-$40.00. Society for Visual Education, Dfver-
sey Parkway, Chicago, Ill. 60614.

Devc21opmenta1 Motivation Series
Poetry, phonics, spelling tapes' and cassettes. Classroom Com-
munications, P.O. Box 1385, Ocala, Florida 32670.

The Columbia Children's Book and Record Library
Audio Visual of South Florida, 37Ls N.E., 12th Ave., P.O. Box
23308, Fort Lauderdale., Florida 33307. The Columbia Children's
Book and Record Library is a series of top quality, fully illus-
tra+ed books with companion records.

Listening Center
A group of students may listen 4-o recorded material without
disrupting other class activities. The unit plug into a tape
recorder, record player, 4 head-sets with cushions and indivi-
dual volume controls. Approximate price $44.50-$59.50) Audio,
Visual South Florida, 3748 N. E. 12th Ave., P.O. Box 23308, Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida 33307. (other companies also)

&i11sprListeninSii 4gram

International eaching Tapes, Inc., SRA - Grades 4, 5, 6

Develo in Auditor AlAmreness and Inipib
orkbooks: Program 1 - k- ) - fessons t1.25

Program 2 - (4-6) - 88 lessons - 1.25
Program 3 - (7-12) and Adult - 88 lessons - $1.25

Teacher Handbook for all three programs and 264 lessons. $7.50
IMED Publishers

Durrell Listening Reading Series
Intermediate level - Vocabulari-Listening

Vocabulary-Reading
Paragraph -ListFaing
Paragraph =-Reading

Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.

Sounds for Young Readers
6 - 33 1/3'RPM'reccirds, Educational Record Sales. 157 Chambers
Street, New York, New York.

Discovering Rhythm and Rhyme in Poetry
Records, Educational RecJFITTNgies, 157 Chambers Street, New York,
New York
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Records and Books:
Books and Record sets for listening stations such as Beneric
Press's Animal Adventures ror Primary Grades, Malt Disney Books
and Record ses; Scholastic Record and Book Companion Series.

RCA VICTOR ALBUM - Listening Activities: 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New Yorl,, New York, Vol. 1-3 Primary Grathls; Vol. 4-5 Intermediate
Grades.

SOUNDS I CAN HEAR - HOUSE
SOUNDS I CAN HEAR - FARM IN THE ZOO
SOUNDS I CAN HEAR NEIGHBORHOGD
SOUNDS I CAN HEAR - SCHOOL
All of above: Scott Foresman, Glenview, Illinois.

LISTEN AND THINK RECORDS with activity books: Educational Devel-
opmental Laboratories, Systems for Learning, Inc., 51 Wes#
Washington Street, Orlando, Florida *see above

Laboratory:
SRA READING LABORATORY SERIES, Grades 1-3: MY OWN BOOK FOR
LISTENING. Science Research Associates, Inc., 259 East Erie
Street, Chicago, Ill. (The listening activities are in the
Teacher's Handbook and are designed to develop the student's
ability to sift, understand, and retain what they hear.)

Records:
CLASSROOM MATERIALS, INC., Listening Skills for Pre-readers.
Vol, I and II: Sounds for Young Readers, Vol. 93 Yyrtle
Drive, Greaneck, New Jersey.

Poems Children Will Sit Stin. For, compiled by Beatrice de Regiers,
Eva Moore, Mary Itichaels ite. New York: Citation Press, 1969.
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READING

Reading Skill Builders
In ermediate Kit; 51 books (level 2-6)-$53.50; audio lessons--
Packet of L. with Master Manual (level 4, Part I): casse -

$23.80; Ree1-$27.80; Record-$19.80. Individually each: cas-
sette-$5.95; Reel-$6.95; Recf)rd-$4.95. Practice Pads (levels
2-6) - _60 (4-6) - 840. Progress Record Books, Level 4 (1)-
300 (II)-300, level 5-300; level 6-300. Master manual-9(4,
Answer Key-750. -leader's Digest Services, Inc., EduQational
Division, Pleasantville, New York 10570

Sounds of Language Readers
Holt, Rinehart- ang Mnston, Inc., 383 Madison Avenue, New York,
New York 10017

Shapes Around Us
6 reading sets - 25 copies of the same title to a set $45.00.
Reading level $1.7042.35

Learning to Read While Learning to Learn-5 copies each of 17
tit-les $175.05 reading levels: 3.185 Century Consultant,
286 Fffth Avenue, Suite 1204, New York, New York 10()1 ((212)
565-0480)

SRA Reading Program
Reading labs: Grade 2-66.50; grade 3-66.50, grade 4-68.95;
grade 5-68.95; grade 6-68.95.

Spathe Reaciability Projects
Readatility Level Catalog
Over 60C3 titles graded in relatively exact reading levels -
$5.95

Correlation to Basal Readers
American Book Th., Betts Basic Reader, Golden Rule Series
(final 18 pages) $5.95.

Books for Slow Readers
Over 1500 4-it1es relating to a variety of tynes of reading
matter.
Follett Library Book Company, 1018 West Washington Boulevard,
Chicago, Illinois 67)607

Cenco Reading Lano-Jag Arts Cataim
26C0 South Kostner Avenue, Chioago, Illinois 60623. Lists
Prtjection Reading, Tachist7,scope, Pacer, Portable Reading
Centers, overhead projection material, tapes, records, film-
strips, library materials, and audio-visual equipment.



Catalog of Instructional Materials
Pre-school through grade eight. Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Manchester Road, Manchnster, Yo. 63011. Con-tains Basal series in spelling, language, reading, professionalbooks.

Sheldon Basic Readin Series
K- llyn and Bacon, Inc., 695 Miami Circle, N.E., Atlanta,Georgia 30324

EDL Catalm
Educational Developmental Laboratories, 51 West Whshington
Street, Orlando, Florida 32801. Tachistoscopic programs,reading programs from primary to adult levelE,

Multi-Sensury Learning .P.ids
Scco:t, Foresman, Pluiti-Sensury Learning Aids, Atlanta, Georgia
30305. Materials for reóding programs in primary grades.

Growing Throu h Readin
Complete set of S filmstrips with teacher's manual. $37.75.Eyegate House, Inc., Jamaica, New York

lentanB001S111DleITCS
Easy reácffiig, high in .erest, Benefic Press, 1900 North Narra-gancott Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

Dolch Reading Books
To build sound growth in reading.
(complete set of 12 books - $31.08
(complete set of 13 books - $31.07
Champaign, Illinois 61820.

Durrell-Murphy Phonics Practice Program Learning Readiness System
Classificaion-eriat.on Kit $60.00; Harper Row, tvanston,
Illinois 60201

Folklore of the World Books
). Pleasure Reading books
). Garrard Publishing Co.,

Builang Reading Power
ItemedlaI;-Oharles E. Merrill; Columbus, Ohio 4321c; $35.00
per kit.

EDL Learninei 100 Systems
Educational Developmental Laboratories, Huntington, New York

Nt11-14114.1412452.44ar es . erri , ,o.umbus, Ohio, $.81 each

Readers_aplest Skillbuilders Kits
7----$52.50; Rewiers 0170-Fgi-7-ffeces, Inc., Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570

Reading Skill Practice Pad
each; Readers-ligest Services, Inc., rleasantville, New York

10570
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Scholastic Pleasure Readin Labs
$17.00; Scholastic óR5k Services, Englewood, Cliffs, New Jerr3E.

Follett Classrooms Libraries
Foflett Eauca ion Corp., Chicago, Iil. 60607; $36.75.

The Columbia Children's Book & Record Librar
Audio Visual of South Florida, 7% N.E. 12th Avenue. P. G.
23308, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33307. The Columbia childre
Book and Record Librar-, is a-series of too Quality. 4'ully illi
treted books with _.ompanion records.

Dell Paperbacks for Elementary Schools
Education gales Dep-r,., Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 750 Third Av
New York, New York 10017.

A big 81' x 10 in size and 32 pages in length, each Our World of Pe:
Books is library bound. $1.95 Der copy; Silver Burdett Co.,
Atlanta, Georgia

Independent Reading Program.
Every set includes 2-5 books, 35 copies of the personal reading
record book. Scott, Foresman & Co., Atlanta, Georgia 30305

Easy Reading Books
For independent reading especially by children using Open High-
ways Scott, Foresman & Co., Tucker, Georgia 30084.

Scholastic Curriculum Units
Collections of paperback books on specific curriculum by Teachj:c
Guide. Approximately $2:j.00. Scholastic Magazines, Inc., 902
Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632

Reading Skill Builders
Reader's Digest Services, Inc., Educational Division, Pleasan*-
ville, New York 10570.

Webster Classroom Reading Clinic
By Kottmeyer and Ware, grades 4-9 - $90.00. Webster Division,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Manchester Road, Manchester, Mo. 63011.

Words in Color
Encyclopedia Brittannica Press, 425 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.

Durrell Listening - Reading Series
Intermediate level: -Vocabulary - Lstening; Vocabulary - Reading;
Paragraph - Listening; Paragraph - Reading. Harcouri-, Brace and
World, Inc.

S.2!ifiy1/1.1J Series
Lof , Barnell. 111 'South Centre Avenue, Rockville Centre, N. Y.
7 reading skills for levels one through six...six books A, B, C,
D, E, F. Price $3.89 - $6.45. i.e. Following direci-ions, get-
ting the main idk?,a, draineng conclusions. Praci-ical for indepen-
den work.



Basal Reading Program
For grades 1--6. Linguistics: readers A-F. Net price $.60-$1.95.
Science Research Associates, Inc., 259 East Erie Street, Chicago,
Illinois 60611. Practical for children wil-h language difficulties.

Word Games Reading Laboratory I
Science Research Associates, Inc., 259 East Erie Street, Chicago,
Illinois 60611. Reading Laboratory Ib, IIb.

Open Highway Series
Practical for Special reading help. Scott, Foresman and Company,
Atlanta, Georgia 30305.

Reading Skill Builders
Reader's Digest Services, Educational Division, Pleasantville,
New York 10570. $.66 to $.91 each.

Charles E. Merrill, Publishers Co., 1300 Alum Creek Drive, Columbus,
Ohio 13216.

Basic Reading Program
Scor77-Foresman and Company, Atlanta, Georgia 30305.

Ginn ald Co.. 717 Miami Circle N. E., Atlanta, Georgia 30324.

Houghton Mifflin Co., 3108 Piedmont Road, N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 30305

Sheldon Reading,Series
Allyn and Bacon, Southeastern Division, 695 Viami Circle, N.E.,
Atlanta, Georgia 30324.

Tapes:
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1300 Alum Creek Drive,
Columbus, Ohio. Mini-Library #3,, Children's Stories and Rhymes,
(1) You Read Xi:, Me, I'll Read to You Vol. includes:
(2) A Child's Garden of Verse, Vol. 1
(3) The Happy Prince
(4) The Story of 3 Pigs; Mr. Vinegar; The History of Tom Thumb;

The King 0' the Cats

Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1300 Alum Creek Drive, Colum-
bus, Ohio. Mini-Library t4, ',Tales from Across the Ocean, include
(1) Irish Fairy Tales: T e White Trout; Jamie Freel and the

Young Lady
(2) The Happy Prince by Oscar Wilde
(3) The White Swans
(4) The Three Sillies; The Laidly Worm of Spindleston
(5 ) Heugh; The Ass, The Table and the Stick; Master of All Masters
(6 ) How the Leopard Got His Spots
(7) ihe Sing-Song of Old Man Kangaroo
(8) Rikki-Tikki-Tavi
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Peabody Language Development Kit
Level ff3, (MA n-9,4), Kit, American Guidance Services, Inc.,
Publishers Building, Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014.

Games:
Ddlch Teaching Aids, Garrard Publishing Co., Champaign, Ill.,
includes:
(1) Popper Words, Set 1
(2) Popper Words, Set 2
(3) Basic Sight Cards (220 words)
(LI Group Word Teaching Game
(5 Sight Phrase Cards
(6) What the Letters Say
(7) Consonant Lotto
(8) Vowel Loto
(9) Take
(10) The Syllable Game
(11) Group Sounding Game
(12) Read and Say Verb Games

Posters:
"Haiku Posters", Perfection Form Co., Inc., 214 West gth Street,
Logan, Iowa

Films:
Polk Material Center, Bartow, Florida, titles include:
(1) Reading Improvement: Defining the Good Reader
(2) Reading Improvement: Effective Speeds
(3) Reading Improvement: Vocabulary Skills
(4) Reading Improvement: Comprehensive Skills
(5) Reading Improvement: Word Recognition Skills
(6) Christmas Through the Ages
(7) The Loon's Necklace
(8) Birds of Our Storybooks
(9) Tom Thumb in King Arthur's Court

Books:
Bloom,?,, R. H., SKILL GAMES TO REACH READING. State University
Teachers College, F. A. Owen Publishing Company, Geneseso, New
York. (200 games with particular uses to strengthen learning
patterns.)

Gainsburg and Gordon, BUILDING READING CONFIDENCE, Hammond, Inc.,
Maplewood, New Jersey. (Skill building materials, oral and
written for intermediate gr 1 .)

Roy, Mary M., SPICE, A LANGUAGE ARTS IDEA BOOK, Educational Ser-
vice, Inc., P. 0. Box 219, Stevensville, Michigan. (Games)

Russell and Karp, READING AIDS THROUGH THE GRADES: Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York,
New York. (Specific suggestions for things to do in language
arts.)
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Schubert and Torgesori, IMPROVING READING IN THE ELEMEN1ARY SCHOOL:
William C. Brown Company, 135 South Locust Street, Dubuque, Iowa.(A handbook emphasizing individual correction.)

Smith, James A., CREATIVE LEACHING OF THE LANGUAGE AR1S IN A.HE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: Allyn and Bacon, Boston, Mass. (Specific
suggestions for activities in language arts.)

Botks for Students:

INVITAXIONS LO A PERSONAL READING PROGRAM: Scott Foresman, Glen-
view, Illinois. (Books by grade level interests, but varied in
difficulty--biography, history, realistic stories, hero tales,
etc.)

Martin, Bill, Jr., SOUNDS OF LANGUAGE: Holt, Rinehart and Win-
ston, Inc., New York. (Elementary reading skills program
characterized by sequential language experiences based on the
;:oncept that TMLanguage is learned as it is perce:Ifed in the ear
and reshaped on the tongue.)

Cha;.'s:
Betts Phonic Charts: American Book Company, 55 Fifth Avenue,
New York, New York

Reading Charts by Ideal: Ideal Supply Company, Chicago, Ill.

Laboratories:
SFECIFIC SKILLS SERIES: Barnell Loft, LTD, 111 South Centre
Avenue, Rockville Centre, New York (Activity books for locating
answers, following directions, using the context, etc.)

READING SKILL BUILDERS: Reader's Digest Services. Inc., Pleas-
qniville, New York. (Primary and intermediate stories fo teach
specific skills.)

READ-STUDY-THINK Activity Books: Fly Weekly Reader, American
E(bication Publications, Columbus, Ohio. (Practice exercises
tc vuild skills, in reading for facts, interpretation, creativity,
.1nd thinking organization.)

c3I.ELLING LEARNING GAMES KITS: Lyons and Caranahan, 407 East
L.jth Street, Chicago, Illinois (A series of games far grades one

through six, such as Snail-Trail - beginning consonant sounds,
Patch-Match - anagram type game emphasizing beginning and end-
ing sounds.)

UNITS OF INDIVIDUALIZED READING: Scholastic Book Services, 904
Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey (Children's literature
for grades three through six in colorful paperback form with in-
di.vidual conference cards, informal reading inventory, etc.)
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READING SKILLTAPE/SKILLTEXT SERIES: Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Company, Columbus, Ohio. (Kindergarten through six materials for
getting information, understanding ideas, making judgements, etc.)
PHONIC SKILLTEST SERIES (Structured understanding and sound of
words.) DIAGNOSTIC READING WORKBOOKS (Checks and reinforces major
basic skills.)

SRA aEADING LABORATORIES (grades one through six) Science Research
Associates, 259 East Zrie Street, Chicago, Ill. (Skill building
materials that span a number of ability levels.)

Films:
READING IMPROVEMENT: DEFINING THE GOOD READER (11 min.) Inter-
mediate level--poins out the characteristics of a good reader.
Regional Library.

READING IMPROVEMENT: VOCABULARY SKILLS (11 min.) Intermediate
level-suggasts specific vocRbulary skills and exercises which
increase reading effectiveness. Regional Library.

READING IMPROVEMENT: WORD RECOGNITION SKILLS (11 min.) Inter-
mediate level-designed to help the s':-udent in improving his
word recognition by showing him skills he may develop for quick
accurate recognition of words by form, context, and sounds.
Regional Library.

NE DISCOVER THE DICTIONARY (11 min.) Intermediate level - the
dictionary is presented as an invaluable guide to the world of
words. Regional Library.

Filmstrips:
READING READINESS: Set of nine films, kindergarten and first
grade. Encyclopedia Britannica Films, 425 North Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois

YOUR DICTIONARY AND HOW TO USE IT: Society For Visual Education.
1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Illinois.

Transparencies:
Learning to Use Your Dictionaries
Be a Dictionary Detective
Finding Information - In the Table of Contents

In the Index
In Encyclopedias

All of above - Jean Publications, 815-825 East Market Street,
Louisville, Kentucky.

Records:

PATHWAYS TO PHONIC SKILLS: American Book Company, 55 Fifth Ave.,
New York 3, New York, Vol. I, II, III. (Develops and extends
phonic readiness skills)
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LEARNING TO READ WITH PHONICS: xeaching Aids, 12844 Weber Way,
Hawthorne, California (Activity booklets accompany the records.)

Me0,ines:
FLASH X - Educational Developmental Laboratories, Inc., Hunting-
ton, New York (Individual hand-operated tachistoscope for im-
proving seeing skills. sight vocabulary-discs can be bought or
you can buy the blank discs and write your own.

CONTROLLED READER: Educational Developmental Laboratories,
Huntington, New York (i3rojects visual material in a line-by-
line or left-to-right fashion at controllable rates in the
form of picture games, vocabulary presentations, and oral or
silent reading.)

Games For Reading:
READING AND SPELLING TEACH KEY: The entire alphabet is printed
across the bottom of a display box, with a hole by each letter.
The child inserts a large card with a picture and its word des-
cription'(minus one letter) in the display box, then uses plastic
key to choose the letter that completes the spelling of the word.
Only the choice of the correct letter tfunlocks the card for re-
moval. Forty-eight picture-word cards. Age five and up. 3M
Brand EduPLAYtional Games, 3M Center, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.
At toy/department stores. $6.95. Additional sets of advanced
cards at 81.75 per set.

SENTENCE BUILDERS: This game contains 312 word cards, color-
keyed according to their jobs as parts of speech (nouns, verbs,
conjunctions, etc.) with an explanatory reference table. Players
draw cards and build sentences with points given for speed and
number of words used. Helps clarify the flparts of speech for
all grades. Ages eight to 14. Cadaco, Inc., 310 West Polk Street,
Chicago, Illinois 60607. Department/toy stores. $6.00.

DIAL IN SPELL: This is a board with a plastic dial in the center.
The dial has all the alphabet letters on it, and it is surrounded
be various pictures of familiar objects. A child dials the spel-
ling of a selected picture. When he dials the spelling correctly,
an arrow points to the matching picture, proving him right. (He
can check his spelling using words printed across the top of the
board). Many cards are provided, with a total of 99 words to
spell. Milton Bradley Company, Springfield, Massachusetts. In
toy/department stores. $2.00.

KIDDICRAFT'S 300 COMMON WORDS: An English import, this game con-
tains 300 word cards which notch together. Within an agreed time
(varied to age, ability, number involved), players make sentences
using the word cards. A child must learn to recognize words and
to use them. American Distributor--Childcraft Equipment Company,
Inc., 964 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022. Mail order
nnly. $1.75.
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TEACHING TYPEWRIXER: Programmed teaching machine, built to resemble
typewriter. Each program consists of 20 cards. Youngsters rom ages
six and up learn to recognize words, building at own pace. Ten pro-
grammed card sets, on reading and math. Powered by batt eries. Child-
craft Equipment Company, Inc., 155 East 23rd, New York, New York
10010. Mail order only. $40.00. Programmed card sets, $1.50 per
'set. Converter $5.00 extra.

FUN WITH RHYMES ACTIVIXY KIX: Contains +MD board games, plus rhyming
picture-card game, players draw cards and then must think of a rhyming
word to match the picture on the card in order t o advance a marker
on the board. A third game matches cards into rhyming pairs, with
the greatest number of pairs winning. Ages six to eight; two to four
players. Instructo Corporation, Paoli, Pennsylvania 19301. Avail-
able in school supply stores.

ENDS 'N BLENDS: Xhis game has a playing board, word-Dart cards,
spinner, and point markers. Player puts beginning and ending word-
part cards together to make mrds in order, to win points. He may
lose point s with hit/miss cards. Spinner determines number of cards
players use. Helps child see parts in words. Ages six to 12; two
to four players. Educational Games, Inc., P. O. Box 5833, Grand
Central Station, New York, New York 10017. Department/toy stores.

$4.00.

VOWEL LOTTO, AND CONSONANT LOTTO: The players of this game must
match small picture cards to the larke board cards according to vowel
sounds. (Some single, some double vowel.) No letters or words are
printed on cards, so a child learns to listen closely to the sound
of the word. Key-list checks correct matching. Consonant Lotto is
based on the same principle. For two to ten players; ages six to
nine. Garrard Publishing Company, Champaign, Illinois 61820. In
school supply stores. $1.98 each game.

THE SOUND WAY TO EASY READING: This is phonics self-teaching course
which thoroughly explains the phonic alphabet and sound relationships
of letters and words. It uses recordings and text material for ex-
planation and drill. Very valuable teaching aid for a youngster of
any age who has not yet grasped a phonic understanding of letters and
words. Bremner-Davis Phonics, 161 Green Bay Road, Wilmette, Illinois
60091. Mail order only. $24.95.

PHONIC RUMMY: The cards with this game have a word printed on them,

with its vowel in a contrasting color. Players match up three cards
which have same sounding center vowel. Available in Sets A, B, C,
and D--each one progressively more challenging. Each set contains
two packs of 60 cards. Age six and up, depending on a youngster's
needs. Kenworthy Educational Service, Inc., P. O. Box 3031, Buffalo,

New York 14205. In school supply stores. $1.50 per set.

PHONICS WE USE--LEARNING GAMES KIT: An extensive set of ten phonic
games designed to give children experience and drill in hearing,
saying, and seeing important basic phonic elements in words. Games

range from the very simple to the relatively complex. Some familiarity

and experience with phonics necessary. A teacher's manual is.included.

All ages. Lyons and Carnahan, Tilq.!, 407 East 25th Street, Chicago,

Illinois 60616. Mail order only. $52.00.
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LISTEN AND LEARN WITH PHONICS: Recordings and books for learning andusing a phonic approach to pronouncing and reading letters and words.
All ages. Americana Interstate Corporation, Mundelein, Illinois60060. Mail order only. $19.95.

READING KIT: This varied reading kit contains a record of nursery
rhymes, stories, and the alphabet.song; letter bards; several let-
ter lotto games; a board game; and a printed folder of suggestions
for games which develop auditdry and sight discrimination. The kit
can be used by one child, or several; ages five to eight. AssociatedPress, P. O. Box 5, Teaneck, New Jersey 07666. Mail order from
Associated Press. $3.00.

READING LOTTO: Players draw from 36 individual picture-word cardsand then match them to a larger picture-word board. Six board cards
provide considerable variety of words and pictures. They can be
matched by p ictures alone for pre-readers, or by pictures and words
for beginning readers. This helps children learn words through pic-ture-word association. Ages four to seven; two or more players.
Three separate games available: Zoo, City, House--all familiar sub-
jects. Creative Playthings Princeton, New Jersey 08540. In
department/toy stores. $3.60 per game.

LINGO: A lotto game in which small, individual ward-picture cards are
matched to a larger picture board. The words are printed in English,
French, or Spanish. Nis game, in addition to its word-recognition
value for beginning readers, provides a good introduction to a foreign
language. Pamphlet explains value of food throughout *he world, gives
history of UNICEF. Two to four players; age Pour and up. United
States Committee for UNICEF, 331 East 38th Street, New York, New
York 10016. $2.00.

PICTURE FLASH CARDS: A deck of cards with picture of familiar ob-
jects on one side c.f each card an the correspondir ; word on the other
side. The child stacks the cards before him with :the word side show-
ing. He then pronounces the word on each card, fl_pping to the
reverea 3tde of the card for a picture clue when he canno'.; rec:)gnizethe word. This game helps a child build a vocabulary of over 100
words. He learns by associating pictures of common objects with the
words that identify them. Ages five through eight. Milton Bradley
Company, Springfield, Massachusetts. In school supply stores. $1.00.

POPPER CARDS: This is a card set of 220 basic ifsightn vocabulary
words which cannot be learned from pictures. It is a word-recognition
exercise to encourage these words.to poptf into the mind of a child
when 110 -loe.3 the word card flashedn by another player. Set One is
the easier half of 220 basic sight vocabulery; Set Two, the harder
half. Ages five to ten. Garrard Publishing Company, Champaign, Illi
nois. 61820. In school supply stores. $1.00 per set.

SCHOOLHOUSE IN A FUN BOX: Sturdy picture-cards have identifying words
printed across the detachable tops of each card. Child matches picture
with scrambled top. For children age four to six. Ed-U-Cards Corp.,
Commack, New York 11725. In dime-to dollar chain stores. $1.19.
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SHUFFLE 'N REMO: A set of three lotto games, consisting of small
word cards which match a word board. Games concern familiar sub-
jecl's already in child's vocabularycolors, months and days. lic

to six players; ages six and up. Johnson Library of Reading Aids,
Box 68, Rochelle, Illinois 61068. $5.00 for three-game box.
Mail order only.

WONDER WORDS: This game consists of a playing board, strips :f
basic reading words, and spinner. Word strips are inserted in
rows, and +he player pronounces the words as he advances his marker,
according to spinner. Row arrangement encourages eye movements
similar to those used in line reading. Includes over 100 words,
plus blanks. Ages four to six (with pieures);five to seven; six
to eight; seven to nine. Educa+ional Game, Inc., P. O. Box 5833,
Grand Cen tral Station, New York, New York 10017. In department/
toy stores. $4.95. Extra sets of strips, $1.00

SCRABBLE FOR JUNIORS: foungsters' version of original game, based
on pictures and words. Playing board has one side for pictoral
version for younger players, advanced junior version on other side.
Develops word and letter recognition. One hundred_let+ered tiles.
Ages six tc 12 (and :ip); two to four players. Selchow & Righ+r,
200 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York, Department/toy stores. $3.

LEAPIN'. LETTERS: Players take turns picking from 36 plastic let-
ters to spell zany animal names. If letter can't be used by player
who gets it, it's promptly launched into air by spring device 4'or
others to grab and use. Lively way to use.letters. For two to
four players, ages five and up. Parker Brothers, 200 Fif+h Avenue,
New York, New York. Available in department/toy stores. $4.50.
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WRITING

The Ginn Wbrd Enrichment Program, 717 Miami Circle N.E., Atlanta,
Georgia 30324.

Teaching Main Ideas
Nine transparencies, $47.0C, CCM: School Materials Catalog,
Standard School, Inc., 5817 Florida Ave., Tampa, Florida 33604.

Outlining
7 transparenciep, $38.00.

---S-6-6t-t7-Torrian & Co., Atlanta, Georgia 30305.

Science Research Ass-3ciates, Inc.
259 East erie Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611

Basic Composition, Series II
(Writing Skills Laboratory) $64.95. Practical for stimulation
of students powers of observation and imagination aids in or-
ganizing and communicating ideas.

Education 4.9214ing_aftElltal__Ing_
gritifiriYArreVISing-filffirrips. Media Associates, East 64
Midland Avenue, Paramus, New Jersey 07652.

Films:
Polk Material Center, Bartow, Florida. Titles available include:
(1) Writing Through the Ages
(2) Spelling is Easy
(3) 10 Discover the Dictionary
(4) Story of a Book

Books for Students:
COMPOSITIONS THROUGH LITERATURE: American Book Company, 300
Pike Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. A creative writing course_for
upper elementary in which the student is exposed to examples
of writing techniques and then through composition, uses these
techniques and finally the student explores the structure of
language on the level of sounds, words and sentences.

Laboratory:
SRA Basic Composition series II and III - Writing Skills Labora-
tory: Science Research Associates, Inc., 259 East Erie Street,
Chicago, Ill. Grades five through eight--designed to stimulate
the student's imagination and to teach him hcw to organize and
communicate his experience.
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Films:
Regional Library, Bartow, Florida

WRITING THROUGH THE AGES - (10 min.) Chronological history or
writing as a means of communication.

STORY OF A BOOK: (11 min.) Film follows the real life author,
H, C. Holling, through the exciting and satisfying process of
creating PAGOO, the story of a hermit crab.

READING IMPROVEMENT: COMPREHENSIVE SKILLS (11 min.) Intermediate
level, emphasized ways of organizinK paragraphs and out-.1ining.

Materials:
Ace+ate sheet's obt'ained from any school supply is excellent' for
tracing.
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VIEWING

-Regional Film Library Catalog, Bartow, Florida

Weston Woods
lieston, Conn. o6880. List of bocks, filmstrips, recording,
sound filmstrip setq motion pictures.

Society for Visual Education
Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Ill. 60614

Educators Purchasing Master-Audio Visual
Catalog-Lists all companies - $27.50. Fisher Publishing, 3
West Princeton Avenue, Englewood, Colorado 80110.

Films:
Doubleday Multimedia, Department 0-ST-3, Schcol and Library
Division, Garden City, New York 11530.

Developing Visual Awareness and Insight
Wor1cboo1-68 pages, 11:5, IMED - Publishers

Our Children's Herita e
Audio Vi'suai of South Florida, A/K/A Educational Electronics,
3711.8 N. E. 12th Avenue, P.O. Box 23308, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Practical for literature for seven and eighe year olds.

Pictures:
Let's Start Picture Collections (Kindergarten end Primary)
Scholastic Magazines, 902 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey. Pictures with a teaching guide to help students
observe and relate to their immediate environment and learn
about the world beyond.

Kits:
Storytelling with the Flannel Board, Such as 40 stories to be
told with the flannelboard. (Dennison Teaching Aids) ABC
School Supply, 240 Ninth Street, North, St. Petersburg, Fla.

Transparencies:
Transparencies for Milliken Publishing Co., 611 Olive Street
St. Louis, Mo. (Colorful transparencies with records and ac-
tivity sheets in every area of the language arts.)

Stage:
Table stage, such as.the Talk N Picture,'
sits on the table as a theater for puppets or
diorams. (Milton Bradley) ABC School Supply,
North, St, Petersburg, Florida
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McLuhan, Marchall and Quentin Fiore. THE MEDIUM IS THE NTSSAGE. New
York: Bantam Books, 1967.

Films:
(1)- nDot and the Line" - Films, Inc.

1144 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmete, Illinois 60091

(2) nJazoon - Imperial Film Co.
The Executive Plaza
4404 South Florida Ave.
Lakeland, Florida 33803

(3) rahe Moods of Surfing" - Pyramid Film Producers
P.O. Box 1048
Santa Monica, California 90406

(4) "Sky Capers" - Pyramid Film Producers
P.O. Box 1048
Santa Monica, California 90406

(5) ',Wonderful World of Wheels" - Pyramid Film Producers
P.O. Box 1048
Santa Monica, Calif. 90406

(6) "A. Chairy Talen - Pyramid Film Producers
P.O. Box 1048
Santa Monica, Calif. 90406

(7) Terhe Red Balloonn - Pyramid Film Producers
P.O. Box 1048
Santa Monica, Calif. 90406

(8) "Dune Buggies" - Pyramid Film Producers
P.O. Box 1048
Santa Monica, Calif. 90406



LANGUAGE

Transformational Grammar Sound Filmstrips
2 series 10 day preview Each Series 6 filmstrios, 3 records,

6 guida-$45.00. Colonial Films, Inc., 752 Snring Stf.eet. N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia 70308.

Complete New Adventures In Languae
Unit-Wit 15 full color captioned filmstrips. $90.00. iron
Associates, 6021 Farrington Avenue. Alexandria, Virginia 22304.

Focus on Language
Complete set of 10 color filmstrips wil-h 5 records and teacher's
manual. $77.00. Eye-gate House, Inc., Jamaica, New York.

Fundamentals of Grammar
Complete set of nine color filmstrips and teacher's manual -
$42.50. Eye-gate House, Inc., Jamaica, New York.

Studv Skills
Note taking, outlining, reporting. 8 tapes for $49.40 on devel-
oping good study habits. Tapes Unlimited, 13001 Puritan Avenue,
Detroit, Michigan 48227.

All Aboard The Punctuation E .reee
IX CO Or iMMSurips - ..0. Learning Arts, P.O. Box 917,

Wichita, Kansas 67201

arles Tverrill, Columbus, Ohio. $1.05 each. Grades 3-8.

Skills in Spelling
Grades 1-4. 690. Correlation with all Language Arts areas.
McCormick, Mathers, P.O. Box 2212, Wichita, Kansas 67201..

The Language Instructor - Sound Teacher
Through the automatic execution of a listen-record-compare routine
a student may now effortlessly compare his own Pronunciation -
matching attempts with a.succession of speech models. Educational
Sound Systems, Inc., 4965 New Haven Avenue, Melbourne, Fla. 32901

Learning A Second Language
Oral Englisfi. The "Economy Co., P.O. Box 13998, 2033 Monroe Drive,
N.E., Atlanta, Georgia 30324

In Other Words
A geginning Thesauras by Greet, Jenkins, Schiller - $2.31. Scott,
Foresman & Co., Tucker, Georg:1.a 30084

In Other Words. . .

A junior thesaures by Greet, Jenkins, Schiller - $3.06. Scott,
Foresman and Company, Tucker, Georgia 30084.
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Let's Speak English by D. G. Wheeler
Grades 1-6. Especially designed for foreign ldhguage speaking
children-programmed. Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Manchester Road, Manchester, Mo. 63011

Our Changing Language
By Evelyn Gott and Raven J. McDavid. Grades 4-9. McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Manchester Road, Manchester, Mo. 63011.

Buildin- Lan ua:e Power Series
o els -5 9 , Pa ,-erns (4-6) - $.96; Blueprints (5-7)-

$.96; Frameworks (6-8) - $.96. Merrill Publishing Co.

Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1300 Alum Creek Drive, Columbus,
Ohio 43216.

Buildin Verbal Power in the U ,er Grades
5-12 1 RPM records, Educa,ional Record Sales, 157 Chambers
Street, NewiYork

Developing Fundamental Language Patterns
Ri'M records. Educational Record Sales, 157

Chambers Street, New York City, New York.

Filmstrips:
Encyclopedia, 425 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 60611.
(a) Filmstrip Series No. 8840 (color); ,TBeginning Grammar,

includes:
Words That Name Things
Words That Shmq Action
What Is a '
Words Usc of Names
Words Thc,
Words Telling How, When & Where
Using Punctuation Marks
Writing Conversation

(b) Filmstrip Series No. 8220 (color), 'Tarts of Speech,
includes:
Why Study Grammar
Nouns
Pronouns
Adjectives
Verbs
Adverbs
Prepositions, Conjunctions & Interjections
Phrases and Clauses

(c) Filmstrip Series 9260 (color), ??Understanding the Sentence,
includes:
The Verb and the Sentence
Recognizing Phrases
Recognizing Clauses
Kinds of Sentences
Parts of the Senterce or Clause
Using Personal Pronouns
Reflexive, Relative and Interrogative Pronouns
Making Words Agree
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Films:
Polk Material Center, Bartow, Florida.

"Punctuation - Mark Your Meaning"
Title includes:

Books for Students:
Roberts, Paul; THE ROBERTS ENGLISH SERIES,- Harcourt, Brace and
World, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia, State textbook for grades 3-6
that uses the linguis tic.approach to language. The workbooks
are available to accompany the text from the Florida Schoolbook
Depository, Jacksonville, Florida.

Films, Filmstrips, and Records:
"Black Treasure" filmstrip and record concerning the culturany
deprived from the Coke Bottling Company.

"Punctuation - Mark Your Meaning"_(11 min.) A film_from the
Regional Library, Bartow, Florida for the Intermediate level.
Shows the simple rules of punctuation and how essential punc-
tuation is.to the meaning of our language.

"Billy, the Lonely Word", a record from Classroom Materials Inc.,
93 Myrtle Drive, Great Neck, New Jersey. A set of two records
with stories such as "Billy in Verbville," "Billy on Adjective*
Avenue," etc.

The Best in Children's Literature records; stories of "The
Universe Around Us."; from Bownar Records, 1051 South Burbank
Boulevard, North Hollywood, California

Transparencies:
Hayes Language Transparencies (Negatives, Antonyms, Sentences,
Contractions, Parts of Speech, etc.)
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